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Abstract
We present a study of a combination of HQET and relativistic QCD to extract the b-
quark mass and the Bs-meson decay constant from lattice quenched simulations. We
start from a small volume, where one can directly simulate the b-quark, and compute
the connection to a large volume, where finite size effects are negligible, through a
finite size technique. The latter consists of steps extrapolated to the continuum limit,
where the b-region is reached through interpolations guided by the effective theory.
With the lattice spacing given in terms of the Sommer’s scale r0 and the experimen-
tal Bs and K masses, we get the final results for the renormalization group invariant
mass Mb = 6.88(10) GeV, translating into mb(mb) = 4.42(6) GeV in the MS scheme,
and fBs = 191(6) MeV for the decay constant.
A renormalization condition for the chromo-magnetic operator, responsible, at
leading order in the heavy quark mass expansion of HQET, for the mass splitting be-
tween the pseudoscalar and the vector channel in mesonic heavy-light bound states, is
provided in terms of lattice correlations functions which well suits a non-perturbative
computation involving a large range of renormalization scales and no valence quarks.
The two-loop expression of the corresponding anomalous dimension in the Schrö-
dinger functional (SF) scheme is computed starting from results in the literature; it
requires a one-loop calculation in the SF scheme with a non-vanishing background
field. The cutoff effects affecting the scale evolution of the renormalization factors are
studied at one-loop order, and confirmed by non-perturbative quenched computations
to be negligible for the numerical precision achievable at present.
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Zusammenfassung
Wir stellen eine Untersuchung einer Kombination zwischen HQET und relativistischer
QCD vor, die das Ziel hat, die b-QuarkMasse und die Zerfallskonstante des Bs-Mesons
aus Gitter-Simulationen, unter Nichtbeachtung virtueller Fermionenschleifen, zu ge-
winnen. Wir beginnen mit einem kleinen Volumen, in dem man das b-Quark direkt
simulieren kann, und stellen die numerische Verbindung mit einem großen Volumen,
wo “finite-size” Effekte vernachlässigbar sind, mit Hilfe einer “finite-size” Methode
her. Diese besteht aus zum Kontinuum extrapolierten Schritten, wobei der Massen-
punkt, der der physikalischen b-Quark Masse entspricht, durch eine Interpolation er-
reicht wird. In diese Interpolation fliessen die in der HQET erzielten Resultate ein.
Mit dem durch die Sommersche Skale r0 bestimmten Gitterabstand und den expe-
rimentalen Werten für die Bs- und K-Massen erhalten wir die Endergebnisse für die
renormierungsgruppeninvariante Masse Mb = 6.88(10) GeV, äquivalent zu mb(mb) =
4.42(6) GeV in dem MS-Schema und fBs = 191(6) MeV für die Zerfallskonstante.
Eine Renormierungsbedingung für den Chromo-magnetischen Operator, der in füh-
render Ordnung der Entwicklung in der schweren Quarkmasse in HQET für die Mas-
senaufspaltung zwischen dem pseudoskalaren und dem vektoriellen Kanal mesoni-
scher schwer-leicht gebundener Zustände verantwortlich ist, wird auf der Basis von
Gitter-Korrelationsfunktionen bereitgestellt. Dies eignet sich gut für eine nicht-stö-
rungstheoretische Rechnung, welche einen großen Bereich der Renormierungsskala
umfasst und keine Valenz-Quarks beinhaltet.
Die Zwei-Schleifen Ordnung der entsprechenden anomalen Dimension im
Schrödinger-Funktional-Schema wird mit Hilfe von veröffentlichten Ergebnissen be-
rechnet; dies erforderte eine neue Ein-Schleifen Rechnung im SF-Schema mit einem
nicht verschwindenden Hintergrundfeld. Die Gitterartefakte bezüglich der Skalenent-
wicklung des Renormierungsfaktors werden zur Ein-Schleifen Ordnung untersucht,
und es wird von nicht-störungstheoretischen Simulationen, unter Nichtbeachtung vir-
tueller Fermionenschleifen, bestätigt, dass sie für die gegenwärtige verfügbare nume-
rische Präzision vernachlässigbar sind.
Schlagwörter:
Gitter-QCD, HQET, Hadronspektrum, Chromo-magnetische Wechselwirkung
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the seventeenth century the scientific method was born. Its father, Galileo Galilei,
proposed it as the correct way to understand nature, focusing the attention on the con-
cepts of reproducibility of a physical phenomenon and predictivity of its theoretical
description. Along this method, present-day particle physics research represents the
most ambitious and most organized effort to understand world’s underlying structure.
Besides the gravitational one, modern physicists have counted three fundamental
interactions: strong, weak and electromagnetic. To date, almost all experimental tests
of the three forces have well agreed with the predictions of the Standard Model. This is
not really surprising, since the latter has been built from the experimental observations.
Its mathematical framework is represented by quantum field theory, where each type
of particle is described in terms of a field, obeying to a local gauge principle, with the
gauge group
SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y .
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is associated with the first of these groups, and is
the theory of the strong interactions. The matter constituents are fermions; six quarks,
organized in three generations(
u
d
)
,
(
s
c
)
,
(
b
t
)
,
whose color interaction is mediated by vector bosons, the gluons. The latter have a
color charge too, and, like all other non-Abelian gauge theories (and unlike quantum
electrodynamics), they interact with one another by the same force that affects the
quarks.
QCD enjoys two peculiar properties: asymptotic freedom and confinement. The
former is relevant at high energies, or short distances, where quarks and gluons are
found to be weakly coupled. As the energy scales become arbitrarily large, one is left
with a non-interacting theory. This pattern has been verified in several experimental
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observations, especially in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scatterings. The theoretical
explanation of the phenomenon came in 1973 thanks to D. Gross, D. Politzer and
F. Wilczek [3, 4], in the framework of the renormalization group. For sufficiently
short distances or large momentum transfer, an asymptotically free theory, amenable
to perturbation theory calculations using Feynman diagrams, emerges. Such situa-
tions are therefore more theoretically tractable, under the analytical point of view, than
the long-distance, strong-coupling behavior, where confinement dominates. Although
an analytical proof is still missing, confinement is widely accepted, and explains the
consistent failure of free quark searches, as well as many other accurate experimental
data, like hadron masses. In the low-energy regime, the coupling constant assumes
values, which are too large to have a reliable perturbative expansion. It follows that
the theoretical predictions need other techniques. The answer came in 1974, when
K. Wilson proposed [5] a way to quantize a gauge field theory on a discrete lattice
in Euclidean space-time, preserving exact gauge invariance. The lattice gauge theory
he developed has a computable strong-coupling limit, where it is possible to show the
color confinement, and thus the absence of free quarks. Lattice QCD shares with the
continuum QCD formulation the property of relying on very few parameters, and al-
lows first-principle predictions without any additional assumption. The lattice provides
a regularization of the theory, which becomes ultraviolet finite thanks to the presence of
a cutoff proportional to the inverse of the lattice spacing a, while infrared divergences
can be avoided by choosing either non-vanishing quark masses or particular boundary
conditions. Such a theory suits well the implementation on a computer, or even on
a cluster of them, and is not restricted to the low-energy regime. Perturbative lattice
computations are possible and useful; however, they are generally more complicated
than in the continuum.
Once a lattice setup has been chosen, the desired observable can be computed
by evaluating the corresponding Feynman path integrals via Monte Carlo techniques.
Apart from statistical errors, such an evaluation is, however, only an approximation
of the wished result, because of the finiteness of the lattice cutoff. As for any other
regularization method, the regulator has to be removed. This amounts to take the con-
tinuum limit. The lattice discretization is made finer and finer, and, at the same time,
one is asked to tune the bare parameters of the theory according to the renormaliza-
tion group equations, in order to keep fixed the corresponding physical quantities. The
fineness of the lattice is strongly limited by the available computer facilities as well as
by the details of the Monte Carlo samplings. As a set of lattices have been simulated,
one in general expects to find discretization errors vanishing linearly with the lattice
spacing. This can be trusted if a is small enough compared to the other involved scales.
Furthermore, it often constrains one to vary a over a large range before having a con-
trolled estimate of the size of the lattice artifacts. The latter can also be quite large.
The issue can be solved by “decorating” the action and the correlation functions with
3irrelevant terms, i.e. vanishing in the continuum limit, which, properly tuned, cancels
the O(a)-artifacts.
The Feynman path integrals involve the fermion determinant that is non-local and
very expensive to evaluate numerically. In order to bring the computational effort to
an acceptable level, lattice physicists have introduced the quenched approximation.
The latter amounts to disregard the fermionic contributions in the generation of the
gauge configurations. In the language of Feynman diagrams, it can be interpreted as
the removal of all virtual quark lines. The drawback is that one is confronted with an
uncontrolled approximation. Deviations from full, or unquenched, QCD results are al-
most unpredictable, as long as the latter are unknown. Still, quenched simulations have
led to results in many cases in very good agreement with experiments, and represent a
powerful tool to test techniques intended for later use in full QCD.
In spite of the richness of physical phenomena associated with the strong interac-
tions, there are many phenomenologically interesting subjects which are not directly
related with QCD alone. Among others, it is the case of the weak interactions. Lat-
tice QCD allows to study observables, encoding important informations upon matrix
elements of the effective weak Hamiltonian between QCD bound states. Outstanding
examples are form factors and decay constants.
However, a scan through a review of particle properties gives a rough idea of the
abundance of open questions. As one intends to face all of them armed with lattice
QCD, one discovers that a brute force computational approach is clearly doomed.
A way to solve the problem is to find alternative discretizations of the theory, as
well as more efficient computational algorithms. This is helpful, but in many cases
not sufficient to obtain predictions precise enough to be competitive with most recent
experimental determinations.
A powerful tool is represented by the approximated symmetries of the theory. The
light quarks u and d have masses which are much smaller than the typical QCD scale
ΛQCD, which is of the order of a few hundreds of MeV. Consequently, for many QCD
processes it is a good approximation to take the limit mu,d→ 0. In this limit the theory
shows a symmetry, associated with the group SU(2)L×SU(2)R, called chiral sym-
metry, and many low-energy properties of QCD are related to a few matrix elements.
One may also approximate the strange quark to be massless, thus having an enlarged
symmetry SU(3)L×SU(3)R, but also expect finite quark mass corrections to be not
small.
Analogously, one observes that the remaining three quarks, namely the charm, the
bottom and the top quarks, have masses much bigger than the QCD scale. Lattice
gauge theory is then found to face a multi-scale problem. Let us consider the case of a
heavy-light meson, i.e. a hadron composed1 of a heavy quark (e.g. the bottom), and a
1Of course these considerations hold also for a meson made of a heavy antiquark and a light quark,
and even more generally for heavy-light hadronic bound states.
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light antiquark (e.g. the antistrange). Due to the small Compton wavelength associated
with the former, one would require a cutoff a−1 much bigger than the quark mass in
order to have a good control over the aforementioned discretization errors. At the same
time, the light antiquark wave function introduces a widely spread object, demanding
a large volume in physical units in order to have negligible finite volume effects. It is
not possible to fulfill both requirements at the same time, because one would need a
lattice resolution which is not affordable even by the most recent supercomputers.
Several ways of dealing with this problem have been proposed and investigated.
Instead of mentioning all of them, we focus our attention on the conceptually simplest
but all the while very powerful approach, the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET).
When the Compton wavelength 1/m of the heavy quark is much smaller than the size
of the meson, the low energy properties of the latter are scantily sensitive to the heavy
quark mass. The non-perturbative dynamics of the meson can thus be approximated
[6] by considering the heavy quark to be static, i.e. propagating only in time in the
rest frame of the hadron. While this approximation describes the correct asymptotic
behavior of the bound state in the limit m→∞, and is interesting by itself, finite quark
mass corrections can be studied in a systematic way through an expansion in powers
of 1/m, and allow to make closer contact with phenomenology. In the static approxi-
mation the heavy quark is seen just as a static source of color by the light degrees of
freedom surrounding it. They are blind to the flavor and the spin of the static quark. It
means that one has at one’s disposal further symmetries in addition to the ones QCD
already comprises, and thus promising tools to extract interesting properties of heavy-
light bound states by using a lattice formulation of HQET. How big the finite quark
mass corrections are, it cannot be said a priori. They depend on the involved masses as
well as on the observable itself.
Another interesting approach has roots in HQET, but exploits the QCD Lagrangian.
Proposed by the Tor Vergata group [7], it is based on a finite size technique, called
Step Scaling Method, where the heavy-light system is simulated, by using the QCD
Lagrangian, on a volume small enough, in physical units, to allow an accurate treat-
ment of the heavy quark dynamics, and to extrapolate to the continuum limit with
confidence. The light degrees of freedom are clearly squeezed in such a box. Through
several steps, one then performs the connection to an ideally infinite volume. In prac-
tice, the latter is a box large enough to let consider the finite size effects negligible
in comparison with the numerical precision on the computed observables. The steps
consist in doubling the volume and halving the heavy quark mass in physical units, in
order to keep the discretization errors under control. Each step is performed for several
heavy quark masses and extrapolated to the continuum limit. The main assumption of
the method is that the step scaling functions have a mild dependence on the heavy
quark mass. One can thus join the heavy quark region of interest through an extrapola-
tion, while the light quark mass is held fixed to its phenomenological value during the
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The Step Scaling Method represents a very attractive approach to study the proper-
ties of heavy-light bound states; still, it entails extrapolations which cannot be consid-
ered reliable a priori, especially if the simulated heavy quark masses are much lighter
than the extrapolated ones, and if a very high precision is desired.
By combining the static limit of HQET and the Step Scaling Method one can turn
the extrapolations of the latter into interpolations in all volumes. The upshot is a
method which promises to allow to study heavy-light meson properties with aston-
ishing confidence and precision also in the b-quark energy scale.
The interplay of HQET and the QCD Step Scaling Method can be exploited also
to extract important informations concerning the magnitude of the finite heavy quark
mass corrections to the static limit. These can be directly studied in HQET too. At
order 1/m the terms in the Lagrangian breaking the spin-flavor symmetry of the static
theory are two [8, 9]. One is the kinetic term, responsible for the spatial motion of the
heavy quark in the rest frame of the hadron, and the second is the chromo-magnetic
term, describing the interaction of the heavy quark spin with the gluon field. Restrict-
ing our attention to the heavy-light mesons, we stress that the chromo-magnetic inter-
action is responsible, among other effects, for the mass splitting between the ground
state pseudoscalar and vector mesons. Since the splitting is known from experiments
with very high accuracy, it represents an excellent testing ground for the effective the-
ory, both in the bottom channel and in the charm one.
In this context the renormalization of the chromo-magnetic operator plays a crucial
role. The renormalization procedure is simplified by the absence of operator mixing
[9]. Furthermore, one would like to relate the mass splitting to a scale and scheme
independent matrix element. This is possible by exploiting the general strategy of the
ALPHA collaboration [10, 11, 12], which addresses the question how the perturbative
regime is related to the observed hadronic properties. The key idea is the introduction
of a renormalization scheme, the Schrödinger functional , in which the scale evolu-
tion of the renormalization factor of the chromo-magnetic operator can be computed
non-perturbatively from low to very high energies. In the high-energy regime one
can continue the scale evolution using perturbation theory, which allows to determine
the renormalization group invariant operator. Working in a mass independent renor-
malization scheme, the scale evolution of the renormalization factor is ruled by the
renormalization group equations, where the renormalized coupling, the corresponding
β -function, and the anomalous dimension of the operator appear. A precise pertur-
bative knowledge of the latter is an important brick to bridge the high-energy regime
with an ideally infinite energy scale, where the RGI renormalization factor can be de-
termined.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 an introduction to HQET
with special care to the phenomenological aspects is given. The static approximation
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and its symmetries are discussed, and the importance of a non-perturbative renormal-
ization is stressed. The final section concerns the matching of the effective theory with
QCD. The basic ideas are explained in order to make easier the reading of the follow-
ing chapters.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the Schrödinger functional scheme. After its definition in
the continuum, the lattice discretization is introduced and followed by a short descrip-
tion of the Monte Carlo methods, employed for the non-perturbative computations of
this work. The basic concepts of the O(a)-improvement of both relativistic QCD and
HQET are explained, and are of central importance throughout the following. The
last section is strongly connected with chapter 4. In the former, explicit expressions
for correlation functions and observables, stemming from relativistic quark and static-
light bilinears, are derived. In addition, their connection to physical quantities like
decay constants and hadron masses is set up. The improvement of the correlation
function is discussed, and the last subsection deals with their renormalization.
With chapter 4 one enters the main part of the thesis. The first section explains
how the interplay between HQET and the QCD Step Scaling Method works. Before
presenting the results, the choice of the simulation parameters is motivated, and all de-
tails necessary to compute them are provided. The definition of renormalization group
invariant quark mass is expounded too. The rest of the chapter is split into two parts,
containing the main results of this work on the combination of the effective theory and
relativistic QCD. The first part discusses the non-perturbative computation of the b-
quark mass, by starting simply from the Bs-meson and Kaon masses. The second part
exploits the same experimental inputs, and achieves a non-perturbative computation of
the Bs-meson decay constant. All simulations are performed in the quenched approxi-
mation.
Chapter 5 provides an expression of the mass spitting between the pseudoscalar and
the vector heavy-light mesons in terms of HQET. At order 1/m, it can be expressed as
a matrix element of the chromo-magnetic operator, for which a proposal for the non-
perturbative renormalization is furnished. The main point is that it involves the compu-
tation of only pure gauge observables. In order to get the total renormalization factor
relating the bare operator to the renormalization group invariant one, perturbation the-
ory plays a fundamental role. After explaining the basics of the perturbative expansion
in the Schrödinger functional scheme, and of the connection between the latter and the
MS scheme, a formalism for the computation and the improvement of Wilson loops at
one-loop order is provided, with special care dedicated to its implementation on a com-
puter. The remaining part of the chapter presents the main results on the subject: the
two-loop expression of the anomalous dimension of the chromo-magnetic operator in
the Schrödinger functional scheme, and a study of the cutoff effects affecting the cor-
responding renormalization factor. The latter are also compared with non-perturbative
simulations at weak coupling and in the quenched approximation.
7In chapter 6 the code used for the perturbative computations of chapter 5 is pre-
sented. It enables the user to compute up to and including the one-loop order of any
Wilson loop in the Schrödinger functional scheme, as well as the improvement coun-
terterms, with or without non-vanishing background field. The first section is thought
as a basic documentation, which lets the reader understand the structure of the code
and how to use it without entering in the details of the underlying subroutines. The
following sections are devoted to an explanation of the modules constituting the pillars
of the program. Each of them is an important part of the program, but can also be used
separately from the rest. Finally, two of the tests performed to check the correctness of
the program are discussed.
Part of the appendices are simply a report of the details of the numerical results,
while the remaining appendices present the details of the analysis procedure, and are
thought as tools not restricted to this work only.
Finally, the last chapter summarizes all results and discusses an outlook.
Chapter 2
Phenomenology of the heavy quarks
2.1 Strong interactions
A deep insight in the hadronic structure was given in the late 1960s by the SLAC-
MIT deep inelastic scattering experiments. These experiments were a decisive test for
models, in which hadrons behave like a complex cloud of softly bounded constituents.
In scatterings between an electron beam and a hydrogen target, these models predicted
very low scattering rates. Instead, the SLAC-MIT experiments showed a substantial
rate for hard scatterings of electrons from protons, where only in rare cases did a single
proton emerge from the process.
The explanation of these phenomena was given by the simple model advanced by
Bjorken and Feynman: the parton model. The latter predicts that a hadron is a loosely
bound assemblage of a small number of pointlike constituents (quarks and antiquarks),
obeying to the Fermi statistics, and carrying electric charge, and possibly other kinds
of interaction, responsible for their binding.
Historically Quantum Chromodynamics was born as a development of this model,
and it exploits the power of quantum field theory to explain the strong interactions,
which bind quarks and antiquarks together in the observed hadrons.
Quarks are identified by a flavor quantum number and are triplets of the SU(3)
gauge symmetry, the color. Under a gauge transformation g(x), which is a matrix in
the gauge group representation, the quark field ψ transforms according to
ψ(x)→ ψg(x) = g(x)ψ(x) . (2.1)
Quarks interact through the corresponding gauge quanta, the gluons, described by the
gauge potential Aµ(x). The latter is a vector field belonging to the su(3) Lie algebra,
and transforming as
Aµ(x)→ Agµ(x) = g(x)Aµ(x)g−1(x)+g(x)∂µg−1(x) . (2.2)
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The covariant derivative Dµ ,
Dµ = ∂µ +Aµ , (2.3)
transforms as follows
Dµ(x)→ Dgµ(x) = g(x)Dµ(x)g−1(x)
= ∂µ +g(x)Aµ(x)g−1(x)+g(x)∂µg−1(x) . (2.4)
The curvature tensor
Fµν = [Dµ ,Dν ] = ∂µAν −∂νAµ +[Aµ ,Aν ] . (2.5)
is an element of the su(3) Lie algebra as well, and transforms as
Fµν(x)→ Fgµν(x) = g(x)Fµν(x)g−1(x) . (2.6)
With all these ingredients we can write down the QCD Lagrangian
LQCD =− 12g20
tr{FµνFµν}+
Nf
∑
f=1
ψ f(D/+mf)ψf , (2.7)
where g0 is the bare gauge coupling and the color indices are omitted. The last term
in the r.h.s. of eq. (2.7) is the Dirac Lagrangian for Nf flavors, with the covariant
derivative D/=Dµγµ , and mf is the bare quark mass of the flavor f. We have chosen the
Euclidean metric, and the the definition of the Euclidean γ-matrices is given in App. A.
Given an operator O , a gauge invariant product of fields, one computes its expec-
tation value in QCD by evaluating
〈O〉QCD = 1ZQCD
∫
allfields
O e−
∫
d4xLQCD , (2.8)
where ZQCD is the QCD partition function
ZQCD =
∫
allfields
e−
∫
d4xLQCD , (2.9)
normalized in such a way that 〈1〉QCD = 1. A more rigorous definition of the partition
function and of the evaluation of the integral in eq. (2.8) is provided in the next chapter
within the lattice regularization.
As shown in eq. (2.2), the gauge field Aµ non trivially transforms under the gauge
group. As a consequence, the curvature tensor Fµν is not gauge invariant, and thus not
directly a physical observable.
At high energies, as in the SLAC-MIT deep inelastic scattering experiments, quarks
behave almost like free particles, as indicated by the parton model. This property has
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been theoretically clarified in the early 1970s by Politzer, Gross and Wilczek [3, 4],
and is known under the name of asymptotic freedom. Quarks are still bound inside the
hadrons, and their binding force asymptotically vanishes as they get closer and closer.
Corrections to the free quark theory can be computed by performing a perturbative
expansion in powers of the coupling. As the coupling itself, these corrections vanish
only in the infinite energy limit.
Increasing the distance between the quarks, the perturbative computations become
less and less accurate. The coupling becomes stronger and stronger, compromising the
accuracy of the perturbative expansion. As a consequence, no free quarks have ever
been observed at large distance.
A complete study of the hadron properties requires one to be able to deal with both
energy regimes, and this can be achieved only through non-perturbative methods, like
lattice QCD.
2.2 Spin-flavor symmetry
Considering a meson composed by a heavy quark (e.g. the bottom quark) and a light
antiquark, one is found to face a non-perturbative two-scale problem, which is difficult
to be solved, with the Lagrangian in eq. (2.7), by brute force computations.
By taking the limit of infinite quark mass, important symmetries appear, which can
be exploited to compute interesting meson properties. In this limit the heavy quark
is static, i.e. it propagates only in time in the rest frame of the meson. The quark is
surrounded by a complicated cloud of gluons and quark-antiquark pairs, and the light
valence antiquark. They form the light degrees of freedom. They can see neither the
flavor nor the spin of the static quark, because the latter is infinitely heavy; they just
see it as a static source of color.
Since the flavor and the spin of the static quark are irrelevant, the symmetry group
is SU(2). In general one can consider the case of Nh heavy flavors, thus getting an
SU(2Nh) spin-flavor symmetry.
A simple physical picture of the system can be got by remembering that the heavy
quark and the light antiquark are particles with spin 1/2. The total spin operator and
its component along the zˆ axis are given respectively by
~S = ~Sh+~Sl , (2.10)
~Sz = ~Szh+
~Szl , (2.11)
with eigenvalues s(s+ 1) for S2 = ~S ·~S and sz for ~Sz. It is then simple to construct a
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singlet with spin and parity spi = 0−, and a triplet with spi = 1−:
spi = 1−⇔

|1,+1〉= |↑↑〉 ,
|1,0〉= 1√
2
(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) ,
|1,−1〉= |↓↓〉 ,
(2.12)
spi = 0−⇔ |0,0〉= 1√
2
(|↑↓〉− |↓↑〉) , (2.13)
where in the kets the numeric labels are the values of s and sz, and the first arrow refers
to the spin of the heavy quark along the zˆ axis, while the second arrow refers to that of
the light antiquark.
In the infinite quark mass limit the spin ~Sh of the heavy quark and the spin of
the light antiquark ~Sl are separately conserved by the strong interactions, and the four
states in eqs. (2.12, 2.13) are degenerate in mass.
Nevertheless the system is still not trivial, because the interaction between the static
quark and the light degrees of freedom is strong, and must be solved in a non-pertur-
bative way.
The physical picture that we have just discussed corresponds to the leading order
of the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [13].
In nature the heavy quark has a finite mass, and the finite quark mass corrections
can be systematically computed in HQET. The starting point for such computations is
the Lagrangian derived in the next section.
2.3 The effective Lagrangian
In this section we derive the continuum effective Lagrangian of HQET at the classical
level, following the idea of [14, 15].
The goal is to describe the dynamics of a hadron containing one heavy quark (e.g.
the b-quark) and a light antiquark, in the frame where the hadron is at rest. As in
Sect. 2.1 we keep the Euclidean metric. We start from the QCD Lagrangian appearing
in eq. (2.7), and focus our attention on the heavy flavor with mass m, dropping the
corresponding flavor index to simplify the notation. The fermion part of the Lagrangian
reads
L = ψ(D/+m)ψ = ψ˜Dψ , (2.14)
ψ = ψ˜γ0 , D = mγ0+D0+ γ0Dkγk , (2.15)
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and, in analogy to the derivation of the corrections to the nonrelativistic approximation
of QCD, we perform a Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation to derive the Lagrangian
of a static quark, with the symmetry properties described in Sect. 2.2, and take into
account the finite quark mass corrections through an expansion in powers of 1/m. The
transformation
ψ → η = eiSψ , ψ˜ → η˜ = ψ˜e−iS , D →D ′ = eiSDe−iS , (2.16)
with S=− i2mDkγk, leaves the Lagrangian invariant
L → η˜D ′η =L , (2.17)
and has the property
S= S† . (2.18)
The hermicity in eq. (2.18) simply follows from the fact that in the Euclidean met-
ric D†k = (∂
†
k +A
†
k) =−Dk and γ†k = γk as shown in App. A. Further, the assumptions
D0ψ = O(m)ψ , Sψ = O(1/m)ψ , (2.19)
are justified at the end of this section.
The new operator D ′ can be computed by making use of the general identity
eABe−A =
∞
∑
n=0
1
n! [A, [A, [. . . [A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
,B]] . . .]] , (2.20)
obtained by a formal Taylor expansion of eεABe−εA at ε = 1, giving
D ′ = D+[iS,D ]+ 12 [iS, [iS,D ]]+ . . .
= D+ 12m [Dkγk,D ]+
1
8m2 [Dlγl, [Dkγk,D ]]+O(
1
m2 ) . (2.21)
In particular
[Dkγk,D ] = mDk[γk,γ0]+ [Dk,D0]γk+[Dkγk,γ0Dnγn]
= −2mγ0Dkγk+Fk0γk+[Dkγk,γ0Dnγn] , (2.22)
where Fµν is defined in eq. (2.5), and
[Dkγk,γ0Dnγn] = γ0[Dk,Dn]γnγk−2γ0DkDk . (2.23)
Inserting eq. (2.22) into the r.h.s. of eq. (2.21), and using eq. (2.23) in the second step,
gives
D ′ = D+ 12m [Dkγk,D ]− 14m [Dlγl,γ0Dkγk]+O( 1m2 ) (2.24)
= D+ 12m
(−2mγ0Dkγk+Fk0γk+Dspin− γ0D2)+O( 1m2 ) ,
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with
Dspin =−12γ0[Dk,Dl]γkγl =− 12iγ0[Dk,Dl]σkl , (2.25)
σkl = i2 [γk,γl] , D
2 = DkDk . (2.26)
We are now ready to write eq. (2.24) in the form
D ′ = γ0
{
γ0D0+m+ 12m
(−D2− 12iFklσkl +Fk0γ0γk)
}
+O( 1m2 ) . (2.27)
Through the projectors P± = (1± γ0)/2 we split the fields ψ and ψ in their upper and
lower components
ψh = P+ψ ψ h = ψP+ , (2.28)
ψh¯ = P−ψ ψ h¯ = ψP− , (2.29)
letting us write the Lagrangian as
L = L stath +L
stat
h¯ +
(
L
(1)
h +L
(1)
h¯ +L
(1)
hh¯
)
+O( 1m2 ) , (2.30)
L stath = ψ h (D0+m)ψh , (2.31)
L stath¯ = ψ h¯ (−D0+m)ψh¯ , (2.32)
L
(1)
h =
1
2mψ h
(−D2− 12iFklσkl)ψh , (2.33)
L
(1)
h¯ =
1
2mψ h¯
(−D2− 12iFklσkl)ψh¯ , (2.34)
L
(1)
hh¯ =
1
2m
{
ψ hFk0γkψh¯+ψ h¯Fk0γkψh
}
. (2.35)
For our purposes we can drop the term L (1)hh¯ , because it does not contribute in the
computation of correlation functions involving only a heavy quark (or antiquark). Only
double insertions of this term would contribute, and they are of order 1/m2.
The fields ψh, ψ h, ψh¯ and ψ h¯ actually have only two Dirac components. Neverthe-
less we keep the four components notation, with two vanishing components for each
field.
Inspection of the Dirac equation, obtained from the static Lagrangians L stath and
L stath¯ , justifies the kinematics D0ψ = O(m)ψ given in (2.19). To prove the second
equation in (2.19), we start from the observation that a very heavy quark inside a
hadron moves with essentially the hadron’s velocity and is almost on-shell. We can
write its momentum as P=m+k, with k “measuring” its off-shellness and k¿m. This
quantity is often referred to as residual momentum. Interactions of the heavy quark
with the light degrees of freedom change it by an amount of order ∆k∼ ΛQCD, and the
lowest order, in the 1/m expansion of the Lagrangian, where it is taken into account is
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in L (1)h , through the operator Dk. It is thus correct to state that Sψ = O(ΛQCD/m)ψ ,
but in this section we are discussing the classical theory, where ΛQCD makes no sense,
and it would then be more appropriate to write Sψ = O(ε)ψ . In a somewhat sloppy
notation, we write O(1/m) instead of O(ε).
Finally we would like to get rid of the mass term appearing inL stath andL
stat
h¯ . This
can be easily achieved by observing that the operators appearing in the O(1/m) cor-
rection terms, namely D2 and Fklσkl in eq. (2.33) and eq. (2.34) respectively, commute
with γ0, and we redefine the fields according to
ψh→ e−mγ0x0ψh , ψ h→ ψ hemγ0x0 , (2.36)
ψh¯→ emγ0x0ψh¯ , ψ h¯→ ψ h¯e−mγ0x0 , (2.37)
where x0 is the usual time coordinate. This has exactly the effect of cancelling the
mass term inL stath andL
stat
h¯ , which now read
L stath = ψ h
(
D0+ ε+
)
ψh , (2.38)
L stath¯ = ψ h¯
(−D0+ ε+)ψ h , (2.39)
where the infinitesimal, positive ε+ prescription plays the role of selecting the appro-
priate time propagation.
Notice that dropping the mass term in L stath and L
stat
h¯ , corresponds exactly to an
energy shift by an amount of m in all single heavy quark (or antiquark) states.
2.4 Symmetries of the effective Lagrangian
We focus our attention on the heavy quark static Lagrangian of eq. (2.38) (the antiquark
case is analogous), and we now show that it is invariant under the symmetries described
in Sect. 2.2, which are absent in finite mass QCD.
The spin symmetry can be seen as invariance under the rotations [13, 16, 17]
ψh→Vψh , ψ h→ ψ hV−1 , V = exp
{−iφiεi jkσ jk} , (2.40)
with φi an arbitrary parameter. This simply follows from the fact that σ jk commutes
with γ0, as noticed in Sect. 2.3.
Another symmetry, corresponding to the local conservation of the quark number,
is the invariance under phase transformations [18]
ψh→ eiη(x)ψh , ψ h→ ψ he−iη(x) , (2.41)
where it is important to underline that the parameter η(x) is time independent; it de-
pends only on the spatial coordinates. The proof is trivial, because in the static La-
grangian only the time derivative appears.
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The symmetry under rotations in flavor space mentioned in Sect. 2.2 is irrelevant
in our case, because we have only one heavy flavor.
These symmetries are broken by the O(1/m) correction terms. We adopt a more
compact notation for the operators in eq. (2.33)
L
(1)
h = − 12m(Okin+Ospin) , (2.42)
Okin = ψ hDkDkψh = ψ hD
2ψh , (2.43)
Ospin = ψ h
1
2iFklσklψh = ψ hσ ·Bψh . (2.44)
The kinetic operator Okin does not break the spin symmetry (eq. (2.40)). It describes,
at leading order in the 1/m expansion, the spatial motion of the heavy quark.
The spin symmetry is broken by the “hyperfine” chromo-magnetic term Ospin,
which is obviously invariant under the phase transformations described in (2.41).
2.5 Renormalization of the effective theory
The leading order Lagrangian, eq. (2.38), contains local fields of mass dimension
d ≤ 4, and it is thus power counting renormalizable. At this order only a finite num-
ber of counterterms are needed. The latter must be compatible with the symmetries
described in the previous section, and the only possible counterterm with dimension
d ≤ 4, involving the fields ψ h and ψh, and invariant under the symmetries of the static
action, is ψ hψh.
Indicating with δm its coefficient, one is thus left with the formal static Lagrangian
L stath = ψ h (D0+δm)ψh . (2.45)
As noticed in Sect. 2.3, such a term amounts only to an energy shift of exactly δm for
all single heavy quark states.
If we now allow finite quark mass corrections, we can use the HQET Lagrangian
L HQETh =L
stat
h +L
(1)
h +O(
1
m2 ) . (2.46)
The renormalization of the operators appearing inL (1)h may introduce new terms com-
patible with the symmetries of the theory and dimension d ≤ 5. Under these con-
straints no new terms are needed, and the coefficients of the operators Okin and Ospin
are only parameters depending on the bare coupling and on the mass m. The O(1/m)
Lagrangian has thus the form
L
(1)
h = −(ωkinOkin+ωspinOspin) , (2.47)
ωkin = O( 1m) , ωspin = O(
1
m) . (2.48)
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SinceL (1)h contains dimension five operators, one may conclude that, for dimensional
reasons the theory is not renormalizable.This happens to be true for NRQCD, but not
for HQET [19].
We consider an operator O(x) containing light and heavy degrees of freedom, and
we expand it at tree-level in a power series in 1/m,
O(x) =
n
∑
ν=0
O(ν)(x) , O(ν)(x) =∑
i
α(ν)i O
(ν)
i (x) , (2.49)
with O(ν)i of dimension 3+ ν and α
(ν)
i = O(1/m
ν). The terms of the expansion can
be obtained by applying a Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation as in Sect. 2.3. A typical
example is the µ = 0 component of heavy-light axial vector current Aµ(x),
Aµ(x) = ψ l(x)γµγ5ψ(x) , (2.50)
giving
A(0)(x) = α(0)0 A
stat
0 (x) , A
stat
0 (x) = ψ l(x)γ0γ5ψh(x) , (2.51)
A(1)(x) = α(1)1 A
(1)
1 (x) , A
(1)
1 (x) = ψ l(x)γ jγ5
←−
D jψh(x) , (2.52)
with α(0)0 = 1 and α
(1)
1 = 1/m.
To evaluate the expectation value (e.g. between two heavy-light meson states) of
the operator in HQET, we introduce the partition function
ZHQET =
∫
ψh,ψh,Ul
e−
∫
x
(
L HQETh [ψh(x),ψh(x),Ul(x) ]+Llight[Ul(x) ]
)
=
∫
ψh,ψh,Ul
e−
∫
x(L stath [ψh(x),ψh(x),Ul(x) ]+Llight[Ul(x) ])
×
{
1−
∫
x
L
(1)
h [ψ h(x),ψh(x),Ul(x) ]+O(
1
m2 )
}
, (2.53)
whereUl is a shorthand for the light degrees of freedom, andLlight the corresponding
Lagrangian. A more rigorous definition of the partition function is given in the next
chapter. From eq. (2.49) it follows that the expectation value of O(x) is defined as
〈O(x)〉HQET ≡ 〈O(0)(x)〉stat+ 〈O(1)(x)〉stat
+ωkin〈O(0)(x)
∫
y
Okin(y)〉stat
+ωspin〈O(0)(x)
∫
y
Ospin(y)〉stat+O( 1m2 ) , (2.54)
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where
〈O〉stat = 1Zstat
∫
ψh,ψh,Ul
O e−
∫
x(L stath [ψh(x),ψh(x),Ul(x) ]+Llight[Ul(x) ]) , (2.55)
and the path integral is normalized by Zstat such that 〈1〉stat = 1. It is clear from
eq. (2.54) and eq. (2.55) that the expectation values are evaluated with respect to the
leading order of the HQET action, which is power counting renormalizable.
The operator O has still to be renormalized, and eq. (2.54) tells us that this is
just a problem of renormalizing correlation functions of local composite operators in
the static effective theory. One has to include all local operators with dimension not
exceeding n, the one of the highest-dimensional operator, and compatible with the
symmetries of the theory. Being interested in the continuum theory up to O(1/m2), we
have n= 5. The coefficients are then computed by requiring the cancellation of the di-
vergences and the respect of the imposed renormalization conditions of all expectation
values [20].
The sums over all space-time coordinates in eq. (2.54) may lead to additional sin-
gularities due to contact terms. However the terms needed to remove these singularities
must respect the dimensional and symmetry properties described above, and they are
already included in the expansion in eq. (2.54).
As a regularization of the theory breaks scale invariance, there exist power diver-
gences in the O(1/m) corrections to the HQET matrix elements [21]. These diver-
gences must be subtracted non-perturbatively. This fact is simply due to the mixing
of operators of different dimensions in HQET Lagrangian. To explain it in a sim-
ple way, let us consider the Lagrangian in eq. (2.46) with the O(1/m) term given in
eq. (2.47). To regularize the theory we can take a lattice discretization with lattice
spacing a. Because of the mixing between the operator D2 appearing in Okin and D0γ0
from the static Lagrangian, a perturbative estimate of ωkin at order g2l0 would leave a
perturbative remainder
∆ωkin ∼ g2(l+1)0 a−1 ∼ a−1[ln(aΛQCD)]−(l+1)
a→0−→ ∞ . (2.56)
This means that the theory is still affected by ultraviolet divergences and is not renor-
malizable in perturbation theory. If one considers higher orders in the 1/m expansion,
further UV-divergences can appear because of operator mixings, but they are not dis-
cussed here.
2.6 Matching of the effective theory with QCD
The effective Lagrangian and the effective matrix elements derived in the previous
sections correctly reproduce the long-distance physics of the full theory. However the
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light degrees of freedom interact with the heavy quark exchanging momenta, which
can be soft or hard. Soft momenta correspond to long wavelengths, and they are well
identified by using the partition function in eq. (2.53). Hard momenta can resolve the
short-distance properties of the heavy quark, which are truncated in the expansion of
eq. (2.54). It means that short-distance corrections are needed in order to produce a
predictive description of the heavy-light mesons. They introduce a logarithmic depen-
dence on the heavy quark mass m through the strong coupling constant g¯(m). Given
the smallness of the latter, they can be safely computed in perturbation theory, by per-
forming the matching to QCD of the matrix elements computed in the effective theory.
Here the quark mass m is renormalized and defined at the scale µ = m itself. The
exact definition of the renormalization procedure is irrelevant for the present discus-
sion. The dependence on the space-time coordinates is omitted throughout the follow-
ing in order to lighten the notation.
We consider a matrix element 〈O(µ,m)R〉QCD computed in QCD, and renormali-
zed at the scale µ . The matching means that we require it to be equal to the matrix
element of the same operator computed in the effective theory up to O(1/m). The
equivalence is achieved through the Wilson coefficient CO,match(µ,m)
〈OR(µ,m)〉QCD =CO,match(µ,m)〈OR(µ)〉stat+O( 1m) . (2.57)
For our purposes it is convenient to renormalize the operator in the effective theory in
the MS scheme [22, 23], thus having an expansion
CO,match(µ,m) = 1+ cO1 (µ,m)g¯
2
MS(µ)+O(g¯
4
MS(µ)) , (2.58)
with g¯MS being the renormalized coupling in the MS scheme. The relation between
the renormalized operator appearing on the r.h.s. of eq. (2.57) and the bare one can be
written in the form
OMS(µ) = Z
O,MS(µ)O . (2.59)
The scale dependence of the renormalization factor is governed by the renormalization
group equation
γO,MS(g¯MS(µ)) = µ
∂ lnZO,MS(µ)
∂µ , (2.60)
and the renormalization group function γ , the anomalous dimension, has a perturbative
expansion (g¯= g¯MS(µ)),
γO,MS(g¯) g¯→0∼ −g¯2
{
γO,MS0 + γ
O,MS
1 g¯
2+ γO,MS2 g¯
4+ . . .
}
. (2.61)
The same holds for the renormalized coupling
µ ∂ g¯∂µ = βMS(g¯)
g¯→0∼ −g¯3
{
b0+b1g¯2+bMS2 g¯
4+ . . .
}
. (2.62)
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The coefficients b0 and b1 are universal, whereas the higher order coefficients, here
bMS2 ,b
MS
3 , . . ., depend on the chosen renormalization scheme.
The scale dependence of 〈OR(µ)〉stat = 〈OMS(µ)〉stat is removed by introducing the
renormalization group invariant (RGI) matrix element 〈ORGI〉stat, defined as
〈ORGI〉stat = 〈OMS(µ)〉stat [2b0g¯2(µ)]−γ
O,MS
0 /(2b0)
×exp
{
−
∫ g¯(µ)
0
dg
[
γO,MS(g)
βMS(g)
− γ
O,MS
0
b0g
]}
. (2.63)
With the same technique one is able to compute the RGI matrix element in QCD, and
by setting the renormalization scale to the heavy quark mass, the matching condition
now reads
〈ORGI(m)〉QCD =CO(m)〈ORGI〉stat+O( 1m) , (2.64)
where the matching coefficientCO(m) is defined through eqs. (2.57, 2.64)
CO(m) =CO,match(m,m)
〈OMS(m)〉stat
〈ORGI〉stat
〈ORGI(m)〉QCD
〈OR(m,m)〉QCD . (2.65)
This equation allows to define the anomalous dimension γmatch in the matching scheme
through
CO(m) = [2b0g¯2(m)]γ
O
0 /(2b0)
×exp
{∫ g¯(m)
0
dg
[
γOmatch(g)
βMS(g)
− γ
O
0
b0g
]}
, (2.66)
γOmatch(g¯)
g¯→0∼ −g¯2
{
γO0 + γ
O
1 g¯
2+ γO2 g¯
4+ . . .
}
g¯= g¯MS . (2.67)
In the case where the operator O is the axial vector current defined in eq. (2.50),
the corresponding renormalization is fixed by the chiral Ward identities, which imply
the independence on a renormalization scale. This simplifies the r.h.s of eq. (2.65),
because the second ratio from the left becomes one.
From eqs. (2.58, 2.66, 2.67) it is straightforward to collect the several contributions
entering in γOmatch, namely
γO0 = γ
O,MS
0 , γ
O
1 = γ
O,MS
1 +2b0c
O
1 (m,m) , . . . . (2.68)
Finally we would like to get rid of the scale dependence of the heavy quark mass. The
scale evolution of the latter is given by the renormalization group equation
µ
∂m
∂µ
= τ(g¯)m , (2.69)
τ(g¯) g¯→0∼ −g¯2{d0+d1g¯2+d2g¯4+ . . .} , (2.70)
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where only the coefficient d0 is scheme-independent. We thus introduce the RGI and
scheme-independent quark mass M, as the asymptotic behavior of any mass m(µ)
M = lim
µ→∞m(µ) [2b0g¯
2(µ)]−d0/2b0 . (2.71)
Chapter 3
The Schrödinger functional
3.1 Definition
At the classical level the transition from some initial field configuration at time x0 = 0
to a final configuration at x0 = T is given in terms of only one path, the classical path,
which satisfies the principle of least action. In quantum field theory the transition can
take place in more than one way, and the total amplitude is the coherent sum of the
amplitudes for each way.
Following Feynman, this sum can be written as a path integral, where, in the func-
tional integral formalism, all field configurations are integrated over. The Schrödinger
functional (SF) is defined as the integral kernel of the whole transition amplitude.
The following description of the Schrödinger functional in SU(3) gauge theory is
carried out with the Euclidean metric following [24] for the gauge part, and [25] for
the fermionic part. The transition amplitude that we would like to compute is
Z [φfin,φin] = 〈φfin|e−HT |φin〉 , (3.1)
where H is the Hamilton operator. The starting point is now the definition of the
quantum mechanical states in the Schrödinger representation.
In order to facilitate the passage to the lattice formulation we start with QCD at a
fixed time slice, say x0 = 0, and on a finite spatial volume, a box of size L×L×L and
periodic boundary conditions. Gauge fields are represented by the vector potentials
Aµ(x), and we work in the temporal gauge, i.e. with A0(x) = 0. The fields Ak(x) are
periodic in space and transform under a gauge transformation according to
AΛk (x) = Λ(x)Ak(x)Λ
−1(x)+Λ(x)∂kΛ−1(x) . (3.2)
To preserve the periodicity we admit only periodic gauge functions Λ(x)
Ak(x+Lkˆ) = Ak(x) , Λ(x+Lkˆ) = Λ(x) . (3.3)
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The Schrödinger representation of a quantum mechanical state is the wave functional
ψ[A], and a scalar product of two functionals ψ and χ is defined by
〈ψ|χ〉=
∫
D[A]ψ[A]∗χ[A] , D[A] =∏
x,k
dAk(x) . (3.4)
Here, and in the following of this section, color indices have been dropped to lighten
the notation. It is understood that dAk(x) =∏a dAak(x).
In eq. (3.4) only gauge invariant states with ψ[AΛ] = ψ[A] are physical. For any
functional ψ[A] the projection onto the physical subspace is achieved by applying the
projector P according to
Pψ[A] =
∫
D[Λ]ψ[AΛ] , D[Λ] =∏
x
dΛ(x) , (3.5)
where dΛ(x) denotes the SU(3) Haar measure.
The Hamilton operator appearing in eq. (3.1) is defined through the curvature tensor
(2.5), giving
H=
∫ L
0
d3x
{
g20
2
tr{F0k(x)F0k(x)}+ 14g40
tr{Fkl(x)Fkl(x)}
}
. (3.6)
Each classical gauge fieldCk(x) defines a state |C〉 and the functional
〈C|ψ〉= ψ[C] . (3.7)
In general the state |C〉 is not gauge invariant, but it can be projected onto the corre-
sponding physical subspace through the projector P.
Given two classical gauge fieldsC andC′, the first living on the time slice at x0 = 0,
the second at x0 = T , we define the Euclidean Schrödinger functional as
Z [C′,C] = 〈C′|e−HTP|C〉 . (3.8)
Its gauge invariance
Z [C′Λ
′
,CΛ] =Z [C′,C] , (3.9)
is guaranteed by the integral over Λ in eq. (3.5).
We now have all ingredients to express a matrix element of the time evolution
operator e−HT in terms of the gauge fields Aµ(x) and the corresponding gauge action
in four dimensions, where the time extent is 0≤ x0≤ T . We impose Dirichlet boundary
conditions in time
Ak(x) =
 C
Λ
k (x) at x0 = 0 ,
C′k(x) at x0 = T ,
(3.10)
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and we finally write down the functional integral as
Z [C′,C] =
∫
D[Λ]
∫
D[A]e−Sgauge[A] , (3.11)
where the gauge action can be obtained from eq. (2.7)
Sgauge[A] =− 12g20
∫
d4x tr{FµνFµν} , (3.12)
and the integration measure is now
D[A] =∏
x,µ
dAµ(x) . (3.13)
The integral (3.11) and the boundary conditions (3.10) are invariant under the gauge
transformation
Aµ(x) → AΩµ (x) =Ω(x)Aµ(x)Ω−1(x)+Ω(x)∂µΩ−1(x) , (3.14)
Λ(x) → ΛΩ(x) =Ω(x)|x0=0Λ(x) , (3.15)
with the necessary condition
Ω(x)|x0=T = 1 . (3.16)
For QCD, the inclusion of the quarks as dynamical variables in the path integral can
be carried out in a similar way. Nevertheless, imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the quark fields requires some attention. This is due to the fact that the Dirac equa-
tion is a first order differential equation. In the Schrödinger functional the dynamical
degrees of freedom of the quark fields are their components at 0< x0 < T . In order to
have a unique solution of the Dirac equation, at the boundaries only half of the Dirac
components are defined, and are fixed to be
P+ψ(x)|x0=0 = ρ(x) , P−ψ(x)|x0=T = ρ ′(x) , (3.17)
ψ(x)P−|x0=0 = ρ¯(x) , ψ(x)P+|x0=T = ρ¯ ′(x) , (3.18)
where the projectors P± = (1± γ0)/2 are the same as in Sect. 2.3. It is then evident
that
P−ρ(x) = P+ρ ′(x) = ρ¯(x)P+ = ρ¯ ′(x)P− = 0 . (3.19)
In the space direction kˆ the quark fields are periodic up to a phase factor θ
ψ(x+Lkˆ) = eiθψ(x) , ψ(x+Lkˆ) = ψ(x)e−iθ . (3.20)
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With these boundaries one finds that the fermionic part of the continuum action (for
one flavor) is
Squark[A,ψ,ψ] =
∫ T
0
dx0
∫ L
0
d3xψ(x)
{
Dµγµ +m
}
ψ(x) (3.21)
−
∫ L
0
d3x [ψ(x)P−ψ(x) ]x0=0−
∫ L
0
d3x [ψ(x)P+ψ(x) ]x0=T .
As pointed out in [25], the presence of the boundary terms is due to the requirement for
the classical action to be a parity-invariant functional acting on the space of analytical
functions, which satisfy the boundary conditions in eqs. (3.17, 3.18). The extension
of the pure gauge Schrödinger functional (3.11) to QCD with one quark flavor has the
path integral representation
Z [C′, ρ¯ ′,ρ ′,C, ρ¯,ρ] =
∫
D[Λ]D[A]D[ψ]D[ψ]e−Sgauge[A]−Squark[A,ψ,ψ] . (3.22)
We are left with the discussion of the static quarks. They propagate only forward in
time, and they cannot thus cross the spatial borders. However, for later convenience,
we formally impose periodic boundary conditions
ψh(x+Lkˆ) = ψh(x) , ψ h(x+Lkˆ) = ψ h(x) . (3.23)
Here there is no need to introduce a phase like in eqs. (3.20), because in the considered
correlation functions, thanks to the U(1) symmetry under transformations like in (2.41)
such a term is irrelevant.
At the time boundaries one has Dirichlet boundary conditions as for QCD, but the
heavy quark fields have only two non-vanishing Dirac components, and the projectors
are unnecessary
ψh(x)|x0=0 = ρh(x) , ψ h(x)|x0=T = ρ¯h(x) . (3.24)
In analogy to eq. (3.21), the static quark action reads
Sheavy[A,ψ h,ψh] =
∫ T
0
dx0
∫ L
0
d3xψ h(x){D0γ0+δm}ψh(x) (3.25)
−
∫ L
0
d3x [ψ h(x)ψh(x) ]x0=T ,
and the path integral representation of the Schrödinger functional is
Z [C′, ρ¯ ′h,C,ρh] =
∫
D[Λ]D[A]D[ψ h]D[ψh]e
−Sgauge[A]−Sheavy[A,ψh,ψh] . (3.26)
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For completeness we give the heavy antiquark action too
Sheavy[A,ψ h¯,ψh¯] =
∫ T
0
dx0
∫ L
0
d3xψ h¯(x){−D0γ0+δm}ψh¯(x)
−
∫ L
0
d3x [ψ h¯(x)ψh¯(x) ]x0=0 , (3.27)
with boundary conditions
ψh¯(x+Lkˆ) = ψh¯(x) , ψ h¯(x+Lkˆ) = ψ h¯(x) , (3.28)
ψh¯(x)|x0=T = ρ ′h(x) , ψ h¯(x)|x0=0 = ρ¯h(x) . (3.29)
3.2 Lattice formulation
To be able to compute interesting QCD and HQET matrix elements through the Schrö-
dinger functional we introduce the lattice regularization. The latter is not unique, and
a suitable choice, for our purposes, is explained in this section.
The space-time manifold is discretized in a regular hypercubic lattice. This hyper-
cube preserves the volume L×L×L×T of the continuum, where L and T are now
integers multiple of the lattice spacing a. A lattice point x, or site, is identified by the
space-time coordinates (x0,x1,x2,x3), where
xµ/a ∈ Z4 , 0≤ x0 ≤ T , 0≤ xk < L . (3.30)
We define the SU(3) gauge fields through the assignment of a link variable Uµ(x) ∈
SU(3) to each pair of lattice points (x,x+aµˆ). The temporal link variables U0(x) are
defined only for 0≤ x0 < T .
Under a gauge transformation Ω(x), where Ω(x) ∈ SU(3) and Ω(x+Lkˆ) = Ω(x),
the gauge links transform as
Uµ(x)→UΩµ (x) =Ω(x)Uµ(x)Ω−1(x+aµˆ) . (3.31)
To be consistent with the continuum Schrödinger functional , we require the gauge
links to be periodic in space
Uµ(x+Lkˆ) =Uµ(x) , (3.32)
and to respect Dirichlet boundary conditions in time
Uk(x)|x0=0 =Wk(x) , Uk(x)|x0=T =W ′k(x) . (3.33)
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Instead, the temporal gauge links U0(x)|x0=0 remain unconstrained. The fieldsW and
W ′ are related to the continuum fieldsC andC′ through
Wk(x) =Pexp
{
a
∫ 1
0
dtCk(x+akˆ− takˆ)
}
, (3.34)
and analogously forW ′ andC′. In eq. (3.34) the symbolP denotes the time-decreasing
path ordering. We follow [5] and introduce the gauge action
SG[U ] =
1
g20
∑
p
ω(p) tr{1−U(p)} , (3.35)
where the sum is extended to all oriented plaquettes p, and U(p) is the parallel trans-
porter around p:
U(p) =Uµ(x)Uν(x+aµˆ)U−1µ (x+aνˆ)U
−1
ν (x) , µ 6= ν . (3.36)
In the tree-level improved theory the weight ω(p) is one except for the spatial plaque-
ttes at the temporal boundaries, where ω(p) = 1/2. It is then straightforward to write
down the lattice Schrödinger functional in the pure gauge case
Z [C′,C] =
∫
D[U ]e−SG[U ] , D[U ] =∏
x,µ
dUµ(x) . (3.37)
We now introduce the QCD Dirac-Wilson action for the quark fields living on the
lattice sites x. To be able to write it in an elegant way, we define the discretized forward
and backward covariant derivatives
∇µψ(x) = 1a
[
Uµ(x)ψ(x+aµˆ)−ψ(x)
]
, (3.38)
∇∗µψ(x) = 1a
[
ψ(x)−U−1µ (x−aµˆ)ψ(x−aµˆ)
]
. (3.39)
We extend the fields to all times x0 by “padding” with zeros, i.e. by setting
ψ(x) = ψ(x) = 0 , for x0 < 0 and x0 > T , (3.40)
and by supplying the boundary conditions of eqs. (3.17, 3.18) with
P−ψ(x)|x0=0 = 0 , P+ψ(x)|x0=T = 0 , (3.41)
ψ(x)P+|x0=0 = 0 , ψ(x)P−|x0=T = 0 . (3.42)
We can now write the Dirac-Wilson action
SF[U,ψ,ψ] = a4∑
x
ψ(x)(D+m)ψ(x) (3.43)
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with the Dirac-Wilson operator
D=
1
2
(
γµ(∇∗µ +∇µ)−a∇∗µ∇µ
)
. (3.44)
Before dealing with the heavy quark action, we would like to write eq. (3.43) in a
different way, which will be useful later on. By using the explicit expression of the
Dirac-Wilson operator we get
SF = a4∑
x,µ
ψ(x)
{
1
2a
γµ
[
Uµ(x)ψ(x+aµˆ)−U−1µ (x−aµˆ)ψ(x−aµˆ)
]
− 1
2a
[
Uµ(x)ψ(x+aµˆ)+U−1µ (x−aµˆ)ψ(x−aµˆ)− (2+
am
2
)ψ(x)
]}
= a4∑
x,µ
ψ(x)
{
1
2a
(
γµ −1
)
Uµ(x)ψ(x+aµˆ)
− 1
2a
(
γµ +1
)
U−1µ (x−aµˆ)ψ(x−aµˆ)+(2+
am
2
)ψ(x)
}
. (3.45)
Instead of the bare quark mass m, it is convenient to work with the hopping parameter
κ = (8+2am)−1, and, by rescaling the fields ψ → (2κ)1/2ψ and ψ → (2κ)1/2ψ , we
get the simple expression
SF = a3∑
x
{
ψ(x)ψ(x)−κ∑
µ
[
ψ(x)(1− γµ)Uµ(x)ψ(x+aµˆ)
+ψ(x)(1+ γµ)U−1µ (x−aµˆ)ψ(x−aµˆ)
]}
, (3.46)
which is usually written in the compact form
SF = a3∑
y,x
ψ(y)M(y,x)ψ(x) , with (3.47)
M(y,x) = δy,x−κ∑
µ
(
δy,x+aµˆ(1+ γµ)U−1µ (x)
+δy,x−aµˆ(1− γµ)Uµ(x−aµˆ)
)
. (3.48)
For static quarks the simplest discretized version of the action in eq. (2.45) has been
proposed by Eichten and Hill [26, 27]:
Sh[U,ψ h,ψh] =
a4
1+aδm∑x
ψ h(x)(∇
∗
0+δm)ψh(x) . (3.49)
One can also consider a more general action
SWh [U,ψ h,ψh] =
a4
1+aδmW∑x
ψ h(x)(D
W
0 +δmW)ψh(x) , (3.50)
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where
DW0 ψh =
1
a
[
ψh(x)−W †0 (x−a0ˆ)ψh(x−a0ˆ)
]
, (3.51)
and Wµ is a general parallel transporter, differing from Uµ by O(a2)-terms. Analo-
gously for the heavy antiquarks
SWh¯ [U,ψ h¯,ψh¯] =
a4
1+aδmW∑x
ψ h¯(x)(D¯
W
0 +δmW)ψh¯(x) , (3.52)
D¯W0 ψh¯ =
1
a
[
W0(x)ψh¯(x+a0ˆ)−ψh¯(x)
]
. (3.53)
Under a gauge transformationWµ transforms as Uµ , and, together with gauge invari-
ance, parity and cubic symmetry, the actions Sh, SWh and S
W
h¯ satisfy the symmetries
of the static theory expounded in Sect. 2.4. These alternative discretizations are intro-
duced to reduce, in a Monte Carlo simulation, the noise-to-signal ratio (RNS) of the
observables of interest, while remaining with roughly the same discretization errors.
This is sufficient to ensure to stay within the same universality class as well as the same
O(a)-improvement of the Eichten-Hill action. The authors of [28, 29] have proposed
several possible discretizations. Here we present only the so-called HYP actions.
Following [30] the parallel transporterWµ(x) is constructed in three concatenated
steps. They are
Step 1
Wµ(x) = PSU(3)
[
(1−α1)Uµ(x)+ α16 ∑±ν 6=µ
K˜νµ(x)
]
(3.54)
K˜νµ(x) = V˜ν ;µ(x)V˜µ;ν(x+aνˆ)V˜ †ν ;µ(x+aµˆ) (3.55)
Step 2
V˜ν ;µ(x) = PSU(3)
[
(1−α2)Uµ(x)+ α24 ∑±ρ 6=ν ,µ
K¯ρνµ(x)
]
(3.56)
K¯ρνµ(x) = V¯ρ;νµ(x)V¯µ;ρν(x+aρˆ)V¯ †ρ;νµ(x+aµˆ) (3.57)
Step 3
V¯µ;νρ(x) = PSU(3)
[
(1−α3)Uµ(x)+ α32 ∑±η 6=ρ,ν ,µ
Kηµ(x)
]
(3.58)
Kηµ(x) = Uη(x)Uµ(x+aηˆ)U†η(x+aµˆ) (3.59)
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Here the greek indices can assume also negative values and U−µ(x) = U†µ(x− aµˆ).
The symbolPSU(3) indicates the projection onto SU(3), which is here defined by the
rescaling
W →W/
√
tr(WW †)/3 , (3.60)
followed by four iterations of
W → X
(
1− i
3
Im(det(X))
)
, where X =W
(
3
2
− 1
2
W †W
)
. (3.61)
The parameters α1, α2 and α3 can be tuned by requiring an approximate minimization
of the RNS of some matrix elements.
3.3 Expectation values and Monte Carlo integration
As it is already clear from eqs. (3.37), the evaluation of the lattice SF requires an
integration over an enormous number of variables. If we consider a volume L3×T ,
the number of real parameters to be integrated is approximately
[8]SU(3)× [4]µˆ × [(L/a)3]space× [(T/a)]time . (3.62)
With L/a= T/a= 10 we have 320000 real variables. In absence of symmetries and/or
approximations capable to drastically reduce the number (3.62), the recourse to statis-
tical methods is necessary.
We start by considering a productO of fields on the lattice, and we want to evaluate
its expectation value 〈O〉QCD by using the SF scheme in QCD. We thus compute the
integral
〈O〉QCD =
{
1
Z
∫
D[U ]D[ψ]D[ψ]O e−S[U,ψ,ψ]
}
ρ¯ ′=ρ ′=ρ¯=ρ=0
, (3.63)
where
Z =
∫
D[U ]D[ψ]D[ψ]e−S[U,ψ,ψ] , S[U,ψ,ψ] = SG[U ]+SF[U,ψ,ψ] . (3.64)
Apart from the dynamical variables U , ψ and ψ integrated over, the product O may
involve the boundary fields
ζ (x) =
δ
δ ρ¯(x)
, ζ (x) =− δ
δρ(x)
,
ζ ′(x) =
δ
δ ρ¯ ′(x)
, ζ ′(x) =− δ
δρ ′(x)
, (3.65)
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having the form of functional derivatives acting on the Boltzmann factor in eq. (3.63).
Since there is (until now) no efficient way of dealing with the Grassmann-valued
quark fields in a computer simulation, we exploit the property of the fermionic action
SF to be a bilinear in quark fields, and we analytically integrate out the fermionic
variables in eq. (3.63). This defines the new observable
[O]F[U ]≡
{
1
ZF
∫
D[ψ]D[ψ]O e−SF[U,ψ,ψ]
}
ρ¯ ′=ρ ′=ρ¯=ρ=0
, (3.66)
depending only on the gauge fields, and
ZF =
∫
D[ψ]D[ψ]e−SF[U,ψ,ψ] . (3.67)
We can now rewrite the expectation value (3.63) as
〈O〉QCD =
∫
D[U ] [O]F[U ]e−Seff[U ]∫
D[U ]e−Seff[U ]
, (3.68)
with the effective action given by
Seff[U ] = SG[U ]− ln(det(M[U ])) . (3.69)
where M has been defined in eq. (3.48). The computation of (3.68) is considerably
simplified by replacing det(M[U ]) by 1. This is widely referred to as quenched approx-
imation. In perturbation theory it can be interpreted with the omission of the Feynman
diagrams consisting of fermion loops, with an arbitrary number of gluon legs attached
to it.
In the case where also static quarks are involved, we calculate in HQET the ex-
pectation value of the composite fields O according to the procedure developed in
Sect. 2.5. By using the static action (3.50), we have the path integral expression
〈O〉stat =
{
1
Z
∫
D[U ]D[ψ]D[ψ]D[ψ h]D[ψh]O e
−S[U,ψ,ψ,ψh,ψh]
}
{ρ}=0
,
{ρ} = {ρ¯ ′,ρ ′, ρ¯,ρ, ρ¯h′ ,ρh} , (3.70)
where the action is now
S[U,ψ,ψ,ψ h,ψh] = SG[U ]+SF[U,ψ,ψ]+S
W
h [U,ψ h,ψh] , (3.71)
and the boundary fields
ζ ′h(x) =
δ
δ ρ¯h′ (x)
, ζ¯h(x) =−
δ
δρh(x)
, (3.72)
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may appear besides the ones in eqs. (3.65). Of course an observable O made of only
heavy quark and gauge fields is an interesting case too. The analytical integration of
the fermionic observables in eq. (3.70) follows the scheme explained for QCD, without
further complications.
For later convenience we define also the boundary fields
ζh(x) =
δ
δ ρ¯h(x)
, ζ¯h
′(x) =− δ
δρ ′h(x)
, (3.73)
and through the action
S[U,ψ,ψ,ψ h¯,ψh¯,ψ h,ψh] = SG[U ]+SF[U,ψ,ψ]
+SWh¯ [U,ψ h¯,ψh¯]+S
W
h [U,ψ h,ψh] , (3.74)
the path integral expression
〈O〉hh =
{
1
Z
∫
D[U ]D[{ψ}]O e−S[U,ψ,ψ,ψ h¯,ψh¯,ψh,ψh]
}
{ρ}=0
,
{ρ} = {ρ¯ ′,ρ ′, ρ¯,ρ,ρ ′h, ρ¯h, ρ¯h′ ,ρh} , (3.75)
D[{ψ}] = D[ψ]D[ψ]D[ψ h¯]D[ψh¯]D[ψ h]D[ψh] .
On a computer, the expectation value 〈O〉, in QCD or HQET, is calculated by a Monte
Carlo simulation, where an ensemble of N gauge links configurations U (i), with i =
1, . . . ,N, is generated with probability
P(i) ∝ D[U (i)]exp{−Seff[U (i)]} , (3.76)
and 〈O〉 is approximated by the average
〈O〉 = O±∆O , (3.77)
O =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
Oi =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
[O]F[U (i)] , ∆O = O(
1√
N
) , (3.78)
where ∆O is the statistical error due to the finiteness of the statistical sample.
The non-perturbative computations reported in this thesis have been performed in
the quenched approximation, and we thus have Seff = SG in eq. (3.69). Analogously,
if the valence sector is just made of a static quark-antiquark pair, in the action (3.74)
one can eliminate SF from the very beginning. The ensemble of gauge configurations
is generated by means of the so-called local “hybrid over-relaxation” (HOR) algorithm
(see e.g. [31]). The basic cycle consists of 1 heathbath (HB) update sweep throughout
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the whole lattice, followed by NOR over-relaxation (OR) sweeps. The cycle is iterated
NUP times, and with the obtained gauge configurationU (i) a computation of [O]F[U (i)]
is performed. This last step is called measurement (MEAS). The procedure can thus
be summarized as (
HB× (OR)NOR
)NUP×MEAS , (3.79)
and the whole procedure is repeated N times. The algorithm used for the gauge update
is local in the sense that one processes one time-slice after the other, and each gauge
linkUµ(x) is separately visited and updated. The heathbath algorithm is a modification
of Creutz’s algorithm [32] by Fabricius and Haan [33] and independently by Kennedy
and Pendleton [34]. The over-relaxation sweeps are microcanonical and follow [35].
The whole update procedure is executed in embedded SU(2) subgroups according to
[36]. Optimized choices of NUP and NOR, for which the statistical errors on our ob-
servables are minimized at fixed simulation run time, are NUP = 5 and NOR = L/2a.
The latter is chosen to be a multiple of the correlation length in lattice units in order to
minimize the autocorrelation times [37].
The correct estimation of the statistical uncertainty ∆O plays a fundamental role for
the reliability of the results. At this point two issues must be discussed: thermalization
and (auto-)correlation. The discussion is presented in App. B.
When considering full QCD, i.e. with an exact treatment of the quark determinant
in eq. (3.69), the updating algorithm described above is known to lead to unsatisfactory
performances. Other techniques are employed, and for a recent review one can consult
[38, 39].
3.4 Improvement
The lattice discretization introduces a cutoff in the Feynman integrals described in the
previous section, making them ultraviolet finite. Furthermore such a discretization
is particularly suitable to be implemented on a computer. As for other regulariza-
tion methods, one then proceeds by applying a renormalization program, consisting in
defining renormalized Green functions, which approach a finite limit as the cutoff is
removed.
The removal of the lattice structure amounts to studying the continuum limit. This
is a non-trivial task. Since the bare parameters of the theory depend on the cutoff,
they have to be tuned as a function of the lattice spacing with respect to the imposed
renormalization conditions. The latter state that some physical quantities, such as the
coupling and the particle masses, are to be held fixed as the cutoff is removed. This
procedure defines in the parameter space the so-called Line of Constant Physics (LCP).
In the approach to the continuum limit, the presence of effects linear in a usually
obliges to vary the size of the lattice spacing over a wide range of physical values be-
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fore having a reasonable control on the cutoff effects. In addition, the latter can be
quite large, compromising the reliability and precision of the continuum extrapolation.
It turns out that the effects linear in a can be isolated and cancelled by adding ap-
propriate counterterms vanishing in the continuum. The resulting theory is said to be
O(a)-improved.
A successful and interesting way of implementing the improvement has been intro-
duced by Symanzik [40, 41, 42], who provided arguments to cancel the O(a)-effects
in on-shell quantities by adding appropriate counterterms. On-shell quantities are for
example particle masses and correlation functions over physical space-time distances.
Close to the continuum, the lattice theory can be described by a local effective theory
with action [43]
Seff = S0+
∞
∑
k=1
akSk , (3.80)
where S0 is the continuum action, and the consecutive terms are given by
Sk =
∫
d4xLk(x) . (3.81)
The LagrangiansLk(x) gather in a linear combination local and gauge-invariant com-
posite fields respecting the symmetries of the theory, and having mass dimension 4+k.
To give a precise meaning to all terms of the effective action, one can regularize them
by using a lattice spacing a′¿ a.
Cutoff effects do not stem only from the action. The composite fields, appearing in
the observables that we want to compute, are possible sources of discretization errors
linear in the lattice spacing. Let us call such a field φ(x), and examine the connected
correlation function
Gn(x1, . . . ,xn) = (Zφ )n〈φ(x1) . . .φ(xn)〉con . (3.82)
The factor Zφ accounts for the field renormalization and the points x1, . . . ,xn are kept
at non-zero physical distance. The mixing of φ with other fields under renormalization
is excluded to lighten the discussion. We thus expect that, if the renormalization factor
is correctly chosen, the quantity Gn has a well-defined continuum limit.
In the local effective theory an expansion akin to (3.80) can be provided for the
renormalized lattice field Zφφ(x), and reads
φeff(x) = φ0(x)+
∞
∑
k=1
akφk(x) , (3.83)
where the fields φk are linear combinations of composite and local fields with the ap-
propriate dimension and symmetries. Let us now write down the expansion of the
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correlation function (3.82):
Gn(x1, . . . ,xn) = 〈φ0(x1) . . .φ0(xn)〉con
−a
∫
d4y〈φ0(x1) . . .φ0(xn)L1(y)〉con (3.84)
+a
n
∑
k=1
〈φ0(x1) . . .φ1(xk) . . .φ0(xn)〉con+O(a2) .
The reader may notice a strong similarity with the expression (2.55) given for HQET.
The expectation values on the r.h.s. are to be taken by using the continuum Lagrangian
L0, which is power-counting renormalizable. The integral over y, in the second term
of the r.h.s. of eq. (3.84), can produce contact terms leading to divergences and/or to
limitations in the use of the field equations. These terms amount to operator insertions,
which are constrained by the dimensional analysis and the symmetries of the effective
theory, and can be compensated by a redefinition of the field φ1. As hinted at the
beginning of this section, the on-shell O(a)-improvement is achieved by modifying
the action and the composite fields through the addition of appropriate counterterms.
The latter aim to let L1 and φ1 vanish up to term of higher order in a, and have the
general form
δS= a
∫
d4x∑
l
clOl , δφ = a∑
l
cφl φ
(l) . (3.85)
In principle also higher orders of the expansion (3.84) can be improved using the same
technique. Nevertheless the number of counterterms to be fine-tuned rapidly increases,
and in practice the improvement is usually applied only to the terms linear in the lattice
spacing.
We start with the Schrödinger functional formulation of lattice QCD with two
mass-degenerate quarks, and the action (3.35) for the gauge fields and the Dirac-
Wilson action (3.43) for the fermions. Later on we will discuss the heavy quark case.
We concentrate on the bulk of the lattice, and observe that the Lagrangian L1 can
be made to vanish by adding to the action a counterterm of the form
a5
T−a
∑
x0=a
∑
x
∑
l
clÔl(x) , (3.86)
where the operators Ôl are a lattice representation of the basis
O1 = ψ σµνFµνψ ,
O2 = m tr{FµνFµν} , (3.87)
O3 = m2ψψ .
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The discretized version F̂µν of the curvature tensor (2.5) can be written as
F̂µν(x) =
1
8a2
{Qµν(x)−Qνµ(x)} , (3.88)
with
Qµν(x) =
{
Uµ(x)Uν(x+aµˆ)U−1µ (x+aνˆ)U
−1
ν (x)
+Uν(x)U−1µ (x+aνˆ−aµˆ)U−1ν (x−aµˆ)Uµ(x−aµˆ)
+U−1µ (x−aµˆ)U−1ν (x−aµˆ−aνˆ)Uµ(x−aµˆ−aνˆ)Uν(x−aνˆ)
+U−1ν (x−aνˆ)Uµ(x−aνˆ)Uν(x+aµˆ−aνˆ)U−1µ (x)
}
. (3.89)
We notice that the operators Ô2 and Ô3 already appear in the action S = SG+SF, and
they merely lead to a reparametrization of the bare coupling and mass, when the latter
get renormalized. We are thus left with the operator Ô1, which can be added to the
Dirac-Wilson operator
Dimpr = D+ csw
ia
4
σµν F̂µν . (3.90)
The coefficient csw depends on g0 and must be appropriately tuned. It has been intro-
duced for the first time by Sheikholeslami and Wohlert [44]. Another equivalent way
of formulating this improvement is the addition to the action S of the volume term
δSv = a5
T−a
∑
x0=a
∑
x
cswψ
i
4
σµν F̂µνψ . (3.91)
Finally we notice that no improvement terms are needed for the gauge action.
So far we have discussed only the bulk of the lattice. We still need to add to the
action the improvement terms which account for the effects at the temporal boundaries.
The fully improved action can be written in the form
Simpr[U,ψ,ψ] = S[U,ψ,ψ]+δSv[U,ψ,ψ]+δSG,b[U ]+δSF,b[U,ψ,ψ] . (3.92)
The boundary counterterms for the gauge action read [24]:
δSG,b[U ] =
1
2g20
(cs−1)∑
ps
tr{1−U(ps)}
+
1
g20
(ct−1)∑
pt
tr{1−U(pt)} . (3.93)
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The sums here are restricted to all oriented plaquettes attached to the temporal bound-
aries x0 = 0 and x0 = T , being space-like (ps) or time-like (pt).
By exploiting the symmetries of the theory, the field equations, and by omitting the
terms which can be reabsorbed in the renormalization of the quark masses and of the
quark and antiquark fields, a possible choice for δSF,b is [43]:
δSF,b[U,ψ,ψ] = a4∑
x
{
(c˜s−1)[Ôs(x)+ Ôs′(x)]
+ (c˜t−1)[Ôt(x)+ Ôt′(x)]
}
, (3.94)
where
Ôs(x) = 12 ρ¯(x)γk(∇
∗
k+∇k)ρ(x) , (3.95)
Ôs
′(x) = 12 ρ¯
′(x)γk(∇∗k+∇k)ρ ′(x) , (3.96)
Ôt(x) = 12{ψ(y)P+∇∗0ψ(y)+ψ(y)
←−
∇∗0P−ψ(y)}y=(a,x) , (3.97)
Ôt
′(x) = 12{ψ(y)P−∇0ψ(y)+ψ(y)
←−
∇ 0P+ψ(y)}y=(T−a,x) . (3.98)
For our choices of the boundary conditions and observables, specified in the following
chapters, the terms proportional to cs and c˜s do not contribute. For Nf = 0, the coef-
ficient csw has been non-perturbatively computed in [45], where the parametrization
csw(g20) =
1−0.656g20−0.152g40−0.054g60
1−0.922g20
, (3.99)
has been proposed with a precision of 3% in the range 0≤ g0 ≤ 1. The coefficients ct
and c˜t are only perturbatively known
c˜t(g20) = 1−0.01795(2)g20+O(g40) , (3.100)
ct(g20) = 1−0.08900(5)g20−0.0294(3)g40+O(g60) , Nf = 0 , (3.101)
and have been computed in [46] and [47] respectively.
For the heavy quarks the improvement procedure [48] is much simpler than in the
relativistic case. We consider the action (3.71), and besides the improvement terms
for SG and SF that have just been explained, we examine the possible additional terms
for SWh . On the bulk we can write down a possible basis of dimension five operators.
Nevertheless only one of them will survive after applying the field equations and the
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symmetries of the static theory. Their continuum expression reads1
Oh,1 = ψ hσ0kF0kψh , (3.102)
Oh,2 = ψ hσ jkFjkψh , (3.103)
Oh,3 = ψ h{D0D0+
←−
D 0
←−
D 0}ψh , (3.104)
Oh,4 = mψ h{D0−
←−
D 0}ψh , (3.105)
Oh,5 = ψ h{DkDk+
←−
D k
←−
D k}ψh , (3.106)
Oh,6 = mψ h{γkDk−
←−
D kγk}ψh , (3.107)
Oh,7 = m2ψ hψh , (3.108)
where m is the mass of the relativistic quark. The operator Oh,1 vanishes because
P+σ0kP+ = 0, while Oh,2 is not invariant under the spin rotations (2.40). The operators
Oh,3 and Oh,4 vanish because of the formal equations of motion
D0ψh(x) = 0 , ψ h(x)
←−
D 0 = 0 . (3.109)
The operators Oh,5 and Oh,6 break the U(1) symmetry, indeed they are not invariant
under the phase transformations (2.41). We are thus left with Oh,7. This is just a mass-
dependent shift in δm, appearing in eq. (2.45), and will be taken into account when
dealing with the renormalization.
In complete analogy to the QCD case, we now analyze the possible boundary coun-
terterms for the heavy quark action. In the continuum, a basis of local operators of
dimension 4, which are to be summed over the boundary lattice points at x0 = 0 and
x0 = T and are compatible with the symmetries of the static theory is given by
Oh,8 = ψ hD0ψh , (3.110)
Oh,9 = ψ h
←−
D 0ψh , (3.111)
Oh,10 = ψ h{γkDk−
←−
D kγk}ψh , (3.112)
Ôh,11 = mψ hψh . (3.113)
As Oh,8 and Oh,9 vanish because of eqs. (3.109), the operator Oh,10 is zero because
P+γkP+ = 0. It remains only Oh,11, which is of the same kind of Oh,7, and amounts to
a shift in δm.
We have thus shown that, apart from a redefinition of δm, in the Schrödinger func-
tional static actions of the form (3.50) are already O(a)-improved without additional
counterterms.
So far we have not discussed the improvement of the effective fields (3.83). This
will be performed for the correlation functions of interest after having appropriately
defined them on the lattice.
1The operator basis in the continuum can be used both for the Eichten-Hill action and a HYP action.
They differ by O(a2)-terms.
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3.5 Correlation functions
In this section we derive, within the Schrödinger functional scheme, explicit expres-
sions for correlation functions and observables, originated from relativistic quark and
static-light bilinear currents. We describe their behavior at large physical time separa-
tions by using the transfer matrix formalism [25, 49]. Throughout the first subsection
we work it out in the unimproved theory, where the presented relations hold exactly. In
the second subsection we determine the O(a)-improvement counterterms for the cor-
relation functions of interest, and in the third subsection we present their renormalized
expressions. Since universality implies that the renormalized correlation functions of
the improved theory and unimproved theory agree in the continuum limit, and they are
multiplicatively renormalized, we expect that the results derived in the first subsection
are valid also in the improved theory, provided that the involved physical distances are
large compared to the lattice spacing.
3.5.1 Definition
Our starting point is the QCD partition function defined in eqs. (3.64) in the Schrö-
dinger functional scheme. In analogy to the pure gauge case it can be represented
as the matrix element of the time evolution from an initial state |i〉 to a final state |f〉
through the Euclidean step evolution operator e−Ha applied T/a times, according to
the expression
Z [W ′, ρ¯ ′,ρ ′,W, ρ¯,ρ] = 〈f|
(
e−Ha
)T/a
P|i〉= 〈f|e−HTP|i〉 . (3.114)
The states |i〉 and |f〉 live on the Hilbert space at the temporal boundaries, x0 = 0 and
x0=T respectively, defined by the product space of the pure gauge theory Hilbert space
and the fermionic Fock space. The states are given in terms of the boundary fields
appearing as arguments of the partition function in eq. (3.114). Gauge invariance is
guaranteed by the presence of the projector P. An equivalent way of writing eq. (3.114)
is by means of the transfer matrix T between two adjacent time-slices
Z [W ′, ρ¯ ′,ρ ′,W, ρ¯,ρ] = 〈f|(T)T/a |i〉 , (3.115)
where the projector P is included in T. Let us introduce the boundary operators
O =
a6
L3∑y,z
ζ q1(y)γ5ζq2(z) , O
′ =
a6
L3∑y,z
ζ ′q2(y)γ5ζ
′
q1(z) , (3.116)
containing the boundary fields defined in eqs. (3.65). These operators are dimension-
less and {q1,q2} are flavor indices. They define the correlation function
f1 =−12〈O
′O〉 , (3.117)
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whose quantum mechanical representation is
f1 =−12
〈ipi |e−HTP|ipi〉
〈i0|e−HTP|i0〉 . (3.118)
Here |ipi〉 indicates a state with the quantum numbers of a pseudoscalar meson with
quark content (q1, q¯2) and zero momentum, while |i0〉 carries the quantum numbers
of the vacuum. The latter is obtained by setting to zero the spatial components of the
gauge potentials and the fermion fields at the temporal boundaries. Furthermore we
associate to the composite operators2
A0(x) = ψq2(x)γ0γ5ψq1(x) , (3.119)
P(x) = ψq2(x)γ5ψq1(x) , (3.120)
the correlation functions
fX(x0) =−L
3
2
〈X(x)O〉=
{
fA if X(x) = A0(x)
fP if X(x) = P(x)
, (3.121)
with a≤ x0 ≤ T −a and the quantum mechanical representation
fX(x0) =−L
3
2
〈i0|e−H(T−x0)PXe−Hx0P|ipi〉
〈i0|e−HTP|i0〉 . (3.122)
The physical interpretation of the correlation functions that we have just defined is
• f1 is the (normalized) amplitude of a meson state |ipi〉 travelling from the tempo-
ral boundary at x0 = 0 to the other boundary at x0 = T of the four dimensional
cylinder.
• fX is the (normalized) amplitude of a meson state |ipi〉 created at time x0 = 0
and annihilated at time a ≤ x0 ≤ T − a by the operator X; the latter being the
representation of the field X in the Schrödinger picture.
We consider an orthonormal basis |n,q〉 of gauge invariant eigenstates of the Hamilto-
nian H. Their properties explicitly read
n= 0,1, . . . , H|n,q〉= E(q)n |n,q〉 ,
(3.123)
1=∑
n,q
|n,q〉〈n,q| , 〈n′,q′|n,q〉= δn′,n δq′,q ,
2Of course other bilinears can be formed, but they are not used in this work.
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where n is the energy level and q is a shorthand for the full set of internal quantum
numbers of the corresponding state. We insert two times the complete set into the
numerator of eq. (3.122), and obtain
fX(x0) = − L32 Z −1 (3.124)
× ∑
n,q
∑
n′,q′
〈i0|e−H(T−x0)|n,q〉〈n,q|X|n′,q′〉〈n′,q′|e−Hx0|ipi〉 .
Since we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of correlation functions for large
values of x0 and T −x0 and on the ground state, we keep only the n= 0 terms, and get
fX(x0) ≈ −L32 Z −1〈i0|e−H(T−x0)G0XG0 e−Hx0 |ipi〉 , (3.125)
G0 = |0,0〉〈0,0|+ |0,pi〉〈0,pi| . (3.126)
By using the properties in eqs. (3.123) we obtain
fX(x0)≈ − L32 Z −1〈i0|0,0〉〈0,0|X|0,pi〉〈0,pi|ipi〉
× exp[−E(0)0 (T − x0)−E(pi)0 x0] . (3.127)
The same procedure can be applied to f1 and Z
f1 ≈ −12Z −1〈ipi |0,pi〉〈0,pi|ipi〉e−E
(pi)
0 T , (3.128)
Z ≈ 〈i0|0,0〉〈0,0|i0〉e−E
(0)
0 T . (3.129)
We can now write down two compact expressions for the correlation functions fX and
f1 under the form
fX(x0)≈−L32 ρ〈0,0|X|0,pi〉e−mpix0 , f1 ≈ 12ρ2e−mpiT , (3.130)
where ρ = 〈0,pi|ipi〉/〈0,0|i0〉, and mpi = E(pi)0 −E(0)0 is the mass of the ground state
meson. We notice that the correlation function fA is proportional to the matrix element
〈0,0|A0|0,pi〉, which is related to the decay constant fpi through
ZA〈0,0|A0|0,pi〉= fpimpi(2mpiL3)−1/2 , (3.131)
where ZA is the renormalization constant of the axial current, and the factor
(2mpiL3)−1/2 (3.132)
accounts for the normalization of the one-particle states. There is no unique normal-
ization for the decay constant, and the convention in eq. (3.131) complies with an
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experimental value of the pion decay constant of 132 MeV. The decay constant fpi can
be conveniently extracted from the ratio
ZA fA(T/2)/
√
f1
(3.130)≈ −12 fpi
√
mpiL3/2 , (3.133)
where the ratio ρ , which is a divergent quantity, cancels out. It remains to compute
mpi . The latter can be extracted in the pseudoscalar channel from the effective meson
mass
meff(x0) =
1
2a
ln
(
fA(x0−a)
fA(x0+a)
)
(3.130)≈ mpi . (3.134)
For large values of x0 and T − x0 the effective meson mass is expected to exhibit a
plateau when plotted versus x0, where the ground state dominates and no boundary
effects are present. Hence we choose as best estimate of mpi the value of meff at x0 =
T/2. While corrections are exponentially suppressed, in the limit of infinite physical
time extension the two masses coincide.
The definitions given so far in this subsection can be easily extended to HQET. We
introduce the boundary operators
Ohl =
a6
L3∑y,z
ζ¯h(y)γ5ζl (z) , (3.135)
Ohl
′ =
a6
L3∑y,z
ζ ′l(y)γ5ζ
′
h(z) , (3.136)
and the µ = 0 component of the static-light axial vector current3
Astat0 (x) = ψ l(x)γ0γ5ψh(x) . (3.137)
It is not necessary to define an equivalent of P(x) in the effective theory, because
ψ l(x)γ0γ5ψh(x) = −ψ l(x)γ5ψh(x), due to P+ψh = ψh. We can now define the cor-
relation functions
f statA (x0) = −
1
2
〈Astat0 (x)Ohl〉stat , a≤ x0 ≤ T −a , (3.138)
f stat1 = −
1
2
〈Ohl′ Ohl〉stat , (3.139)
f hh1 (x3) = −
a8
2L2 ∑x1,x2,y,z
〈ζ¯h′(x)γ5ζ ′h(0)ζ¯h(y)γ5ζh(z)〉hh . (3.140)
It is clear that f statA and f
stat
1 have a physical meaning similar to fA and f1 respectively.
The meson state is now made of a static quark and a light antiquark. The correlation
3This operator has already appeared in eqs. (2.51). Here we reintroduce it in order to preserve the
self-consistency of the discussion.
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function f hh1 in turn involves a static quark and a static antiquark in the valence sector.
If we carry on the analysis of the correlation functions for large physical x0 and T −x0,
as we have done for the relativistic QCD correlators, we end up with
f statA (x0) ≈ −
1
2
h〈0,0|Astat0 |0,B〉e−Estatx0 , (3.141)
f stat1 ≈
1
2
h2e−EstatT , (3.142)
with h = 〈0,B|iB〉/〈0,0|i0〉, and the state |iB〉 has the quantum numbers of a pseudo-
scalar static-light meson with zero momentum. Furthermore Estat is the binding energy
of the static-light system, and the static-light pseudoscalar decay constant Φstat can be
defined as
Φstat ≈−ZstatA f statA (T/2)/
√
f stat1 . (3.143)
One may be tempted to identify Φstat with the (naïve) static limit of the r.h.s. of
eq. (3.133). However, it would be wrong, because one has to take care of the depen-
dence on the renormalization scale introduced by ZstatA , and of the necessary matching
coefficient as discussed in Sect. 2.6. The relation between the two decay constants will
be given in the next chapter, after the discussion on the renormalization of the correla-
tion functions in QCD and HQET. As for mpi , the quantity Estat can be extracted from
the effective energy
Eeff(x0) =
1
2a
ln
(
f statA (x0−a)
f statA (x0+a)
)
(3.141)≈ Estat . (3.144)
3.5.2 Improvement
In Sect. 3.4 we pointed out that, in order to achieve the O(a)-improvement of the
desired correlation functions, the supplement of the action with appropriate countert-
erms may not be sufficient. One has also to use improved fields. As for the action,
an improved field is given in terms of the originally (unimproved) field φ(x) and an
additional counterterm aδφ(x)
φI (x) = φ(x)+aδφ(x) . (3.145)
The counterterm is a linear combination of basis fields with mass dimension dim(φ)+
1, which have not been included in the lattice action, and have the same lattice sym-
metries as φ(x).
We start with A0, and, by using the field equations to reduce the number of basis
fields, we are left with the continuum basis
OA,1 = ψq2γ5{D0+
←−
D 0}ψq1 , (3.146)
OA,2 = mψq2γ5γ0ψq1 , (3.147)
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Since the counterterm associated with OA,2 amounts to a renormalization of A0, we
discuss it in the next subsection. We thus conclude that
δA0(x) = cA
1
2
(∇0+∇∗0)P(x) . (3.148)
In the static approximation the improvement of Astat0 is achieved by starting from the
continuum basis
OA,h,1 = ψ lγ5D0ψh , (3.149)
OA,h,2 = ψ l
←−
D 0γ5ψh , (3.150)
OA,h,3 = ψ lγ5γ jD jψh , (3.151)
OA,h,4 = ψ l
←−
D jγ jγ5ψh (3.152)
OA,h,5 = mψ lγ0γ5ψh . (3.153)
We observe that OA,h,1 vanishes because of the first equation in (3.109), and OA,h,3
breaks the U(1) symmetry of the static approximation, because it is not invariant under
the transformations (2.41). One of the remaining three operators can be omitted, be-
cause it can be expressed in terms of the other two by means of the light quark equation
of motion. We thus neglectOA,h,2 and notice thatOA,h,5 is again a term which amounts
to a renormalization of Astat0 . It is discussed in the next subsection. The improvement
counterterm of the time component of the static-light axial current is thus
δAstat0 (x) = c
stat
A
1
2
ψ l(
←−
∇ j+
←−
∇∗j)γ jγ5ψh . (3.154)
The form of this counterterm is the same for all static actions, which have been con-
sidered. However, the improvement coefficient cstatA depends on the chosen action, and
must be determined consequently [29].
The boundary fields appearing in the correlation functions defined in the previ-
ous subsection need to be improved too. The counterterms can be reabsorbed in the
renormalization of the fields and are discussed in the next subsection.
3.5.3 Renormalization
Since we want to relate the bare quantities computed on the lattice to physical observ-
ables, we need to define a renormalization scheme. Furthermore we want to reach the
continuum limit, by decreasing a/L and keeping fixed the ratio T/L and the physical
length of L, with a rate proportional to a2. The bare parameters must thus be scaled
to satisfy these requirements, and it is technically advantageous to employ a mass-
independent renormalization scheme. In the plane of the bare parameters we define
the critical line
m0 = mc(g0) , (3.155)
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where the physical quark mass vanishes4. It allows to define the subtracted mass
mq = m0−mc . (3.156)
We then define a modified bare coupling and bare quark mass
g˜20 = g
2
0(1+bgamq) , (3.157)
m˜q = mq(1+bmamq) , (3.158)
where the b-coefficients are functions of g20, and let g˜0 and m˜q be O(a)-improved.
Along the critical line the modified coupling coincides with the ordinary one. It is then
natural to define the corresponding renormalized quantities as
g2R = g˜
2
0Zg(g˜
2
0,aµ) , (3.159)
mR = m˜qZm(g˜20,aµ) . (3.160)
Another important point is that, in the scaling of the bare parameters required to reach
the continuum limit, the modified coupling is tuned such that it scales independently
of the quark mass. Similarly for the modified bare quark mass m˜q, which is scaled by
a factor dependent on aµ only.
We extend this procedure to the renormalization of the local field φ(x). Besides
the improvement counterterms considered in the previous subsection, it is natural to
include a factor of the form 1+ b(g20)amq, thus getting a renormalized field with the
expression
φR(x) = Zφ (g˜
2
0,aµ)(1+bφamq)φI(x) . (3.161)
Since the renormalization condition is imposed at zero quark mass, the coefficient bφ
does not depend on the details of Zφ .
Let us now apply this scheme to QCD by considering the composite fields (3.119,
3.120). The renormalized and improved axial density and time component of the axial
current are given by
(PR)(x) = ZP(g˜20,aµ)(1+bPamq)P(x) , (3.162)
(AR)0(x) = ZA(g˜20)(1+bAamq){A0(x)+aδA0(x)} , (3.163)
while the renormalized boundary field ζR has the form
ζR(x) = Zζ (g˜
2
0,aµ)(1+bζamq)ζ (x) , (3.164)
4As it will be clear in the next chapter, the critical line is not unambigously defined in a regularization
without chiral symmetry. It depends on the exact definition of the quark mass.
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and the other boundary fields are renormalized similarly. The renormalization factor
ZA has no scale dependence. This is a consequence of the fact that the renormalization
condition of the axial current can be fixed by imposing a continuum chiral Ward iden-
tity, which is locally valid. It is now straightforward to write down the renormalized
correlation functions
[ fA(x0)]R = ZA(1+bAamq)Z2ζ (1+bζamq)
2 f IA(x0) , (3.165)
with f IA(x0) = fA(x0)+ cA
1
2a(∂
∗
0+∂0) fP(x0) , (3.166)
[ fP(x0)]R = ZP(1+bPamq)Z
2
ζ (1+bζamq)
2 fP(x0) , (3.167)
[ f1]R = Z
4
ζ (1+bζamq)
4 f1 . (3.168)
Here we have used the lattice derivatives
∂µ f (x) = 1a{ f (x+aµˆ)− f (x)} , (3.169)
∂∗µ f (x) = 1a{ f (x)− f (x−aµˆ)} . (3.170)
In a mass-independent renormalization scheme the renormalized version of the static-
light axial density Astat0 (x) can be written as
(AstatR )0(x) = Z
stat
A (g˜
2
0,aµ)(1+b
stat
A aml)(A
stat
0 (x)+aδA
stat
0 (x)) . (3.171)
As for QCD, the renormalization factor ZstatA can be written as a function of g0 instead
of g˜0 in the quenched approximation. Nevertheless the dependence on the scale µ
remains, because in the heavy quark sector of HQET chiral symmetry is not present
at all. Furthermore ZstatA depends on the used action. We can now write down the
renormalized and improved correlation functions
[ f statA (x0)]R = (1+aδm)
−x0/aZstatA (1+b
stat
A aml)Zζ (1+bζaml)
×Zh(1+bhaml) f stat,IA (x0)|δm=0 , (3.172)
with f stat,IA (x0) = f
stat
A (x0)− a2〈δAstat0 (x)Ohl〉stat , (3.173)[
f stat1
]
R = (1+aδm)
−T/aZ2ζ (1+bζaml)
2
×Z2h(1+bhaml)2 f stat1 |δm=0 , (3.174)[
f hh1 (x3)
]
R
= (1+aδm)−2T/aZ4h(1+bhaml)
4 f hh1 (x3)|δm=0 . (3.175)
We finally remark that, both in QCD and in HQET, the renormalization factors and
the improvement coefficients of the boundary fields do not need to be computed. In the
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next chapter we introduce only observables, which can be obtained from functions of
the renormalized correlators, where these terms cancel out. The same considerations
apply to the factors which are powers of (1+aδm). They will drop out in all computed
observables, and we will implicitly set δm= 0 from now on.
Chapter 4
Combining HQET and relativistic
QCD
4.1 The Step Scaling Method
The evaluation of the Bs meson properties represents a challenging problem for lattice
QCD. The difficulties arise from the presence of two largely separated energy scales.
One of them is the heavy quark mass (mb ∼ 5 GeV), while the other one is given by the
typical QCD scale ΛQCD, which is of the order of a few hundreds of MeV. The light
antiquark mass is of the order of the latter, and, by borrowing the language of HQET,
the light antiquark belongs to the light degrees of freedom1.
An accurate simultaneous treatment of these two scales would require the ability
to simulate a very fine lattice to resolve the propagation of the heavy quark, and, at
the same time, a large physical volume to correctly accommodate the light degrees of
freedom with negligible finite size effects. Such a computation, even in the quenched
approximation, is unfeasible with the present computational facilities.
The recourse to an effective theory is a natural approach to the problem. In this
context HQET represents a promising way to solve it. Another kind of approach,
which keeps the relativistic QCD Lagrangian in the form (3.92), is the Step Scaling
Method (SSM) proposed by the authors of [7]. Here we show how to combine the two
methods in such a way that we can exploit their respective advantages.
Let us explain the basic ideas of the SSM. We consider an observable O(El,Eh,L)
depending on two different scales El ¿ Eh, and computed on a lattice with physical
extension L. It is easy to identify Eh with the heavy quark mass, and El with the
QCD scale mentioned above. Since the light scale is kept fixed in physical units in all
1With this choice of valence quarks, the most common in the literature about the subject, the cor-
responding ground state meson is the B0s = sb. However, thanks to the invariance of the action under
charge conjugation, we will keep for the meson the notation Bs throughout the following.
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simulations, we can simplify the notation, and just write O(mh,L). The computation
of the observable using the SSM is based on the identity
O(mh,L∞) =O(mh,L0)
O(mh,L1)
O(mh,L0)
. . .
O(mh,LN)
O(mh,LN−1)
O(mh,L∞)
O(mh,LN)
. (4.1)
Here L0 is a volume small enough to allow to simulate with a lattice cutoff much larger
than mb, where the latter can match its phenomenological value. Clearly the motion
of the light antiquark is squeezed in such a box, and the following steps perform the
evolution to bigger and bigger volumes until L∞ is reached. Ideally, the latter is an
infinite volume; in practice, it is a box large enough to let consider negligible the finite
size effects affecting O . One in fact reaches the situation where the last ratio
O(mh,L∞)
O(mh,LN)
= 1±δ∞ , (4.2)
is consistent with unity within the numerical precision δ∞. In other words, one has
reached a physical situation, where a measurement ofO is no more sensitive to changes
of the volume. The intermediate correcting factors are the step scaling functions
σO(mh,Li) =
O(mh,Li)
O(mh,Li−1)
, (4.3)
where for the sake of simplicity we choose a fixed ratio s = Li/Li−1 in all steps. The
number N and the scale ratio s of the steps are in principle dependent on the considered
observable and on the desired level of accuracy. It has been numerically shown [50, 51]
that (N,s) = (2,2) is a suitable choice for the mass and the decay constant of the Bs
meson. Indeed, it represents a good compromise between the computational effort and
the precision on the physical results.
The main assumption of the method is that the step scaling functions have a mild
dependence on the heavy quark mass. A total decoupling would mean that the steps
are insensitive to variations of mh as long as mhÀ El:
σO(mh,Li)' σO(Li) . (4.4)
To understand it we can get help from HQET. If we imagine a meson made of a light
antiquark and a static quark, the latter is just a pointlike source of color. The step
scaling function σO measures the error made by computingO in a volume Li−1 instead
of Li. Indeed this measurement cannot depend on the heavy quark; only the light
degrees of freedom are squeezed. It follows that (4.4) becomes an equation. As the
heavy quark mass is made finite, one can expect that a total decoupling never takes
place, but the step scaling functions can be expanded as
σO(mh,Li) = σ
(0)
O (Li)+
σ (1)O (Li)
Limh
+O
(
1
(Limh)2
)
. (4.5)
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Since we want to keep the discretization errors roughly at the same level in all steps,
and each of them is to be extrapolated to the continuum, we must scale the simulated
heavy quark masses according to the physical size of the involved volumes. To clarify
this point we consider again the starting volume L0. Here one can simulate with heavy
quark masses around the b-quark mass with an acceptable confidence. If we move to
L1 = 2L0 and want to keep the discretization errors, which are of the order of amh,
of the same magnitude as in L0 we have to halve the heavy mass. This simply means
that we are not simulating a b-quark any more. Nevertheless the SSM predicts that the
b-region can be reached through a mild extrapolation lead by the expansion (4.5). As
one doubles the volume extension again, the heavy mass is halved once more, and the
extrapolation to the b-region becomes more difficult. One can then expect that, as the
volume becomes bigger and bigger, while the heavy quark mass smaller and smaller,
one arrives to a point where the expansion (4.5) is unreliable.
On the other side, if one computes the coefficients σ (0)O (Li), for all volumes, by
using the static theory developed in HQET, all extrapolations can be turned into inter-
polations. This implies higher confidence in the approach to the b-quark energy scale
as well as increased precision in all steps. Furthermore, one can exploit HQET to di-
rectly compute some coefficients σ (n)O (Li), n ≥ 1 in order to have a better control on
the heavy scale expansion. The combination of the SSM with HQET thus represents a
very appealing way to go about studying the heavy-light meson properties [52].
4.2 Simulation parameters
4.2.1 Action
All simulations carried out to get the results of this chapter have been performed within
the quenched approximation (cf. Sect. 3.3). The choice of the static action has been re-
stricted to the HYP2 action [29] only, which is a HYP action, as described in Sect. 3.2,
with parameters (α1,α2,α3) = (1.0, 1.0, 0.5).
In an early stage of this work, simulations on a small volume (L = 0.4 fm) for the
static-light pseudoscalar decay constant have shown that other choices of the parame-
ters αi as well as other discretizations of the static action give results consistent with
HYP2 in the continuum limit, as we expect from universality. However, the precision
is sensibly lower, and studies on the subject [29] have shown that this pattern is pre-
served in bigger volumes too. The simultaneous employment of several actions does
not pay off under the point of view of the statistical precision, because whenever all
data share the same gauge configurations, they are found to be strongly correlated.
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4.2.2 Scale setting
In order to let lattice QCD computations be able to be physically predictive, one has
to spend as many experimental input as are the free parameters of the theory. In pure
gauge theory the only free parameter is the bare coupling g0, and each dimensionful
quantity is expressed in units of the lattice spacing. It is therefore of fundamental
importance to have an accurate knowledge of the lattice spacing in physical units.
The functional dependence of a from g0 is predicted in the high energy regime by the
asymptotic freedom once the scale Λ, appearing in the renormalization group equation
of the coupling, is known. As one enters into the low energy regime, a perturbative
evaluation of the scale becomes unsatisfactory.
The setting of the scale is thus achieved by using suitable observables, and a widely
used one is the hadronic length r0 [53], whose definition relies on the force F(r) be-
tween two static color sources. To be more precise, r0 is defined as the distance where
r2F(r)|r=r0 = 1.65 . (4.6)
The authors of [54, 55] have performed a direct computation of the ratio a/r0 for
several values of the bare coupling, and they have provided a phenomenological repre-
sentation of ln(a/r0) as a polynomial in β . In fact, by choosing the ansatz
ln(a/r0) =
p
∑
n=0
an(β −6)n (4.7)
they have found that
ln(a/r0) = −1.6804−1.7331(β −6)+0.7849(β −6)2−0.4428(β −6)3 ,
for 5.7≤ β ≤ 6.92 , (4.8)
is an excellent approximation of the Monte Carlo results. The accuracy of a/r0 in
eq. (4.8) has been estimated to decrease from about 0.5% at low β to 1% at β = 6.92.
For values of β greater than 6.92 the validity of parametrization (4.8) cannot be
blindly trusted any more. However, the authors of [56] have shown that one can use
the non-perturbative results coming from the computation of the Schrödinger func-
tional renormalized coupling [12, 37] and a renormalization group analysis, to obtain
a parametrization of (a/r0) as a function of the bare coupling for β > 6.92. The
parametrization reads
ln(a/r0) =− ln(λL)− b12b20
ln(b0g20)−
1
2b0g20
− I(g0) , (4.9)
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where
I(g0) =
∫ g0
0
dx
[
1
β (x)
+
1
b0x3
− b1
b20 x
]
, (4.10)
β (x) = −x3{b0+b1x2+b2x4+b3x6+ . . .} . (4.11)
The function in eq. (4.11) has already appeared in eq. (2.62), and it is reported also
here only for reading convenience. Restricting the analysis to the four-loop expression
of β (x), the coefficients read
λL = 0.0203 b0 = 11/(4pi)2 , b1 = 102/(4pi)4 ,
b2 = −0.0015998323314 , b3 =−0.0025 .
With these values the uncertainty on a/r0 for 6.92 < β < 7.5 can be estimated to be
2%, worsening to 3% at β = 8.5. One has to remark that the coefficient b3 is the result
of a fit, and not a direct computation.
The choice of the value 1.65 in eq. (4.6) is dictated by phenomenological potential
models, which predict an approximate value for r0 of 0.5 fm. The uncertainty on the
physical value of r0 is around 10%, and this is translated in large systematic errors
for the quantities converted in physical units through this scale. However, as long as
the lattice results are kept in units of r0, the precise parametrizations of eq. (4.8) and
eq. (4.9) allow to compare determinations of the same physical quantity, obtained from
different choices of the lattice setup (action, lattice spacing, volume, . . . ).
4.2.3 Quark masses
Since quarks are confined inside hadrons, their masses are not physical observables.
They are free parameters of the theory, and, as it happens for the gauge coupling, they
have to be determined by introducing an experimental input. In addition, there is no
universal definition of the quark mass; one is free to use the most suitable definition
for one’s purposes. We start by defining the bare current quark mass through the O(a)-
improved PCAC relation
mq2q1 =
∂˜0 fA(x0)+acA∂∗0∂0 fP(x0)
2 fP(x0)
∣∣∣∣∣
x0=T/2
, with (4.12)
∂˜0 =
1
2
(∂∗0+∂0) . (4.13)
Quark masses defined in this way are not affected by the choice of the kinematical pa-
rameters (L,T,θ ,x0) up to corrections of O(a2). This is a consequence of the improve-
ment and of the very derivation of the PCAC relation, relying on the symmetries of the
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continuum action. The spatial components do not appear on the r.h.s. of eq. (4.12),
because they vanish under periodic boundary conditions. The choice x0 = T/2 in
eq. (4.12) simply follows from the intention of computing the correlation functions fA
and fP with the bulk operator inserted as far as possible from the temporal boundaries,
and therefore to minimize the cutoff effects.
The coefficient cA has been computed by the authors of [45], who provided the
parametrization
cA(g20) =−0.00756g20×
1−0.748g20
1−0.977g20
, (4.14)
valid in the range of bare couplings 0≤ g0 ≤ 1.
In Sect. 3.5.3 we have seen that the Schrödinger functional allows to define a fi-
nite volume renormalization scheme, where the correlation functions fA and fP are
multiplicatively renormalized. We exploit this property to define from eq. (4.12) a
renormalized and improved quark mass
mq2q1 =
∂˜0[ fA(x0)]R
[ fP(x0)]R
∣∣∣∣∣
x0=T/2
(4.15)
=
ZA[1+ 12bA(amq2 +amq1)]
ZP[1+ 12bP(amq2 +amq1)]
mq2q1 (4.16)
=
ZA
ZP
[
1+(bA−bP)amq2 +amq12
]
mq2q1 , (4.17)
where each equation is valid up to O(a2) corrections. At the end of Sect. 2.6 we have
introduced the RGI quark mass M, as the asymptotic behavior of any renormalized
running mass. This mass has the advantage of being scale and scheme independent,
while mq2q1 misses this property because of the presence of ZP. However, the two
masses can be related by the renormalization group equation
Mq2q1 = mq2q1(2b0g¯
2)−d0/2b0× exp
{
−
∫ g¯
0
dg
[
τ(g)
β (g)
− d0
b0g
]}
. (4.18)
Actually, there is no unique way of normalizing the mass M. One could multiply the
r.h.s. of eq. (4.18) by a factor 2, and obtain a valid mass definition. Here we choose
to comply with the conventions of Gasser and Leutwyler [57, 58, 59]. We rewrite
eq. (4.18) by showing the explicit dependence on the renormalization scale
Mq2q1 =
Mq2q1
mq2q1(µ)
ZA(g0)
ZP(g0,L)
[
1+(bA−bP)amq2 +amq12
]
mq2q1 +O(a
2) ,
with µ = 1/L . (4.19)
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We can now define the total renormalization factor
ZM(g0) =
Mq2q1
mq2q1(µ)
ZA(g0)
ZP(g0,L)
, µ = 1/L , (4.20)
such that
Mq2q1 = ZM(g0)mq2q1(g0)+O(a
2) . (4.21)
It relates (up to terms of O(a2)) the bare current quark mass with the RGI one, and
consists of a regularization independent (but scale dependent) part M/m, and the ratio
ZA/ZP, depending on the regularization details.
A single quark mass is obtained by choosing two mass degenerate flavors q1 and
q2
Mq =Mqq = ZMmqq+O(a2) , (4.22)
which we label as diagonal definition. Up to O(a2) it can be replaced by the off-
diagonal definitions
Mq{j} = 2Mqj−Mqq . (4.23)
The quantities r0Mq and r0Mq{j} have the same continuum limit, even if the cutoff
effects, still remaining of O(a2), may strongly depend on the choice of the j-flavor.
It is reasonable to have a light j-flavor, in order to minimize the improvement term
proportional to (bA−bP)amj.
In addition we consider current quark masses with improved derivatives, by replac-
ing in eq. (4.12),
∂˜0→ ∂˜0
(
1− 16a2∂∗0∂0
)
, ∂∗0∂0→ ∂∗0∂0
(
1− 112a2∂∗0∂0
)
. (4.24)
when acting on smooth functions these lattice derivatives have errors of O(a4) only.
Another way of computing the RGI quark mass starts from the subtracted quark
mass mq defined in eq. (3.156), and is completed by a multiplicative renormalization
Mˆq = ZM(g0)Z(g0)[1+bmamq]mq . (4.25)
The renormalization factor ZM has been computed in [12, 60] for the range of β -values
[6.0,7.6101], and can be parametrized in this range by the expression
ZM(β ) = 1.755+0.188(β −6.0)−0.024(β −6.0)2 . (4.26)
The uncertainty relative to the regularization independent partM/m amounts to 0.9% at
µ = 1/L0= 2.5 fm−1, while for the ratio ZA/ZP we have estimated the errors ∆(ZA/ZP)
reported in Table 4.1. The value of ∆(ZA/ZP) in the range 6.0 ≤ β ≤ 6.5 has been
quoted in [12] to be 1.1%, while the uncertainties for smaller values of the coupling
have been estimated from the errors on ZA and ZP quoted in [12] and [61] respectively.
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β [6.0,6.5] 6.7370, 6.9630 7.1510 7.3000,7.5480
∆(ZA/ZP) 1.1% 1.0% 0.8% 0.6%
Table 4.1: Uncertainties on the regularization dependent part of the total renormalization factor ZM.
They are reported in Table 4.1 for the β -values needed in our computations. The factor
Z has been defined and computed in [62], where one can read off the parametrization
Z(g20) = (1+0.090514g
2
0)×
1−0.9678g20+0.04284g40−0.04373g60
1−0.9678g20
, (4.27)
with a relative precision better than 0.04% in the range 0.8881≤ g20 ≤ 1.0. The authors
of [63] have shown that the parametrization (4.27) can be used also for values of g20
smaller than 0.8881, but we did not exploit it in our computations. The reason relies in
the improvement coefficient bm, as it explained in the following discussion.
The quantities bA−bP and bm have been computed in [62], whose authors provided
the parametrizations
(bA−bP)(g20) =−0.00093g20 ×
1+23.3060g20−27.3712g40
1−0.9833g20
, (4.28)
bm(g20) = (−0.5−0.09623g20) ×
1−0.6905g20+0.0584g40
1−0.6905g20
. (4.29)
In the range 0.8881≤ g20≤ 1.0 the parametrization (4.28) represents the computed data
with an absolute deviation smaller than 0.3%, and the authors of [63] have shown that
this can be believed also for smaller values of the gauge coupling, covering the ones
needed in our computations. The parametrization (4.29) describes the available non-
perturbative data in the range 0.8881≤ g20≤ 1.0 with an absolute deviation smaller that
1.3%, but, as it has been demonstrated in [63], this parametrization cannot be trusted
for smaller values of the coupling. For our computations we thus decided to use the
mass definition given in eq. (4.25) only for 0.8881≤ g20 ≤ 1.0.
In terms of the hopping parameter κ introduced in Sect. 3.2, the subtracted bare
mass (3.156) reads
amq =
1
2
(
1
κ
− 1
κcrit
)
. (4.30)
For κ = κcrit the physical quark mass vanishes, as we require in our renormalization
scheme. The value of κcrit is determined, for each choice of the lattice setup, by choos-
ing a set of κ-values κi such that, after a short Monte Carlo simulation, part of the
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Figure 4.1: Linear interpolation for κcrit. The data refer to a lattice with β = 6.0914, L/a= 10, T = 2L
and θ = 0.0. All points are statistically independent.
corresponding (flavor-degenerate) values of the bare current quark mass (4.12) are
positive, and the remaining part is negative or consistent with zero. The data are then
represented in a plot amii vs. 1/2κi, and, for the values of amii which are closest to
zero, a linear interpolation is performed. The fitted function amii = a1+a2/2κi usually
shows a2 ≈ 1, and the extracted−a2/2a1 is our estimate of κcrit. The latter can be used
as hopping parameter in a further simulation to check that the computed current mass
vanishes within statistical errors. An example is shown in Fig. 4.1. For the simulations
with the relativistic QCD action [50, 51], the hopping parameters corresponding to the
strange quark have been determined in such a way that, for each choice of the lattice
setup, one can arrange three RGI quark masses, according to the definition (4.22), lying
around the value
Ms = 0.1346(55)GeV , (4.31)
computed in [64], where the chosen experimental input is the Kaon mass. The de-
pendence of the computed observables on the light quark is very mild, and they are
interpolated as linear functions of the simulated light quarks to match eq. (4.31).
The results published in [50, 51] have been used to match the hopping parameters
corresponding to the strange quark, by performing a linear fit of the light quark masses
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Mi = a+b/κi, and extracting the desired κs-values as κs = b/(Ms−a), withMs quoted
in eq. (4.31). These values have been used as input for the simulations with the heavy
quark Lagrangian. However, the data appearing in [50, 51], do not cover all lattice
setups used in the HQET computations. The missing values of the hopping parameters
have then been determined ex novo, by requiring the corresponding RGI quark masses
to be consistent with eq. (4.31). A list of all simulation parameters is given in App. C.
4.2.4 Improvement coefficients and renormalization factors
All improvement coefficients and renormalization factors needed to determine the sim-
ulation parameters have been presented in the previous subsections. However, they are
not sufficient to achieve the O(a)-improvement and the renormalization of all com-
puted correlation functions. Here we report the missing ingredients. The improvement
coefficient bA appearing in eq. (3.163) has been computed [46] at 1-loop, and reads
bA(g20) = 1+0.15219(5)g
2
0+O(g
4
0) . (4.32)
The renormalization factor ZA has been non-perturbatively computed in [61], where
the rational expression
ZA(g20) =
1−0.8496g20+0.0610g40
1−0.7332g20
, (4.33)
has been proposed as good representation of the numerical results in the range of bare
couplings 0≤ g0 ≤ 1. The uncertainty associated with this parametrization is reported
for the couplings of interest in the following table.
β 7.1510 7.3000 7.5480
∆(ZA) 0.8% 0.6% 0.6%
For HQET the coefficients cstatA and b
stat
A have been computed [29] for the static HYP2
action at 1-loop
cstatA = 0.220(14)g
2
0+O(g
4
0) , b
stat
A = 1/2+0.259(13)g
2
0+O(g
4
0) . (4.34)
The renormalization factor ZstatA for the HYP2 action has been computed by the authors
of [29], but in a range of couplings, which does not cover all our simulations. Its
computation represents part of the work of this thesis.
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βMS τMS
b0 = 11(4pi)2 d0 =
8
(4pi)2
b1 = 102(4pi)4 d1 =
404
3(4pi)4
b2 = 28572(4pi)6 d2 =
2498
(4pi)6
[65] b3 =
29243−5033/18
(4pi)8 d3 =
50659
(4pi)8 [66]
Table 4.2: 4-loop β -function and anomalous dimension of the mass in theMS scheme. The references
are only for the highest order computations; there one finds also the references for the lower orders too.
4.2.5 Quark mass scheme conversion
Once the quark mass has been computed using one of the RGI definitions given in
Sect. 4.2.3, it is useful to translate it to the mass in the widely used MS scheme. This
is achieved through the equation
M
m(m)
= (2b0g¯2(m))−d0/2b0 exp
−
g¯(m)∫
0
dg
[
τMS(g)
βMS(g)
− d0
b0g
] , (4.35)
where g¯ = g¯MS, m = mMS, and the expression on the r.h.s. can be evaluated with a
4-loop accuracy thanks to the coefficients reported in Table 4.2 and the result ΛMSr0 =
0.602(48) [37, 55].
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4.3.1 General strategy
Our lattice setup is given by the discretized Schrödinger functional, as in Sect. 3.2,
with topology T ×L3 and parameters
T = 2L , C =C′ = 0 , and θ = 0.0 , (4.36)
for all correlation functions, unless stated otherwise. We first consider the case of a
finite volume pseudoscalar meson mass2
O(mh,L) =MPS(mh,L) , (4.37)
2The mass mh and the lenght L are given in physical units through the scale r0 defined in
Sect. 4.2.2. If more rigor is desired, one may identify the observable O with the dimensionless quantity
LMPS(Lmh,L/r0).
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wheremh stands generically for a heavy quark mass, whose precise definition is needed
only later. The dependence on the light quark mass, which is fixed in all volumes to the
physical strange quark mass as described in Sect. 4.2.3, has been dropped. The meson
mass is defined in analogy to the effective mass in eq. (3.134), as
MPS(mh,L) =
1
2a
ln
[
f IA(mh,L,x0−a)
f IA(mh,L,x0+a)
]
x0=L
. (4.38)
The choice of taking f IA around the middle of the temporal lattice is a definition which
well suits the Step Scaling Method, and aims also to reduce the cutoff effects in all
steps. It is straightforward to conclude that
MPS(mh,L)
mh→mb= MBs(L)
L→∞= MBs . (4.39)
In the expansion (4.5) we simply have σ (0)O = 1, and the first non-trivial term σ
(1)
O is
computable in the static approximation of HQET. We further define
x(mh,L)≡ 1LMPS(mh,L) =
1
Lmh
+O
(
1
(Lmh)2
)
, (4.40)
as the natural non-perturbative dimensionless mass variable. It is given in terms of
physical observables, and there is no uncertainty deriving from a choice of quark mass
definition3. The step scaling function for the meson mass assumes then the simple
form
σm(x,Li) ≡ MPS(mh,Li)MPS(mh,Li−1) = 1+σ
stat
m (Li) · x+O(x2) ,
(4.41)
x = x(mh,Li) ,
and it is defined for all x,L. Our strategy for its precise numerical evaluation is to
compute σ statm explicitly in the static approximation, and fix the small remainder by
means of relativistic QCD data with (heavy) quarks of masses of the physical charm
and higher. In analogy to the mass (4.39) we define
Γstat(L) =
1
2a
ln
[
f stat,IA (L,x0−a)
f stat,IA (L,x0+a)
]
x0=L
, (4.42)
whose large volume limit gives
Γstat(L)
L→∞= Estat . (4.43)
3This is certainly true once the continuum limit has been reached.
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By considering the case Li = 2Li−1 = 2L we can write a more explicit form for σm
appearing in eqs. (4.41), that reads
MPS(mh,2L)
MPS(mh,L)
=
mh+ΓRstat(2L)+O(1/Lmh)
mh+ΓRstat(L)+O(1/Lmh)
= 1+
Γstat(2L)−Γstat(L)
mh
+O
(
1/L2m2h
)
= 1+
2L[Γstat(2L)−Γstat(L)]
2Lmh
+O
(
1/L2m2h
)
= 1+
2L[Γstat(2L)−Γstat(L)]
2LMPS(mh,2L)
+O
(
1/L2M2PS(mh,2L)
)
= 1+σ statm (2L) · x+O(x2) , (4.44)
where we can identify the static step scaling function
σ statm (Li) = Li[Γstat(Li)−Γstat(Li−1)] . (4.45)
On the r.h.s. of the first equation in the expansion (4.44), the renormalized static effec-
tive mass ΓRstat appears. It is related to Γstat, computed at δm= 0, by
ΓRstat = Γstat+
1
a
ln(1+aδm) . (4.46)
However, this additive renormalization term cancels out in the following equations,
and we do not need to take care of it.
It has been shown in [50], that the choice L∞ ≈ L2 = 1.6 fm guarantees to have a
box, where lattice computations of MPS(mh,L∞) are affected by negligible finite size
effects. With the experimental value for the mass of the Bs meson, MBs = 5.3675(18)
GeV we fix x2 = 1/L2MBs , and the physical points corresponding to the b-quark are
then given by
x2 = 1/L2MBs , xi−1 = 2σm(xi,Li) · xi . (4.47)
The numerical results will have to be evaluated at these points. After performing the
steps L2 → L1 = 0.8 fm and L1 → L0 = 0.4 fm, we arrive at the small volume4 L0,
which plays a special role. Here we relate the meson mass to the renormalization
group invariant quark mass Mh defining
ρ(x,L0) =
MPS(Mh,L0)
Mh
= ρ(0)(L0)+ρ(1)(L0) · x+O(x2) . (4.48)
4Thanks to eqs. (4.36) the volume can be identified without ambiguities with the spatial extension.
The adjective “small” is here referred to the smallest box where our simulations took place.
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We finally gather eqs. (4.47) and eqs. (4.48) to get the connection between the Bs
meson mass and the RGI b-quark mass Mb in the compact form
Mb =
MBs
ρ(x0,L0) ·σm(x1,L1) ·σm(x2,L2) . (4.49)
4.3.2 The results
The computation of σm(x,L2) is performed at finite heavy quark masses around the
charm quark mass, on lattices with β = 5.9598, 6.2110, 6.4200, corresponding to
resolutions L2/a= 16, 24, 32 respectively; the continuum limits for the three heaviest
quark masses are shown in App. C.
For the static step scaling function we took the results for the bigger volume from
[1]. There the spatial extension L2 ≈ 1.5 fm, and the ratio T/L, with T > L, is not fixed
to be the same for all values of the bare coupling. However the box is big enough to
assume L2 ≈ L∞ for a Bs meson, and we have
σ statm (L2) = 2L1[Estat−Γstat(L1)] . (4.50)
The energy Estat is available from [1] for four values of the coupling, while Γstat(L1)
is computed with the setup in eqs. (4.36) for the couplings in the third row of the
following table.
β for σm(x,L2) 5.9598 - 6.2110 6.4200 -
β for Estat 6.0291 6.2885 6.4500 6.4956 -
β for Γstat(L1) 5.9598 6.0914 6.2110 6.4200 6.7370
After a quadratic fit of aΓstat(L1) vs. β , the computed coefficients are used to interpo-
late aΓstat(L1) at the same values of β used for the computation of Estat. This makes
possible to take the continuum limit for the static step scaling function, and get
σ statm (L2) = 1.561(53) . (4.51)
Since the interpolated values of aΓstat(L1) are all obtained from the same set of data,
it is clear that they are correlated. However, such correlation affects the continuum
limit (4.51) by an amount, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the error
quoted in (4.51). The static step scaling function is used to fix (within errors) the first
non-trivial term in the expansion (4.41). In practice it consists of a constraint on the
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slope of the fitting curve. For a quadratic fit, the χ2 to be minimized has the expression
χ2 =∑
i
(
σm(x(i),L2)−1−bx(i)− cx2(i)
∆σm(x(i),L2)
)2
+
(
b−σ statm (L2)
∆σ statm (L2)
)2
. (4.52)
A correct estimate of the uncertainties has to consider the concomitant presence of the
errors associated with σm and the ones with x. First of all, a fit with only the uncer-
tainties on σm is performed, dealing with them as if they were uncorrelated. Then the
correlation between the σm’s associated with different heavy quark masses is handled
by means of the method described in App. E. Finally the errors on x are taken into
account according to the procedure described in App. D. However, given the flatness
of the fitting curves, these corrections to the errors are found to be negligible compared
to the uncertainty on σm itself. For this reason also the correlation between the x’s as-
sociated with different heavy quark masses, as well as the correlation between x and
σm can be neglected. The results of the interpolation are given in Table 4.3.
The step L1 → L0 = 0.4 fm is performed in complete analogy with the previous
step. The continuum limit for the static step scaling function
σ statm (L1) = 0.233(36) , (4.53)
is used as constraint on the fitting curves. The results of the interpolations are given in
Table 4.3.
On the small volume (L0 = 0.4 fm) only the relativistic QCD data are needed to
establish a finite volume relationship between the pseudoscalar meson mass MPS(L0)
and the RGI quark massMh, and consequently interpolate the bottom quark mass. First
of all a linear fit ρ(x,L0) vs. x is performed considering only the uncertainties on ρ ,
without correlation between the data. The latter is taken into account in a successive
step through the method described in App. E. Finally, with the computed slope ρ(1),
one adds to ρ the uncertainty on x and, for each point, the correlation between the
uncertainties on x and ρ according to the procedure of App. D:
(∆ρ)2→ (∆ρ)2+(ρ(1)∆x)2−2ρ(1) ∂ρ
∂MPS
∂x
∂MPS
(∆MPS)2 , (4.54)
This last step amounts to a small correction to the errors, justifying the neglect of the
correlation between the x’s associated with different heavy quark masses.
The data are shown in Fig. 4.4, where the red point (asterisk) corresponds to the
interpolation at the value of x0 obtained from the step scaling functions with the static
constraint. The cyan point (triangle) corresponds to the interpolation at the value of x0
computed with only the data at finite heavy quark mass.
Using eq. (4.49), the interpolated value
ρ(x0,L0) = 0.748(11) , (4.55)
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is combined with the above step scaling functions to find the scale and scheme inde-
pendent number
Mb = 6.879(104)GeV ⇒ mb,MS(mb,MS) = 4.416(60)GeV. (4.56)
By performing the whole analysis with only the data at finite heavy quark mass, we get
M?b = 6.953(108)GeV ⇒ m?b,MS(m?b,MS) = 4.458(62)GeV. (4.57)
The conversion of the mass to the MS scheme is perfomed according to the method
outlined in Sect. 4.2.5, and the associated perturbative uncertainty can be safely ne-
glected. Starting from a precisely specified input, in our case the scale r0 and the
experimental K and Bs masses, the result for the b-quark mass is unambiguous in the
quenched approximation.
In [67] the b-quark mass has been non-perturbatively determined in HQET, up
to and including the O(1/mh) terms, by starting from r0 and the experimental val-
ues of mK and of the spin-averaged mass (MBs +3MB∗s )/4, obtaining mb,MS(mb,MS) =
4.347(48) GeV. This result can be compared with our determination (4.56) even if the
experimental spin-averaged meson mass instead of the pseudoscalar one is used. These
different choices affect the value of the b-quark mass by O(Λ3QCD/m
2
b). The agreement
between the two determinations is evident.
Other quenched determinations of mb,MS(mb,MS) are 4.41(5)(10) GeV in HQET
[68], extended to smaller values of the lattice spacing in [69] getting consistent results,
and 4.34(7) GeV from NRQCD [70]. However, if other inputs are used, one cannot
perform a real comparison because r0 is only approximatively known and the quenched
approximation is not real QCD. See [71] for a recent review.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the step scaling function σm(x,L2) vs. x= x(mh,L2).
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Figure 4.4: Plot of ρ(x,L0) vs. x= x(mh,L0).
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4.4 Computation of the meson decay constant
4.4.1 General strategy
With the lattice setup given in eqs. (4.36), we consider the case where our observable
is a finite volume meson decay constant times the square root of the corresponding
meson mass
O(mh,L) = fPS(mh,L)
√
MPS(mh,L) . (4.58)
The decay constant is defined in analogy to (3.133) by
fPS(mh,L) =
−2√
L3MPS(mh,L)
[ fA(mh,L,x0)]R√
[ f1(mh,L)]R
∣∣∣∣∣
x0=L
. (4.59)
The renormalized and improved correlators [ fA]R and [ f1]R are defined in eq. (3.165)
and eq. (3.168) respectively. It is worth to notice that in the definition of the decay
constant the renormalization factors and the improvement terms of the boundary fields
cancel out. In accordance with the large volume behaviour (3.133) we write
fPS(mh,L)
mh→mb= fBs(L)
L→∞= fBs . (4.60)
The step scaling function
σf(x,Li)≡ fPS(mh,Li)
√
MPS(mh,Li)
fPS(mh,Li−1)
√
MPS(mh,Li−1)
, (4.61)
with expansion
σf(x,Li) = σ statf (Li)+σ
(1)
f (Li) · x+O(x2) , (4.62)
yields straightforwardly the connection between the finite volume decay constant and
the infinite volume one. Since the renormalization factor ZA of the axial current de-
pends only on the bare coupling, it cancels out in the ratio (4.61). The first order
term in the expansion (4.62) is computable in the static approximation of HQET. It is
convenient to define the renormalized ratio
YSF(L,µ) = ZstatA (1/µ)
f stat,IA (L,x0)√
f stat1 (L)
∣∣∣∣∣
x0=L
= ZstatA (1/µ)XSF(L) , (4.63)
where ZstatA is defined by the “new” renormalization scheme [2]. The latter is based on
the condition
ZstatA (1/µ)Ξ(L
′) = Ξ(0)(L′) , at vanishing quark mass, (4.64)
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with µ = 1/L′, and
Ξ(L′) =
f stat,IA (L
′,x0)
[ f1(L′) f hh1 (L′,x3)]1/4
∣∣∣∣∣
x0=x3=L′/2
, (4.65)
where Ξ(0)(L′), computed in [2], is the tree-level value of Ξ(L′). The lattice setup of
the renormalization scheme slightly differs from eqs. (4.36) and reads
T ′ = L′ , C =C′ = 0 , and θ = 0.5 . (4.66)
This setup is used exclusively for the computation of ZstatA . Furthermore, the values of
the critical hopping parameter needed to realize, up to O(a2), the condition of vanish-
ing quark mass, are computed along the method discussed in Sect. 4.2.3 with the setup
in eqs. (4.36).
We now proceed to relate the renormalized matrix element YSF(L,µ) to the renor-
malization group invariant one defined by
YRGI(L) = YSF(L,µ) (4.67)
× [2b0g¯2(µ)]−γ0/2b0exp
{
−
∫ g¯(µ)
0
dg
[
γ(g)
β (g)
− γ0
b0g
]}
,
where the universal leading order coefficients of the β - and γ-functions are given by
b0 = 11/(4pi)2 and γ0 = −1/(4pi)2 respectively. The ratio YRGI/YSF depends only on
µ ,
Istat(µ) =
YRGI(L)
YSF(L,µ)
, (4.68)
and it has been non-perturbatively evaluted in [2] for several orders of magnitude in µ ,
covering all scales involved in our work. The whole procedure can be summarized by
introducing the renormalization factor ZRGI
YRGI(L) = ZRGI
f stat,IA (L,x0)√
f stat1 (L)
∣∣∣∣∣
x0=L
, (4.69)
with ZRGI = Istat(µ)ZstatA (1/µ) , µ = 1/L
′ . (4.70)
The L-dependence of YRGI does not originate from the scale introduced by the renor-
malization factor ZstatA , but only from the fact that the correlation functions f
stat,I
A and
f stat1 have been determined on the volume L. Indeed, the renormalization factor ZRGI
depends only on the bare coupling. Furthermore, one is free to set L′ = L. This choice
will be kept throughout the following. The RGI ratio YRGI is related to the QCD decay
constant fPS via
fPS(mh,L)
√
L3MPS(mh,L)
−2CPS(Mh/ΛMS)
= YPS(x,L) = YRGI(L)+O(x) . (4.71)
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The function CPS(Mh/ΛMS), which can be accurately evaluated in perturbation the-
ory, allows to match the HQET matrix element with the QCD one; through the 3-loop
anomalous dimension computed in [72], the authors of [73] provided the parametriza-
tion
CPS(x) =

tγ
PS
0 /(2b0)
{
1−0.065 t+0.048 t2} 2-loop γPS
tγ
PS
0 /(2b0)
{
1−0.068 t−0.087 t2+0.079 t3} 3-loop γPS
(4.72)
where t = 1/ ln
(
Mh/ΛMS
)
, the scale ΛMS = 238(19) MeV from [12], and the coeffi-
cients γPS0 and b0 are the same appearing in eq. (4.67). This parametrization guarantees
at least 0.2% precision for t ≤ 0.6. The function CPS is in practice needed only in the
small volume. It drops out in the ratio (4.61). The step scaling function for the static
decay constant, entering the expansion (4.62), is given by
σ statf (Li) =
1
23/2
YRGI(Li)
YRGI(Li−1)
. (4.73)
In this ratio the renormalization factor ZRGI cancels out. It is needed only in the small
volume. We have now all ingredients to combine the static data with the QCD ones,
and interpolate at the scale of the b-quark. The final result for fBs can be expressed in
the compact form
fBs = YPS(x0,L0) ·σf(x1,L1) ·σf(x2,L2) ·
−2CPS(Mb/ΛMS)√
L30MBs
, (4.74)
where the interpolation points xi are computed through eqs. (4.47), and the b-quark
mass through eq. (4.49).
4.4.2 The results
For the computation of σf(x,L2) the relativistic data originate from the same gauge
configurations used earlier for the pseudoscalar meson mass. In the static case the
decay constant in the bigger volume
YRGI(L2) =−4.65(19) , (4.75)
has been computed and extrapolated to the continuum limit in [1]. The continuum
extrapolation of the same quantity in the intermediate volume L1 gives
YRGI(L1) =−1.628(19) , (4.76)
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for which the renormalization factor ZstatA has been computed on the volume L1. The
results are presented in App. C. The regularization independent part of ZRGI can be
extracted from the results of [2], and reads5
Istat(µ) = 0.9280(20) , µ = 1/L1 . (4.77)
These results allow to compute
σ statf (L2) = 1.010(43) , (4.78)
which is used together with the relativistic data as shown in Fig. 4.5 to get the results in
the upper part of Table 4.4. The interpolation procedure as well as the estimate of the
uncertainties follow the method employed for the step scaling functions of the meson
mass.
Similarly, but by extrapolating the static step scaling function to the continuum
limit rather than YRGI(L1) and YRGI(L0) separately, we obtain
σ statf (L1) = 0.4337(44) , (4.79)
which is combined with the relativistic data to give the results in the middle part of
Table 4.4. The small volume static result
YRGI(L0) =−1.347(13) , (4.80)
is obtained by exploiting the computations of [2], from which one extracts
Istat(µ) = 0.8462(62) , µ = 1/L0 . (4.81)
Together with the relativistic QCD data we obtain
YPS(x0,L0) =−1.279(17) , (4.82)
as result of the quadratic fit, performed according to the procedures of App. D and
App. E, of the data with the 3-loop expression of CPS shown in Fig. 4.7. For other
interpolated numbers we refer to Table 4.4. Also in this case the correction to the
uncertainties originating from x has been estimated to be negligible in comparison to
the error on YPS, thus justifying the neglect of the correlation between the several x’s
associated with different heavy quark masses. We finally arrive through eq. (4.74) to
fBs = 191(6)MeV . (4.83)
5Here the uncertainty does not contain the error coming from Istat(µ = (1.436r0)−1), given in [2],
because the latter factor cancels out in the step scaling function (4.78). The aforementioned error is
included in the factor (4.81) needed in the small volume.
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By performing the whole analysis with only the relativistic QCD data, we obtain
f ?Bs = 195(11)MeV . (4.84)
As last check, the whole analysis is repeated with the 2-loop expression ofCPS, giving
results which differ from (4.83) and (4.84) by an amount of O(1eV).
Our results are consistent with other quenched determinations using the same input
parameters. The authors of [74] did a non-perturbative calculation of the decay con-
stant, by combining the results [28] in the static approximation of HQET with com-
putations in relativistic QCD with heavy quark masses around the physical charm and
slightly heavier. They obtained fBs = 206(10)MeV. An extension [1] of this work pro-
duces a more precise and still consistent result. The computations are performed in a
large volume and extrapolated to the continuum limit. Another recent non-perturbative
determination [75] is obtained by extrapolating to the b-region large volume computa-
tions in relativistic QCD. The result is not extrapolated to the continuum, but computed
at a fine lattice spacing with a−1 = 4.97 GeV, and reads fBs = 206(7)(26)MeV, where
the first error is statistical and the second systematic.
As for the b-quark mass, a real comparison with other quenched determinations
can be made only if the same input parameters are chosen. For completeness, we cite
here the results of a few recent quenched computations
fBs/MeV =

220(6)
(+23
−28
)
[76] ,
220(2)(15)
(+8
−0
)
[77] ,
199(5)
(+23
−22
)
[78] .
For a recent review on the subject we suggest [71].
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the step scaling function σf(x,L2) vs. x= x(mh,L2).
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the step scaling function σf(x,L1) vs. x= x(mh,L1).
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the renormalized pseudoscalar decay constant on the small volume YPS(x,L0)
vs. x= x(mh,L0).
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Constraint on the slope Fit σm(x2,L2)
Yes quadratic 1.0330(11)
Yes linear 1.0319(11)
No quadratic 1.0258(21)
No linear 1.0276(22)
Constraint on the slope Fit σm(x1,L1)
Yes quadratic 1.0092(18)
Yes linear 1.0093(15)
No quadratic 1.0074(33)
No linear 1.0072(32)
Table 4.3: Results of the interpolation of σm(x2,L2) and σm(x1,L1). For the computation of the masses
(4.56) and (4.57) the quadratic fit results have been used.
4.5 Summary
The combination of the Tor Vergata strategy to compute properties of the heavy-light
mesons [50, 51] with the expansion of all quantities in HQET [19], changes extrapola-
tions in the former computations into interpolations. The upshot is a very precise and
controlled lattice determination, within the quenched approximation, of the b-quark
mass and the Bs-meson decay constant. The final result for the former is affected by
an uncertainty of 1.5%, mostly due to the mass renormalization factor. The decay con-
stant is computed with a precision slightly worse than 3%, mostly relying on the large
volume computations, which have been recently improved in the HQET sector by the
authors of [1].
The numerical results of all steps show that the interpolations are very well be-
haved. The step scaling functions for the pseudoscalar meson mass show small devi-
ations, roughly a few percents, from the static limit, and the HQET constraint on the
slope of the fitting curves allows to halve the uncertainty on the interpolated points as
well as to have a better control on the fitting parameters. All interpolated points are
consistent with the HQET predictions within two standard deviations. However the
error associated with the step scaling functions is much smaller than the one stemming
from the small volume interpolation. There only the relativistic QCD data are needed,
and their uncertainty is dominated by the total renormalization factor ZM of the RGI
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Inclusion of the static data Fit σf(x2,L2)
Yes quadratic 0.985(31)
Yes linear 0.977(29)
No linear 1.002(54)
Inclusion of the static data Fit σf(x1,L1)
Yes quadratic 0.4243(36)
Yes linear 0.4260(31)
No linear 0.4223(48)
Inclusion of the static data Fit CPS YPS(x0,L0)
Yes quadratic 3-loop −1.279(17)
Yes quadratic 2-loop −1.266(17)
No quadratic 3-loop −1.281(19)
Table 4.4: Results of the computation of σf(x2,L2), σf(x1,L1) and YPS(x0,L0). For the computation of
(4.83) and (4.84) the linearly interpolated step scaling functions have been used.
quark mass, whose error amounts to roughly 80% of the final error on the b-quark
mass.
The step scaling functions of the pseudoscalar decay constant show an evident flat-
ness, as expected from the Step Scaling Method. In the large volume the presence of
the static point plays a important role in the precision and confidence of the interpola-
tion. This is not unexpected. The relativistic QCD data lie in a region where the heavy
quark mass is around the physical charm quark mass, and a linear extrapolation to the
b-region cannot be considered safe a priori. The pattern is similar in the intermediate
volume, where the flatness of the step scaling function is even more evident. In all but
one steps the static approximation alone gives very accurate results. The one exception
is the decay constant in the small volume, where the O(1/mb) corrections are around
5%.
The elaborated error analysis, described in Apps. C, D, E and F, ensures that our
results do not suffer from any systematic errors apart from the use of the quenched
approximation; the uncertainty of the regularization dependent quantities is taken into
account before performing the continuum limits. Small systematic errors quoted in
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[50, 51] stemming from the extrapolations in the inverse of the heavy quark mass have
been eliminated.
In order to significantly reduce the error on the b-quark mass the total renormaliza-
tion factor ZM has to be computed even more precisely, while for an even more precise
determination of decay constant, the major issue is represented by the large volume
computations, both in HQET and in QCD.
Concerning dynamical fermion computations, the challenge in this strategy is to
simulate in a large volume (such as L2) with small enough lattice spacings, where
quark masses of around mcharm and higher can be simulated with confidence.
Chapter 5
Renormalization of the
chromo-magnetic operator in HQET
5.1 Spin splitting
In chapter 2 we have discussed how heavy-light quark bound states can be described
by an expansion in the inverse of the heavy quark mass according to HQET. There
we focused our attention on the phenomenological implications residing in the leading
order of the expansion, the static limit. In this chapter we go further on, and inspect
the finite heavy quark mass corrections in a systematic way, by considering the mass
splitting between vector and pseudoscalar heavy light mesons.
We follow [79] and expand the mass of the ground state pseudoscalar (PS) and
vector (V) heavy-light mesons as
MX = mh+ Λ¯+
1
2mh
∆M2X+O(Λ
3
QCD/m
2
h) , X= PS,V , (5.1)
where
∆M2X =−λ1−dXλ2 , (5.2)
with dPS = 3 and dV =−1. The details of the heavy quark mass definition are irrelevant
for the present discussion. One may think of a mass renormalized at the scale mh
itself. The parameter λ1 is associated with the kinetic operator (2.43), and λ2 with the
chromo-magnetic (bare) operator (2.44)
Ospin(x) = ψ h(x)
1
2i
Fklσklψh(x) = ψ h(x)σ ·B(x)ψh(x) . (5.3)
The latter is responsible for the splitting
M2V−M2PS = 4λ2+O(Λ3QCD/mh) . (5.4)
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The parameter λ2 is a key quantity in HQET. It encodes, at order 1/mh, the information
on the deviations from the static limit, where MV = MPS, stemming from the spin-
dependent interactions inside the heavy-light mesons.
So far we did neither exactly specify how λ2 is defined and renormalized, nor
discuss the matching of the effective theory to QCD. The latter can be worked out by
following the procedure discussed in Sect. 2.6; the upshot is
M2V−M2PS = 4CmagλRGI2 +O(Λ3QCD/mh) , (5.5)
where the matrix element of the effective theory1
λRGI2 =
1
3
〈B|ORGIspin |B〉
〈B|B〉 , (5.6)
appears. The renormalization group invariant operator ORGIspin , is related to the bare
local operator (5.3) by a multiplicative, scale and scheme independent renormalization
factor ZRGImag , which depends only on the bare coupling,
ORGIspin = Z
RGI
mag(g0)Ospin . (5.7)
It follows that the parameter λRGI2 is independent of any scale and scheme. It is an
unambiguous QCD observable, because the l.h.s. of eq. (5.4) can be directly measured
by experiments, and the corrections on the r.h.s. vanish in the limit2 mh→ ∞, where
also the matching factor Cmag is unambiguous and perturbatively computable. The
latter originates from the matching between the HQET matrix element and the QCD
one.
In order to have a deeper insight into the subject, let us assume that the operator
Ospin has been renormalized
OSspin(µ) = Z
S
mag(µ)Ospin , (5.8)
in a scheme S, and that the matrix element
λS2 (µ) =
1
3
〈B|OSspin(µ)|B〉
〈B|B〉 , (5.9)
has been computed. The latter is related to the RGI one by
λRGI2 /λ
S
2 (µ) = [2b0g¯
2
S(µ)]
−γ0/2b0 exp
{
−
∫ g¯S(µ)
0
dg
[
γS(g)
βS(g)
− γ0
b0g
]}
, (5.10)
1Here the state |B〉 is a shorthand for |0,B〉 defined in Sect. 3.5.1.
2Or equivalentlyMX→ ∞.
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where the anomalous dimension γS and the β -function in the S scheme with their
leading order weak coupling expansion coefficients γ0 and b0 appear. The ratio (5.10)
then allows to relate the renormalization factors through
ZRGImag = Z
S
mag(µ)λ
RGI
2 /λ
S
2 (µ) . (5.11)
The matrix element of the bare chromo-magnetic operator can be computed non-
perturbatively by lattice HQET simulations [80, 81, 82]. As stated in these references,
the major source of uncertainty is the renormalization factor Zmag, which is so far only
perturbatively known. Our aim is to compute ZRGImag with high accuracy for values of
the bare coupling of interest for phenomenological applications, by starting from a low
energy regime (low µ), to arrive to energy scales where the r.h.s. of eq. (5.10) can be
safely evaluated in perturbation theory. It is then clear that an accurate knowledge of
the perturbative expression of the anomalous dimension plays a fundamental role. This
is the subject of the following sections.
5.2 Definition of the renormalization scheme
Our aim is to formulate a renormalization condition for Ospin in a finite volume, which
suits the non-perturbative computation of the associated renormalization factor ZRGImag
along the general strategy of [12]. The lattice Schrödinger functional fits well our
requirements, and allows accurate non-perturbative computations in the low energy
regime as well as the evolution to very high energies. The latter can be achieved
through a finite-size scaling technique, which lets reach scales, where perturbation
theory can be used to further continue the evolution, and determine the renormalization
group invariant renormalization factor with high accuracy. In addition, perturbation
theory allows to exactly match renormalization factors computed in different schemes
in a very easy way, as explained in the next section.
For the static quarks we consider the Eichten-Hill action (3.49), bearing in mind
that one could also employ other actions of the form (3.50) without compromising the
validity of the following discussion. In the definition ofOspin, the product σ ·B between
the Pauli matrices σk and the magnetic field Bk is a shorthand for
σ ·B⊗ I2 =∑
k, j
σk j
1
2i
F̂k j =
(
σk 0
0 σk
)
Bk , (5.12)
where σk j = i2 [γk,γ j], and the B-field is related to the lattice version F̂µν , defined in
eq. (3.88), of the gauge field tensor by
Bk = iεq jkF̂q j , (5.13)
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with indices q, j not summed over. For later convenience we report also the relation
between the electric field and the tensor F̂µν :
Ek = iF̂0k . (5.14)
The lattice definition of the magnetic field represents a further motivation for the choice
of the Schrödinger functional. With any kind of periodic boundary conditions, any cor-
relation function with Ospin vanishes at tree-level. In order to avoid this, we introduce
boundary conditions inducing a non-trivial background field for which F̂µν does not
vanish at tree-level. This ensures a good signal in the MC simulations at weak cou-
pling and means that a 1-loop computation is sufficient to compute the renormalization
factor up to and including O(g20).
Inspection of the operator Ospin reveals that it does not contain any light fermion
fields. This feature is exploited in the definition of the following correlation functions,
where we completely avoid the introduction of light quarks. The upshot is that for
Nf = 0 we have a pure gauge quantity, without valence quarks. In perturbation theory,
the diagrams owing their existence to Nf 6= 0 are of order g2n0 , with n≥ 1.
Another important observation is that Ospin does not mix with other operators of
the same or lower dimension under renormalization. This has been shown in [9], and
can be easily understood by surveying that all but one operators with dimension less or
equal to five, and compatible with the symmetries of HQET, trivially transform under
spin rotations. The one exception is Ospin.
Our lattice setup is a volume of extension L0×L1×L2×L3, with Lµ = L= T , and
Dirichlet boundary conditions inducing an Abelian non-vanishing background field as
in [24], with the only difference that here they are imposed in the 3-direction (instead
of the temporal one),
Uµ(x)|x3=0 = exp(aC) , Uµ(x)|x3=L = exp(aC′) , µ = 0,1,2 , (5.15)
while periodic boundary conditions are kept with respect to x0,x1,x2. The temporal
coordinate is specified by x0 with no misunderstandings. It is distinguished from the
very beginning in the static action, which describes static quarks propagating only
forward in time. The parametrization of the matrices C,C′ can be found in App. A. A
natural choice for the renormalization condition is then
ZSFmag(L)
L2〈S1(x+ L2 0ˆ)Ospin(x)〉
〈S1(x+ L2 0ˆ)S1(x)〉
=
L2〈S1(x+ L2 0ˆ)Ospin(x)〉
〈S1(x+ L2 0ˆ)S1(x)〉
∣∣∣∣∣
g0=0
, (5.16)
where x3 = L/2. The spin operator
S1(x) =
1
1+aδm
ψ h(x)σ1U
†
0 (x−a0ˆ)ψh(x−a0ˆ) , (5.17)
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is introduced in order to obtain a non-vanishing trace in spin space. It does not need to
be renormalized, because it is the (local) Nöther charge obtained from the invariance of
the action under the spin rotations (2.40). There is no special reason for the choice of
S1 instead of S2. Instead, if we had chosen B3, due to the symmetries of the background
field, we would end up with a vanishing numerator at tree-level. If Nf light quarks are
present in the action, we intend the condition (5.16) with all of them having vanishing
renormalized quark mass. The latter is provided in eq. (4.22). However, in Sect. 5.6
we will see that the details of the quark mass renormalization play no role in our
computations. Furthermore the angle θ , appearing in the quark boundary conditions
(3.20), is fixed to the value−pi/3. This choice is motivated in Sect. 5.6, and represents
a part of the definition of our renormalization scheme for Nf 6= 0.
By integrating out the static quark fields we can rewrite eq. (5.16) in a simple
form, which suits non-perturbative as well as perturbative computations. An important
ingredient is the explicit expression of the static quark propagator [48]:
Gh(x,y) = θ(x0− y0)δ (x−y)(1+aδm)−(x0−y0)/aW †(y,x)P+ , (5.18)
with
W (x,x) = 1 , (5.19)
W (x,x+Rµˆ) =Uµ(x)Uµ(x+aµˆ) . . .Uµ(x+(R−a)µˆ) , R> 0 . (5.20)
Our lattice δ -functions are
δ (xµ) = a−1δxµ ,0 , δ (x) =
3
∏
k=1
δ (xk) , δ (x) =
3
∏
µ=0
δ (xµ) , (5.21)
while for the θ -function we have
θ(xµ) = 1 , for xµ ≥ 0 ,
θ(xµ) = 0 , otherwise .
(5.22)
It is used in combination with the property of the Pauli matrices
{σk,σ j}= 2δk j , (5.23)
to rewrite the ratio in eq. (5.16) as
〈S1(x+ L2 0ˆ)Ospin(x)〉
〈S1(x+ L2 0ˆ)S1(x)〉
=
〈Tr(P0(x)B1(x)P+)〉
〈Tr(P0(x)P+)〉 , B1(x) = iF̂23(x) , (5.24)
where the Polyakov loop operator
Pµ(x) =Uµ(x)Uµ(x+aµˆ) . . .Uµ(x+(L−a)µˆ) (5.25)
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enters. It follows that the renormalization condition (5.16) is expressed in terms of
observables where no valence quarks appear. At the denominator we have the (traced)
Polyakov loopP0, and at the numerator the (traced) Polyakov loopP0 with the inser-
tion of a B field. We stress that the additive renormalization term δm, appearing both
in the operator (5.17) and in the propagator (5.18), cancels out in the ratios (5.24), and
we do not need to take care of it. In the following, all correlation functions are intended
to be computed with δm = 0. The trace in Dirac space concerns only the matrix P+,
giving an overall factor 2, which cancels out between numerator and denominator.
We come back to our renormalization condition, and note that it is natural to use the
equivalence of all coordinates in Euclidean space to switch to the usual Schrödinger
functional boundary conditions [24], and, by using eq. (5.14), get
ZSFmag(L)
L2〈Tr(P3(x)E1(x))〉
〈Tr(P3(x))〉 =
L2〈Tr(P3(x)E1(x))〉
〈Tr(P3(x))〉
∣∣∣∣
g0=0
, (5.26)
where x0 = L0/2, and E1(x) = iF̂01(x). Here it is understood that one has Dirichlet
boundary conditions in time. Their exact definition is provided in App. A.
5.3 Connection between different schemes
In the following it is assumed that the theory has been regularized according to the
prescriptions of the previous section, with Dirichlet boundary conditions in time. Al-
though some of the following results have very general validity, we further assume to
be working at an energy scale where perturbation theory can be applied with confi-
dence.
The scale evolution of the SF renormalized chromo-magnetic operator is ruled by
the renormalization group equation
µ
∂
∂µ
OSFspin = γ
SF(g¯SF)O
SF
spin , (5.27)
where the anomalous dimension γSF appears. It can be expanded according to
γSF(g¯SF) =−g¯2SF(γ0+ γSF1 g¯2SF+ . . .) , (5.28)
where [8, 9]:
γ0 = 3/(8pi2) , (5.29)
is scheme-independent, and the two-loop anomalous dimension γSF1 can be computed
from the one in the MS scheme
γMS1 = (
17
2 − 1312Nf)/(32pi4) , (5.30)
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known from [83, 84], by relating the two schemes according to the following method.
In our method an essential ingredient is represented by the lattice minimal sub-
traction scheme (“lat”). The latter is defined by the requirement that, at each order
of perturbation theory, divergences are cancelled by introducing renormalization con-
stants, which are polynomials in ln(aµ), without constant parts. At one-loop order, the
operator in the minimal subtraction scheme is related to the bare one by
O latspin(µ) = [1−g2latγ0 ln(aµ)]Ospin . (5.31)
Any two mass independent renormalization schemes “a” and “b” can be related by a
finite parameter renormalization of the form [85]:
g¯a = g¯b
√
χg,(a,b)(g¯b) , (5.32)
Oaspin = O
b
spin ·χa,b(g¯b) , (5.33)
where, for simplicity, we assumed that the renormalization scale µ is the same in both
schemes. It follows that the operator (5.31) can be related to the ones in the SF and
MS schemes by3
OSFspin(µ) = χSF,lat(glat(µ))O
lat
spin(µ) , (5.34)
OMSspin(µ) = χMS,lat(glat(µ))O
lat
spin(µ) , (5.35)
with the expansion
χa,b (g) = 1+χ
(1)
a,b g
2+ . . . , (5.36)
which lets us write the one-loop relation between the SF and MS schemes as
χ(1)
SF,MS
= χ(1)
SF,lat
−χ(1)
MS,lat
. (5.37)
Thanks to eq. (5.32), we write down the relation between the couplings as
g¯2SF= χg g¯
2
MS , χg= χg,(SF,MS) = 1+χ
(1)
g g¯2MS+ . . . . (5.38)
where for the precise definition of the renormalized coupling in the SF scheme we
refer to [37]. The scale dependence is usually indicated by g¯SF(L) and g¯MS(µ). In
eq. (5.38) it is implicitly assumed that µ = 1/L. The renormalization group function
β , governing the scale evolution of the coupling, and the anomalous dimension of the
chromo-magnetic operator in the SF and MS schemes are related by
βSF(g¯SF) =
{
βMS(g¯MS)
∂ g¯SF
∂ g¯MS
}
g¯MS=g¯MS(g¯SF)
, (5.39)
γSF(g¯SF) =
{
γMS(g¯MS)+β
MS(g¯MS)
∂
∂ g¯MS
lnχSF,MS(g¯MS)
}
g¯MS=g¯MS(g¯SF)
. (5.40)
3A more rigorous notation would require g¯lat instead of glat. However, we keep the latter to be
consistent with the literature on the subject.
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We now work out eq. (5.40) by exploiting the perturbative expansion of the β - and
γ-functions, and in particular eq. (2.62),
g¯2SF
{
γ0+ γSF1 g¯
2
SF+O(g¯
4
SF)
}
= g¯2MS
{
γ0+ γMS1 g¯
2
MS+O(g¯
4
MS)
}
+g¯3MS(b0+b1g¯
2
MS)
∂
∂ g¯MS
ln
{
1+χ(1)
SF,MS
g¯2MS+O(g¯
4
MS)
}
= g¯2MS
{
γ0+ γMS1 g¯
2
MS+O(g¯
4
MS)
}
+g¯3MS(b0+b1g¯
2
MS) ·2
χ(1)
SF,MS
g¯
MS
+O(g¯3
MS
)
1+χ(1)
SF,MS
g¯2
MS
+O(g¯4
MS
)
.
We divide both sides of the equation by g¯2SF and, through the Taylor expansion, obtain
the relation valid up to O(g¯4MS),
γ0+ γSF1 g¯
2
SF = (g¯
2
MS/g¯
2
SF)
{
γ0+ γMS1 g¯
2
MS
}
+(g¯4MS/g¯
2
SF)2b0χ
(1)
SF,MS
(5.38)
= (1−χ(1)g g¯2MS)
{
γ0+ γMS1 g¯
2
MS
}
+(g¯4MS/g¯
2
SF)2b0χ
(1)
SF,MS
= γ0+
(
γMS1 − γ0χ(1)g
)
g¯2MS+(g¯
4
MS/g¯
2
SF)2b0χ
(1)
SF,MS
.
We subtract γ0 to both sides of the last equation, and then divide again by g¯2SF, getting
γSF1 = γ
MS
1 − γ0χ(1)g +2b0χ(1)SF,MS , (5.41)
where we again used the relation (5.38) between the couplings. Therefore, the two-
loop anomalous dimension in the SF scheme can be extracted, through the exact re-
lation (5.41), from the one in the MS scheme, if the one-loop relation between the
couplings, i.e. χ(1)g , and the one-loop relation between the schemes, i.e. χ
(1)
SF,MS
, are
known. The former has been computed in [86, 87], and reads
χ(1)g =− 14pi (c1,0+ c1,1Nf) , c1,0 = 1.25563(4) , c1,1 = 0.039863(2) , (5.42)
the coefficient b0 = (11− 23Nf)/(16pi2) is known from [3, 4], while γ0 appears in
eq. (5.29). Since4 Flynn and Hill provided in [88]:
χ(1)
MS,lat
= 0.3824(3) , (5.43)
inserting it in eq. (5.37), we recognize that the only missing ingredient is χ(1)SF,lat. To
the computation of the latter we dedicate the rest of the chapter.
4We warmly thank Jonathan Flynn for clarifications on this result.
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5.4 Perturbation theory in the SF scheme
5.4.1 The gauge fixed action
One of the pillars of perturbation theory consists in fixing the gauge. This is necessary,
because after having performed the saddle point expansion around the induced back-
ground field, the resulting minimal action configuration is found to be unique only up
to gauge transformations. Indeed, once that a point on the gauge orbit of the minimal
action has been chosen, the perturbative study amounts to parametrize the infinitesimal
fluctuations around this minimum. However, not all of them are genuine physical field
fluctuations. The gauge fixing procedure separates the latter from the infinitesimal
gauge directions.
The following discussion is carried out in pure gauge theory, because the minima
of the action are determined by the pure gauge theory alone, and the quark fields only
play a secondary role.
The lattice Schrödinger functional is invariant under all gauge transformations Ω
leaving the boundary fieldsW andW ′, defined in eq. (3.34), intact. It has been demon-
strated by the authors of [24] that this condition is satisfied only by the gauge functions
that are constant and diagonal at the temporal boundaries, i.e.
Ω(x) =

zm , at x0 = 0 ,
zm′ , at x0 = T ,
(5.44)
with zm = exp(2piim/3), and some integer numbers m and m′. These gauge func-
tions form a group, that we call Gˆ . Nevertheless, not the whole group is relevant for
the gauge fixing. The constant diagonal gauge functions Ω(x) form a subgroup of Gˆ ,
which is isomorphic to the Cartan subgroup C3 of SU(3), and trivially act on the back-
ground field. In addition, there are no further transformations with this property [24].
This group can be left out, and survives as a global symmetry of the theory. The group
which needs to be fixed is thus
G = Gˆ /C3 , (5.45)
and it can be simply identified with the m′ = 0 component of Gˆ .
In an arbitrary but small neighborhood of the background field V , the gauge fields
U may be parametrized by
Uµ(x) = exp(g0aqµ(x))Vµ(x)
=
{
1+g0aqµ(x)+
1
2
g20a
2q2µ(x)+O(g
3
0)
}
Vµ(x) , (5.46)
where the lattice vector fields qµ(x) form a linear space, which we name H , and
whose spatial components respect the constraints
qk(0,x) = qk(T,x) = 0 , (5.47)
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while the temporal components are defined for x0 ∈ [0,T ) and we leave them uncon-
strained. The condition (5.47) guarantees that U satisfies the boundary conditions
(A.13) once V does. The inner product of two vector fields q and r is given by
(q,r) =−2a4∑
x,µ
tr{qµ(x)rµ(x)} . (5.48)
The gauge fixing function that we are looking for is a linear mapping fromH toLG ,
where the latter is the Lie algebra of G , consisting of all fields ω(x), such that the
infinitesimal transformation
Ω(x) = 1−g0ω(x)+O(g20) (5.49)
belongs to G . We thus introduce the operator
d : LG 7→H , (dω)µ(x) = Dµω(x) , (5.50)
where the covariant derivative Dµ and its backward correspondent D∗µ act according to
Dµ ω(x) =
1
a
[
Vµ(x)ω(x+aµˆ)V−1µ (x)−ω(x)
]
, (5.51)
D∗µ ω(x) =
1
a
[
ω(x)−V−1µ (x−aµˆ)ω(x−aµˆ)Vµ(x−aµˆ)
]
. (5.52)
Analogously, d∗ maps any vector field q ∈H onto an element ofLG such that
(d∗q,ω) =−(q,dω) . (5.53)
According to [89], the desired gauge fixing function has to vanish on the background
field and has to be non-vanishing on the gauge modes dω . These requirements are
fulfilled by the function
F(U) = d∗q , (5.54)
which lets us write the gauge fixing term for the action as
Sgf[B,q] =
λ0
2
(d∗q,d∗q) . (5.55)
At this point a remark upon the boundary conditions on the fields q is due. A careful
analysis of the authors of [24] shows that it is useful to formally extend the time com-
ponent q0(x) of the lattice field to all points with x0 =−a and x0 = T , thus allowing to
write on the whole lattice
d∗q(x) = D∗µqµ(x) . (5.56)
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Besides eqs. (5.47), one has to specify the boundary conditions for the component q0.
It is worth to express them in momentum space; we exploit the fact that all fields are
periodic in space and perform the Fourier transform
q0(p,x0) =∑
x
e−ip·xq0(x) , (5.57)
and decompose it in a basis of the Lie Algebra of SU(3)
q0(p,x0) = q˜a0(p,x0)I
a . (5.58)
The basis Ia used in all our computations can be found in App. A. With our choice
of the background field we have a mixture of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condi-
tions
q˜a0(p,−a) = 0 , if Ia ∈ C3 and p= 0 ,lower boundary
∂∗0 q˜a0(p,x0)|x0=0 = 0 ,otherwise,
(5.59)
upper boundary ∂∗0 q˜a0(p,x0)|x0=T = 0 .
The associated Fadeev-Popov ghosts c and c¯ can be seen as infinitesimal gauge trans-
formations, except that they obey the Fermi statistics. The corresponding action is
given by
SFP[B,q,c, c¯] =−(c¯,d∗δcq) , (5.60)
with δcq denoting the first order variation of q under the gauge transformation gener-
ated by c. We expand it to order g20, and get
δcqµ = Dµc+g0Adqµ c
+
[
1
2
g0aAdqµ +
1
12
(g0aAdqµ)2+ . . .
]
Dµc , (5.61)
without summing over µ . The boundary conditions for the ghost fields can be obtained
analogously to the gluon fields q. The analysis performed in [90] reveals that, after a
Fourier transform as in eq. (5.57) and a group decomposition as in eq. (5.58), one is
left with
∂∗0 c˜a(p,x0)|x0=0 = 0 , if Ia ∈ C3 and p= 0 ,lower boundary
c˜a(p,−a) = c˜a(p,0) = 0 ,otherwise,
(5.62)
upper boundary c˜a(p,T ) = 0 ,
and similarly for c¯.
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5.4.2 The total action
After having fixed the gauge, we are ready to write down the gauge fixed functional
integral in a form suitable for our perturbative computations. We gather the fully im-
proved action (3.92), the gauge fixing term (5.55) and the Fadeev-Popov action (5.60)
into the total action
Stot[b,q, c¯,c,ψ,ψ] = Simpr[U,ψ,ψ]+Sgf[b,q]+SFP[b,q,c, c¯] , (5.63)
where it is understood that U and q are related by eq. (5.46), and the b is defined
in eqs. (A.20). We now perform a change of integration variables in the functional
integral; we relate the measure D[U ] appearing in eqs. (3.37), to the measure
D[q] = ∏
x,µ,a
dq˜aµ(x) , (5.64)
by
D[U ] = D[q]e−Sm[q] = D[q]{1+O(g20)} . (5.65)
The additional contribution to the action stemming from this change of variables is
thus of O(g20), and, since in our computations the action is needed only up to O(g0),
we can neglect it from now on. The explicit form of the Schrödinger functional then
reads
Z =
∫
D[q]D[c¯]D[c]D[ψ]D[ψ]e−Stot . (5.66)
We consider now an observable O , consisting of a product of gauge links. An eventual
dependence on the quark fields is not discussed here.The situation looks like the one
discussed in Sect. 3.3; the difference is that here we want to find out a path integral
expression, which suits a perturbative evaluation. We keep the quark determinant re-
sulting from an integration over the quark variables, and write down the expectation
value for O as
〈O〉G = 1
Z
∫
D[q]D[c¯]D[c]D[ψ]D[ψ]O e−Stot . (5.67)
We expand O in a series of g0:
〈O〉G =O(0)+g0〈O(1)〉G+g20〈O(2)〉G+O(g30) , (5.68)
very simple to write down, thanks to eq. (5.46) and the fact that O is just a product of
link variables. It is important to bear in mind that the term O(n) contains the product
of n gluon fields. In turn, the action can be expanded according to
Stot = S
(0)
tot +g0S
(1)
tot +g
2
0S
(2)
tot +O(g
3
0) . (5.69)
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Actually, there should also be a term proportional S(−2)tot coming from the gluon action.
However, such a term depends only on the background field and not on the integration
variables appearing in the functional integral, and it drops out in eq. (5.67). It is then
straightforward to write down the expansion
e−Stot =
[
1−g0S(1)tot +g20
(
1
2
(S(1)tot )
2−S(2)tot
)
+O(g30)
]
e−S
(0)
tot . (5.70)
With this expression we can now write the expansion of the expectation value of O as
〈O〉G =O(0)+g20
[
〈O(2)〉0−
〈
O(1)
[
S(1)tot
]
F
〉
0
]
+O(g40) , (5.71)
where 〈〉0 means that the expectation value is computed using the action S(0)tot instead
of the complete one. Furthermore there are no terms of order g0 or g30, because they
would involve an integral over an odd number of gluon fields, and vanish. The brackets
[ ]F indicate that the quark fields have been integrated out as in Sect. 3.3. Finally we
mention that the term containing S(1)tot appears only because of the presence of a non-
vanishing background field.
5.5 Expectation values of Wilson loops at one-loop or-
der
5.5.1 Parametrization of the observable
Our aim is to gather all necessary steps for the computation of the expectation value
of an arbitrary Wilson loop at one-loop order in the Schrödinger functional scheme, in
a way which suits its numerical implementation. We bear in mind that in the end our
observable is a Polyakov loop with, eventually, the insertion of a clover operator. Due
to the space-time locality of such an observable, it will be advantageous to compute
the gluon loops in x-space, while the tadpole contributions are proportional to the zero-
momentum gluon propagator.
To achieve this, we parametrize the loop by a starting point x(start) and an ordered
list ~` of length `. The entries of the list are directions µ~`i , i= 1, . . . , `. These directions
take non-zero integer values between −4 and +4. An electric plaquette in the (03)
plane is thus parametrized by ~` = (3 4 − 3 − 4). Clearly the loop is closed if and
only if each integer appears as many times with the + sign as it does with the − sign,
modulo L/a for the spatial directions. The latter is a consequence of the spatial periodic
boundary conditions. It means that if we have a lattice setup with L/a= 4 and the path
is parametrized by ~` = (3 3 3 3), the latter specifies a closed loop. We normally drop
the ~` in µ~`i since we will be dealing only with one path at a time.
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The sequence of points the loop goes through is obtained as follows:
x(1) = x(start) , x(i+1) = x(i) + aµˆi, i= 1, . . . , `−1 . (5.72)
µˆ = sign(µ)|̂µ| are unit vectors pointing in the four ± directions of the lattice. Here
and throughout the following, the temporal direction is indicated by |µ| = 4. This
choice is motivated by the necessity of indicating through the index µ the forward and
backward direction also in time. For any unspecified notation we refer to App. A.
At tree-level, the expectation value of the Wilson loop is
W~`[V ] =
`
∏
i=1
Vµi(x
(i)) . (5.73)
In general, for any 4-vector we introduce negative-index components
p−µ =−pµ . (5.74)
Because of the way the path is parametrized, for any link variable we introduce nega-
tive-index components by imposing5
Uµ(x) =U†−µ(x+aµˆ), q
a
µ(x) =−qa−µ(x+aµˆ) . (5.75)
The Fourier representation is defined for all µ as follows:
qaµ(x) =
1
L3∑p
eip·x eiθa(p,x0,µ) qaµ(p,x0) . (5.76)
where
qaµ(p,x0) = q
a
|µ|(p,x0−aδµ+4,0) , (5.77)
and
eiθa(p,x0,µ) =

1 if µ = 4
ei(pk+φa(x0))/2 if µ = k
−ei(−pk+φa(x0))/2 if µ =−k
−1 if µ =−4
= sign(µ)
(
δ|µ|,4+(1−δ|µ|,4)ei(pµ+φa(x0))/2
)
. (5.78)
With these notations we have
〈qaµ(p,x0)qbν(p′,y0)〉= δb,a¯L3δp+p′,0Da|µ||ν |
(
p; x˜0,µ , y˜0,ν
)
, (5.79)
where x˜0,µ = x0−aδµ+4,0, and analogously for y˜0,ν .
5Compared to eq. (5.58) the twiddle on the color components of the gluon field is dropped. We keep
this notation also for the ghost and quark fields throughout the following. The color index a always
appears as an index, unless specified otherwise.
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5.5.2 Single gluon radiative corrections
In this subsection we deal with the perturbative corrections associated with the term
O(2) in eq. (5.71). We consider separately two contributions
O(2) =O(2a)+O(2b) . (5.80)
We observe that our observable is nothing but the product of link variables. To compute
O(2a) we expand each link U according to the parametrization (5.46), and keep, for
each link variable, the terms up to order g0. The gluon fields qµ are decomposed as in
eq. (5.58) to stress the color structure. We then contract the gluon fields and express
the contractions in terms of gluon propagators. Each contraction is multiplied by the
trace of the product of two SU(3) matrices Ia and several V matrices. The latter would
coincide with the identity matrix if there was no background field. The order of the
matrices is determined by the contraction and by the path defining the observable. In
this way we obtain
tr{W (2a)~` }=
`
∑
j=1
`
∑
j′= j+1
tr
{
q( j)W~`( j σ j| j′ σ j′)q( j
′)W~`( j′ σ j′| j σ j)
}
, (5.81)
where we have used the cyclicity of the trace and the shorthand
q( j) ≡ qµ j(x( j)) . (5.82)
If we now consider for each gauge link only the terms quadratic in g0 in the parametri-
zation (5.46), we obtain for O(2b):
tr{W (2b)~` }=
1
2
`
∑
j=1
tr
{(
qµ j(x j)
)2W~`[V ]} , (5.83)
which is 1/2 of the term j = j′ on the r.h.s. of eq. (5.81). We also need the notation
σ j ≡ 1− sign(µ j)2 , (5.84)
and for n≥ 1,
n¯= 1+mod(n−1, `) . (5.85)
We can now formulate the definition
W~`( j σ j| j′ σ j′) =

W~`[V ] , if j+σ j+ j′+σ j′ and σ j = 0 ,
W~`( j+σ j→ j′+σ j′) , otherwise,
(5.86)
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that invokes the parallel transporter along the loop from x( j) to x( j
′):
W~`( j→ j′) =

1 , if j = j′ ,
∏ j
′−1
i= j V (x
(i),µi) , if j < j′ ,
∏`i= jV (x(i),µi)∏
j′−1
i=1 V (x
(i),µi) , if j > j′ .
(5.87)
One then finds
〈 tr{W (2a)~` }〉0 =
1
L3
`
∑
j=1
`
∑
j′= j+1
8
∑
a=1
∑
p
eip·(x
( j)−x( j′)) eiθa(p,x
( j)
0 ,µ j) eiθa¯(−p,x
( j′)
0 ,µ j′)
× tr{Ωa~`(µ j,µ j′)}Da|µ j||µ j′ |
(
p;x( j)0 −aδµ j+4,0;x( j
′)
0 −aδµ j′+4,0
)
, (5.88)
Ωa~`(µ j,µ j′) = I
aW~`( j σ j| j′ σ j′)Ia¯W~`( j′ σ j′| j σ j) . (5.89)
We introduce the propagator completely in x-space,
∆aµν(x;x0,y0) ≡
1
L3∑p
eip·x eiθa(p,x0,µ) eiθa¯(−p,y0,ν)
× Da|µ||ν |
(
p;x0−aδµ+4;y0−aδν+4
)
, (5.90)
which lets us now write
〈 tr{W (2a)~` }〉0 =
`
∑
j=1
`
∑
j′= j+1
8
∑
a=1
tr{Ωa~`(µ j,µ j′)}
× ∆aµ jµ j′ (x
( j)−x( j′);x( j)0 ,x( j
′)
0 ) , (5.91)
〈 tr{W (2b)~` }〉0 =
1
2
8
∑
a=1
tr{IaIa¯W~`[V ]}
`
∑
j=1
∆aµ jµ j(0;x
( j)
0 ,x
( j)
0 ) . (5.92)
5.5.3 Tadpole contributions
In this subsection we deal with the one-loop terms stemming from S(1)tot in eq. (5.71),
with the improvement coefficients set to their tree-level values. They are commonly
referred to as tadpole contributions, and they owe their existence to the non-vanishing
background field. Let us first write O(1) more explicitly
O(1) = tr{W (1)~` }=
`
∑
j=1
tr{qµ j(x( j))W~`[V ]} . (5.93)
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The three contributions coming from the order g0 in the expansion (5.70) of the action
are explicitly given in eq. (6.120), eq. (6.123) and eq. (6.127) for the ghost, gluon and
quark cases respectively. They enable us to find the formal expression6
〈 tr{W (1)~` }S
(1)
tot 〉0 =−
8
∑
a=1
4
∑
µ=1
∑
u0
αa~`,µ(u0) T
a
µ (u0) , (5.94)
with
αa~`,µ(u0) = tr{I
a¯W~`[V ]}
`
∑
j=1
sign(µ j)
(
δ|µ j|,4+(1−δ|µ j|,4)e−iφa(x
( j)
0 )/2
)
×Daµ|µ j|
(
0;u0,x
( j)
0 −aδµ j+4,0
)
, (5.95)
and
T aµ (u0) = T
a
µ,gluon(u0)+T
a
µ,ghost(u0)+N fT
a
µ,quark(u0) . (5.96)
Since T aµ vanishes for µ = 4, due to CP-invariance, and for the color indices a different
from 3 and 8, due to the structure of the vertices, we can rewrite eq. (5.94) as
〈 tr{W (1)~` }S
(1)
tot 〉0 =−
3
∑
k=1
∑
u0
{
α3~`,k(u0) T
3
k (u0)+α
8
~`,k
(u0) T 8k (u0)
}
, (5.97)
and exploit the explicit expressions for the tadpoles T ak given in Sect. 6.3.
5.5.4 Improvement
In order to be able to reach the continuum limit with a rate proportional to (a/L)2 our
observable needs to be improved. Since there are no operators of dimension 6 with
the same symmetries of Ospin, non-vanishing at one-loop order, and with no valence
quarks, the improvement amounts to compute the additional contributions stemming
from the volume and boundary counterterms in the action. From the discussion ex-
pounded in Sect. 3.4 we infer that the counterterms proportional to cs and c˜s vanish,
because the background field is purely electric and our observable does not involve
relativistic fermion fields. The volume term for the quark action has been taken into
account since the very beginning, through the term proportional to c(0)sw . The one-loop
expression of csw is not needed. It amounts to a correction of order g40 to our ob-
servable. Analogously for c˜t. Inspection of eq. (3.94) reveals that the counterterm
proportional to the one-loop expression of c˜t leads to a correction to our observable of
6Due to the notation employed in this section, the component T a4 of the tadpole corresponds to T
a
0 of
Sect. 6.3.
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order g40. The only contribution which one needs to take into account comes from the
boundary counterterm of the gauge action (3.93) proportional to c(1)t . It is convenient
to express the corresponding counterterm in the form
〈 tr{W (1)~` }δS
(1)
tot,b〉0 , (5.98)
where δS(1)tot,b reads [91]
δS(1)tot,b =
2√
3
c(1)t
3
∑
k=1
[q8k(0,a)−q8k(0,T −a)][sin(2γ)+ sin(γ)] , (5.99)
and the parameter γ , defined in eq. (A.16), is non-zero only for a non-vanishing back-
ground field. The coefficient c(1)t depends on the flavor number [37, 87]:
c(1)t =−0.08900(5)+0.0191410(1)Nf . (5.100)
The explicit expression of (5.98) can be computed similarly to the tadpoles, and reads
〈 tr{W (1)~` }δS
(1)
tot,b〉0 =
2√
3
c(1)t [sin(2γ)+ sin(γ)] tr{I8W~`[V ]}
3
∑
k=1
M~`,k , (5.101)
with
M~`,k =
`
∑
j=1
sign(µ j)
(
δ|µ j|,4+(1−δ|µ j|,4)e−iφ8(x
( j)
0 )/2
)
(5.102)
×
(
D8k|µ j|(0,a,x
( j)
0 −aδµ j+4,0)−D8k|µ j|(0,T −a,x
( j)
0 −aδµ j+4,0)
)
,
where we exploited the fact that I8 and the background field are diagonal, and that
I8 = I8¯.
5.5.5 Summary
By collecting the results of this section, we obtain that the expectation value of the
O(a)-improved Wilson loop at one-loop order is given by
〈 tr{W~`}〉G =W~`[V ]+g20
(
〈 tr{W (2a)~` }〉0+ 〈 tr{W
(2b)
~` }〉0
(5.103)
−〈 tr{W (1)~` }S
(1)
tot 〉0−〈 tr{W (1)~` }δS
(1)
tot,b〉0
)
.
The one-loop computation of the Polyakov loop with and without insertion of the
clover leaf operator defined in Sect. 5.2 has been performed with the Matlab code
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WLINE described in chapter 6. The tadpole loops do not depend on the observ-
able, and they have been computed and stored on a file. The tadpole contributions
〈 tr{W (1)~` }S
(1)
tot 〉0 have then been computed with very little effort. The improvement
counterterms are needed only for the Polyakov loop with operator insertion, and their
computation is cheap too. The most time consuming computation is the one of the
gluon propagator.
In order to give an idea of the computational cost, for Nf = 2 and lattice discretiza-
tion with L/a= 48 the computation of all diagrams and improvement counterterms for
the Polyakov loop with insertion of the clover leaf operator has been carried out in 2
weeks on a PC, equipped with a single processor Intel Pentium 4 with 2.6 GHz. The
scaling can be approximated with a polynomial in L/a, and is asymptotically domi-
nated by the highest power, i.e. (L/a)5.
5.6 Two-loop anomalous dimension and cutoff effects
In perturbation theory the renormalization factor of the chromo-magnetic operator in
the Schrödinger functional scheme can be expanded as
ZSFmag(g0,L/a) = 1+Z
(1)
mag(L/a)g20+O(g
2
0) . (5.104)
At tree-level it is one, as a consequence of the definition (5.26), while the 1-loop coef-
ficient Z(1)mag contains a logarithmic divergence. It is hence natural to decompose it in
a constant term, a logarithmic divergent term, and other terms vanishing in the contin-
uum limit
Z(1)mag(L/a) = χ
(1)
SF,lat− γ0 ln(a/L)+O(a/L) . (5.105)
These last terms may be written as a linear combination of the form [41]:
1
∑`
=0
∞
∑
n=1
c`n · (a/L)n ln`(a/L) .
After having implemented the O(a)-improvement as described in Sect. 5.5.4, the sec-
ond sum starts from n= 2 .
In view of a non-perturbative computation of the renormalization factor, we define
the step scaling function
ΣSFmag(u,a/L) =
ZSFmag(2L)
ZSFmag(L)
∣∣∣∣∣
g¯2
SF
(L)=u
. (5.106)
at vanishing renormalized quark masses. The continuum limit
lim
a/L→0
ΣSFmag(u,a/L) = σ
SF
mag(u) , (5.107)
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Figure 5.1: One-loop contribution Σ(1)mag(a/L) to the quenched step scaling function of the chromo-
magnetic operator.
conveys the variation experienced by the renormalized operator OSFspin(µ) when the
scale µ is changed by a factor of two,
OSFspin(µ) = σ
SF
mag(g¯
2
SF(L))O
SF
spin(2µ) , µ = 1/L . (5.108)
The step scaling function (5.106) may be expanded in perturbation theory
ΣSFmag(u,a/L) = 1+Σ
(1)
mag(a/L)u+O(u2) , (5.109)
where the one-loop coefficient is given by
Σ(1)mag(a/L) = Z
(1)
mag(2L/a)−Z(1)mag(L/a) , (5.110)
whose continuum limit is proportional to the one-loop anomalous dimension
lim
a/L→0
Σ(1)mag(a/L)
(5.105)
= γ0 ln(2) . (5.111)
The deviations of ΣSFmag from the continuum limit σSFmag are referred to as cutoff effects,
and they can be expressed in the form
δ (u,a/L) =
ΣSFmag(u,a/L)−σSFmag(u)
σSFmag(u)
= δ1(a/L)u+O(u2) , (5.112)
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Figure 5.2: One-loop order of Zmag after removing the logarithmic divergent part. The plotted points
refer to L/a≥ 6.
with the one-loop order given by
δ1(a/L) = Σ
(1)
mag(a/L)− γ0 ln(2) . (5.113)
Here δ1 can be expanded according to its Nf-dependence,
δ1(a/L) = δ1,0(a/L)+Nf δ1,1(a/L) . (5.114)
The computation of δ1 provides important informations upon the cutoff effects affect-
ing the step scaling function. The results are expected to be of guidance also for the
non-perturbative simulations, at least in the weak coupling regime. The latter are dis-
cussed in the next section.
In Fig. 5.1 the one-loop contribution Σ(1)mag is shown for the quenched case. The
lattice discretization ranges from L/a = 4 to L/a = 24. It means that at the finest
lattice we computed Z(1)mag(2L/a = 48). The green squares and the magenta diamonds
show the one-loop contribution to the step scaling function with and without O(a)-
improvement counterterms respectively. The agreement of the continuum limit with
the prediction (5.111) is evident, as well as the effect of the O(a)-improvement.
In Fig. 5.2 the one-loop order and O(a)-improved term Z(1)mag, after subtracting the
logarithmic divergent part, is shown for the quenched case. The lattice discretization
ranges from L/a = 4 to L/a = 48. The extrapolated result represents our estimate of
χ(1)SF,lat for Nf = 0.
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Figure 5.3: One-loop contribution Σ(1)mag(a/L) to the step scaling function of the chromo-magnetic
operator in the Nf = 2 case.
The computation with Nf 6= 0 requires, additionally to the quenched case, the inclu-
sion of the quark tadpole contributions. At this point two remarks are due. The first of
them stems from the observation that the action now includes Nf mass degenerate light
quarks, and our renormalization condition (5.26) is intended at vanishing quark mass.
The latter appears at tree-level in our computation of the quark tadpoles, which already
are one-loop contributions. Therefore we can fix the mass to zero at tree-level for all
lattice discretizations without compromising the improvement described in Sect. 5.5.4.
Other choices may be of interest when the comparison with non-perturbative compu-
tations is desired. The second remark concerns the phase factor θ appearing in the
quark boundary conditions (3.20). For the computation of the quark tadpoles we take
θ =−pi/3. This choice is motived by the requirement of having a real renormalization
factor ZSFmag. According to the analysis of [92], the discrete symmetries of the QCD
Schr¨odinger functional, with the boundary conditions specified in App. A, predict that
this can be achieved in eq. (5.26) only through the choice θ =−pi/3.
The one-loop contribution to the step scaling function in the Nf = 2 case is shown
in Fig. 5.3. Colors and symbols have the same meaning as in the quenched case.
The effect of the O(a)-improvement is evident, as well as the fact that, in comparison
to the quenched case, the cutoff effects are much bigger. Quantitatively, this can be
understood by looking at Table 5.1.
The term Z(1)mag, where the logarithmic divergent part is subtracted, is shown for
Nf = 2 in Fig. 5.4. There, only the O(a)-improved points are plotted.
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Figure 5.4: One-loop order of Zmag, with Nf = 2, after removing the logarithmic divergent part. The
plotted points refer to L/a≥ 6.
The continuum limits, including the estimate of the uncertainties, are performed ac-
cording to the method described in [47], with Matlab routines provided by Ulli Wolff.
The roundoff errors are modelled by assuming that, in double precision, the rounding
amounts to a relative uncertainty of order 10−14 for the results at L/a = 4. This is
compatible with the check on the average plaquette described in Sect. 6.4.1. As in
[47], we assume that the errors grow proportionally to (L/a)3, and we treat them as
a normally distributed superimposed noise, independent for each lattice discretization.
The upshot is that the roundoff errors are negligible compared to the systematic un-
certainties. Another source of error has roots in the improvement coefficient ct, whose
one-loop expression is given in eq. (5.100). However, our observables show a very
low sensitivity upon variations of ct within the quoted errors, and the latter can thus be
neglected.
The continuum limit for the step scaling functions, both for Nf = 0 and for Nf = 2,
is in agreement with eq. (5.111) within a relative systematic error of O(10−5). The
continuum limit for the one-loop connection between the SF and the lat schemes gives
χ(1)SF,lat = 0.3187016(1)−0.027448(1)Nf . (5.115)
This results can be combined with χ(1)
MS,lat
, appearing in eq. (5.43), to get
χ(1)
SF,MS
= χ(1,0)
SF,MS
+χ(1,1)
SF,MS
Nf , (5.116)
χ(1,0)
SF,MS
= −0.0637(3) , χ(1,1)
SF,MS
=−0.027448(1) , (5.117)
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L/a δ1,0(a/L) δ1,1(a/L)
4 -0.000116 0.036731
6 -0.000236 0.013742
8 -0.000165 0.005791
10 -0.000106 0.003026
12 -0.000072 0.001876
14 -0.000051 0.001296
16 -0.000038 0.000956
18 -0.000029 0.000738
20 -0.000023 0.000588
22 -0.000019 0.000481
24 -0.000016 0.000400
Table 5.1: Lattice spacing effects of Σmag at one-loop order.
and finally, through eq. (5.41),
γSF1 =−0.00236(4)−0.003513(2)Nf+0.000232N2f . (5.118)
The error is dominated by the uncertainty on χ(1)
MS,lat
, which mainly affects the pure
gauge contribution. Of course also the coefficient in front of the N2f contribution has
an error, but it is several orders of magnitude smaller than the others.
5.7 Non-perturbative step scaling functions
In order to perform a non-perturbative study of the cutoff effects affecting ΣSFmag, and
compare them with the predictions of perturbation theory, we computed in the quen-
ched approximation two step scaling functions at weak coupling. The simulations
parameters are taken from [12], and refer to the SF renormalized couplings u= g¯2SF=
(0.9944,1.3293).
In order to improve the statistical precision, we fully exploit translational invariance
and the equivalence of the three spatial coordinates. In other words, the Polyakov loop
is computed in the directions x, y and z, and we average over them. The gauge links
building up the Polyakov loop, but not the inserted clover leaf operator, are evaluated
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by a 10-hit multi-hit procedure, as described in [93]. It means that on the time slice
x0 = L/2, each linkUk(x) is replaced by
Uk(x) =
∫
dUk(x)Uk(x)e−SG[Uk(x)]∫
dUk(x)e−SG[Uk(x)]
,k = 1,2,3 , (5.119)
where the integration is performed over only one SU(3) matrix and depends on the
neighboring links. Each hit consists of one heathbath update according to the algorithm
described in Sect. 3.3.
The simulation parameters and the results are reported in Table 5.2; the latter are
plotted in Fig. 5.5. The continuum limit extrapolations are performed with the ansatz
ΣSFmag(u,a/L) = σ
SF
mag(u)+ρ(u)(a/L)
2 , u= g¯2SF(L) , (5.120)
and the results are reported in the following table.
u σSFmag(u) ρ(u)
0.9944 1.025(11) -0.15(53)
1.3293 1.043(12) -0.66(55)
As predicted by perturbation theory, in the quenched approximation the cutoff effects
in the weak coupling regime are indeed invisible, as long as the statistical precision is
around one percent.
The non-perturbative computation of these step scaling functions is part of a work
[94, 95], whose main result is the computation of ZRGImag and of the B
∗
(s)−B(s) mass
splitting in the quenched approximation.
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Figure 5.5: Continuum limit extrapolations for the step scaling function ΣSFmag.
β L/a ZSFmag(g0,L/a) ZSFmag(g0,2L/a) ΣSFmag(u,a/L)
u= 0.9944
10.0500 6 1.3651(44) 1.3905(76) 1.0186(64)
10.3000 8 1.3514(52) 1.3924(88) 1.0303(76)
10.6086 12 1.3608(53) 1.384(12) 1.0171(96)
u= 1.3293
8.6129 6 1.4727(57) 1.5116(77) 1.0264(66)
8.8500 8 1.4664(71) 1.503(12) 1.0248(95)
9.1859 12 1.4528(65) 1.517(13) 1.0438(99)
Table 5.2: Results for the (quenched) non-perturbative step scaling function ΣSFmag. The simulations
have been performed with ct set to its two-loop value (3.101).
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5.8 Summary
The spin splitting in heavy-light quark bound states is a key quantity for testing the va-
lidity of the Heavy Quark Effective Theory, both in the bottom channel and the charm
one. Lattice computations have started in the quenched approximation, providing, so
far, results in disagreement with the experimental predictions. These computations
used perturbative estimates for the renormalization factor of the chromo-magnetic op-
erator, introducing a hardly controllable source of uncertainty.
In this chapter a practicable way to non-perturbatively renormalize that operator is
introduced. The Schrödinger functional scheme allows to compute the renormalization
factor in a low energy regime, where phenomenology directly applies, and to evolve it
to high energy scales, where perturbation theory can be safely used to finally compute
the renormalization group invariant renormalization factor. There, a one-loop connec-
tion between the SF and the widely used MS schemes is performed by exploiting exact
relations stemming from the renormalization group equations. For the latter scheme,
the two-loop anomalous dimension is known, and the here computed connection en-
ables to get it for the SF scheme too. The computation of the two-loop anomalous
dimension represents the main result of the chapter, and constitutes an important in-
gredient for a precise evaluation of the scale running of the SF renormalization factor.
In the SF scheme a renormalization condition is imposed by introducing correlation
functions, which do not involve valence quarks. In the quenched approximation, one
then deals with pure gauge quantities, which considerably simplifies the perturbative
computations. As light fermions are introduced in the action, their presence emerges
only at the n-loop order, with n≥ 1.
In order to have a renormalization factor with a non-vanishing tree-level, a back-
ground field has been introduced. Unfortunately, this has the disadvantage of making
the one-loop perturbative computation much more complicated than in the vanishing
background field case. These difficulties have been faced by developing a program
which automatically generates and computes the required diagrams, as well as the
necessary O(a)-improvement counterterms, for any closed loop and at the perturbative
one-loop level. Among the features of the program, it is worth to mention that, due to
the space-time locality of the involved observables, it is advantageous to compute the
gluon loops in coordinate space. The ghost, gluon and quark propagators are computed
through recursive methods. The details on those, and more, are explained in the next
chapter.
The computation of the two-loop anomalous dimension does not represent the only
one result of perturbation theory. In view of a non-perturbative computation of the
renormalization factor ZSFmag for a wide range of renormalization scales, Sect. 5.6 con-
tains an interesting one-loop analysis of the cutoff effects affecting the step scaling
functions. The latter measure the variation which the factor ZSFmag undergoes, when
the renormalization scale is changed by a factor of two. The one-loop predictions are
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expected to provide a guidance for the non-perturbative computations, at least in the
weak coupling regime. This has been confirmed in Sect. 5.7, whose results show that,
at least in the quenched case, the cutoff effects are invisible as long as the relative sta-
tistical precision is around one percent. For the unquenched case, perturbation theory
predicts bigger but still moderate cutoff effects. They may have a strong dependence
on the chosen kinematical parameters, and, unfortunately, a non-perturbative check is
still missing.
A final remark has roots in the observation that the connection between the Schrö-
dinger functional and the MS schemes is achieved by exploiting as intermediate step
the lattice minimal subtraction scheme. The one-loop connection between the latter
and the MS scheme is known from the literature with less precision than achieved
here for the SF scheme; it dominates the uncertainty on the two-loop SF anomalous
dimension. As a valuable check, one may also think of performing a direct two-loop
computation in the SF scheme.
Chapter 6
The Matlab code WLINE
In this chapter we describe the Matlab code used for our perturbative computations
in the Schrödinger functional scheme. We decided to use Matlab in order to com-
bine comfortable programming, simplicity and readability of the code, robustness of
the libraries and an acceptable speed for the observables and lattice discretizations of
chapter 5.
The first section is devoted to an overview of the structure of the code WLINE in
its released version 1.0. The latter computes the tree-level and the 1-loop order of the
perturbative expansion of any closed Wilson line within the Schrödinger functional
scheme on the lattice. The section provides the necessary informations to enable the
user to compute the desired Wilson line, by specifying very few input parameters. The
generation and the computation of all diagrams, including the O(a)-improvement, are
then automatically executed. With “automatic generation” of the diagrams and the
improvement counterterms, we intend that all of them are already implemented inside
the code. Furthermore, the program has been also conceived as an ensemble of several
modules. Each propagator, tadpole, improvement counterterm or diagram is separately
accessible.
The second section deals with the free ghost, gluon and quark propagators, and the
attention is focused on the techniques used for their numerical computation. The pres-
ence of a non-vanishing background field prohibits from obtaining a simple explicit
analytical expression for them. A brute force approach would require the inversion
of big sparse matrices, and would be computationally more expensive for fine lattices.
However, clever recursive methods have been developed by the authors of [47, 90], and
they are implemented in our code. To each kind of propagator we dedicate a subsection,
which is in turn divided into three parts. The first part contains the basic definitions
and the method used for the numerical computation. In the second part we give the
necessary informations which enable to use the implemented subroutines to compute
the propagators. The third part is dedicated to the analytical proof of the recursive
method used for the computation. The user who just intends to use the program as a
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black box may skip this part in a first reading. The analytical proofs are partially based
on [96]. The computation of the propagators through the recursive method has been
successfully checked, up to machine precision, against the aforementioned method,
which involves the inversion of big sparse matrices. Further details are given in the
corresponding subsections.
The third section is mainly dedicated to the ghost, gluon and quark tadpoles. The
latter could be computed through the explicit expressions of the vertices, provided
e.g. by [91]. However, the formulae given in [97], which have been analytically proven,
are much simpler to implement and have been found to significantly reduce the com-
putational effort. To each kind of tadpole a subsection is dedicated, which is in turn
divided into two parts. While the first part contains the basic definitions, the second
one provides the necessary informations to use the implemented subroutines. The last
subsection is devoted to the O(a)-improvement.
The fourth section provides a short report on two tests of the code. The first test
stems from the simple observation, provided by Creutz in [98], that, by approximat-
ing the gluon action to be quadratic in the gluon fields, one can derive an exact and
analytical expression for the expectation value of the average plaquette just by count-
ing the number of gluonic degrees of freedom. This expression has been successfully
checked against our code. The second (successful) test consists in comparing the one-
loop results for the average plaquette and the Polyakov loops, as defined in chapter
5, produced by WLINE, with the results of the quenched non-perturbative computa-
tions, performed at very weak coupling. Finally, we remark that the aforementioned
observables have been computed for several values of the gauge fixing parameter λ0,
appearing in eq. (5.55), always giving results consistent within machine precision. The
consistency does not deteriorate when one increases the fineness of the lattice.
The fifth section briefly summarizes the whole chapter, and provides a few obser-
vations and an outlook.
We remark that throughout the chapter we work in units of the lattice spacing, and
for any unspecified notation we refer to App. A.
6.1 The automated code
The code is available on request or for download from the webpage
http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/alpha/
in the directory Internal/PT software. After unpacking the file
WLINE.tar.gz
the following directories are available:
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WLINE_LAUNCH
Main directory. It contains the files where the input pa-
rameters have to be specified, and a short script, which
launches the program execution.
WLINE_SIMPLE
The pure gauge 1-loop diagrams, not including the tad-
poles, are generated and computed. Tree-level computa-
tion.
TADPOLES_GAUGE Gluon and ghost tadpoles.
TG_CONTRIBUTIONS The contribution of the gluon and ghost tadpoles to the
desired observable.
TADPOLE_QUARK Quark tadpoles.
TQ_CONTRIBUTIONS The contribution of the quark tadpoles to the desired ob-
servable.
IMPROVEMENT O(a)-improvement counterterms.
Inside the main directory WLINE_LAUNCH there are six files:
• topo_parameters.dat
• starting_point.dat
• wilson_path.dat
• wline_automatic.m
• check_path.m
• generateP.m
The first of them contains a column vector of length 12, where the lattice topological
parameters and other options are specified. An example is the following
less topo_parameters.dat
4 %T
4 %L
0.0 %eta
0.0 %nu
1 %if !=0 ==> Activation of the backgroung field
1.0 %lambda_0, gauge fixing parameter
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1.0 %1.0=Unix/Linux, 2.0=Windows
1 %Observable: 0, 1 or 2
-1.04719755119660 %theta_angle=-pi./3
1.0 %c_sw_0
0.0 %mass_0
2 %Nf
The first two parameters are easy to interpret; they specify the temporal and spatial
lattice extensions in units of the lattice spacing. The third and fourth parameters define
the non-vanishing background field according to eqs. (A.12). The latter is activated if
and only if the fifth parameter is different from zero. The exact value does not matter
at all, as long as it does not vanish. If it vanishes, the computation is executed with
vanishing background field and boundary fieldsC=C′ = 0. The sixth parameter spec-
ifies the gauge fixing parameter. The value given in the example, i.e. 1.0, corresponds
to the Feynman gauge. It can be used to check that the final result, consisting in the
sum of all diagrams, does not depend on the choice of the gauge. This is possible only
in the non-vanishing background field case. For vanishing background field only the
Feynman gauge is available. If another choice is specified, the execution is interrupted.
The value of the seventh parameter has to be chosen according to the kind of operating
system. The difference between Unix/Linux and Windows is for the code important
only for the way the paths are internally specified. The eighth parameter can be 0, 1 or
2 only. In the first two cases the function generateP.m is used for the computation
of Polyakov loops. If it is set to 2, it allows for a general Wilson loop. The last four
parameters are dedicated to the quark sector. They are of relevance if and only if the
last of them, specifying the number of mass degenerate light fermions involved, differs
from zero. It can also be a negative integer. The parameter number nine specifies the
phase factor θ , appearing in eqs. (3.20). The following parameter specifies the im-
provement coefficient csw for the fermionic action as in eq. (3.91). The penultimate
parameter corresponds to the mass of all degenerate light fermions.
In all cases, all 12 parameters have to be provided before starting the program. If
this condition is not respected, the execution is interrupted.
Let us now have a look to the file starting_point.dat. An example is
less starting_point.dat
0 0 0 2
It just contains a row vector made of four integers. They specify the Euclidean coordi-
nates, in lattice units, of the Wilson line starting point with order (x,y,z, t). Similarly
for the file wilson_path.dat, whose content can read
less wilson_path.dat
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3 3 3 3
It is an integer row vector as well, specifying the path covered by the Wilson line from
the starting point. The given example indicates that the Wilson line is the product of
four gauge links pointing in the z-direction. If one wants to insert an electric plaquette,
lying on the xt-plane, in the middle of the line, it is sufficient to write the path as
3 3 1 4 -1 -4 3 3
Translational invariance can be checked by replacing the aforementioned path by
3 1 4 -1 -4 3 3 3
where, given the default starting point (0,0,0,2), the plaquette has been inserted at the
point (0,0,1,2). The file generateP.m contains the function
function [res] = generateP(option_ins)
which is used if and only if the eighth input parameter in topo_parameters.dat
is 0 or 1. According to the definitions of chapter 5, in the first case the Polyakov
loop in the z-direction is chosen as observable, while in the second case the observable
is the loop with the insertion of the clover leaf operator. In both cases there is no
need to specify the content of wilson_path.dat. The latter is produced by the
aforementioned function.
Let us suppose that the program user has chosen his Wilson line, and coherently
specified the input parameters in the three files, which have just been described. For
the computation he can consider the rest of the program as a black box; he is only
asked to start Matlab and then from the command shell write:
>wline_automatic
The user will not interact with the program anymore, no further specifications are
needed. The computation of all 1-loop diagrams, including the tadpoles, the tree-level
and the O(a)-improvement are then automatically executed, and the final result for the
1-loop expression, normalized by the tree-level, is printed out. The tree-level value is
finally accessible by typing
>tree_level
As anticipated at the beginning of the chapter, the expectation value of each diagram
is accessible:
>W2a
>W2b
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>Tad_gauge
>Tad_quark
>impr
By referring to Sect. 5.5 for the notation, the commands W2a and W2b produce as
output
〈 tr{W (2a)~` }〉0 and 〈 tr{W
(2b)
~` 〉0
respectively, Tad_gauge the sum of the tadpole contributions
〈 tr{W (1)~` S
(1)
tot }〉0,g
restricted to the ghost and gluon cases, Tad_quark the quark tadpole contribution
〈 tr{W (1)~` S
(1)
tot }〉0,q ,
and impr the sum of the O(a)-improvement counterterms
〈 tr{W (1)~` δS
(1)
tot,b}〉0 .
Lower level parts of the computation, e.g. the propagators, can be accessed by follow-
ing the instructions of the next sections.
The file check_path.m contains a function which performs some checks at the
very beginning of the computation. In particular, it checks whether the Wilson line is
really a closed path, and whether the starting point and the topological parameters have
been completely and consistently specified.
6.2 The propagators
6.2.1 The ghost propagator
Definition
Given the expansion of the ghost action
Sgh =
∞
∑
n=0
1
n!
gn0S
(n)
gh , (6.1)
we consider the n= 0 term, which is quadratic in the ghost fields, and reads
S(0)gh =
1
L3∑p ∑t,t ′
c¯a¯(−p, t)Fa(p; t, t ′)ca(p, t ′) . (6.2)
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Since in our computations the ghost propagator is present only in connection with the
gluon-ghost-ghost vertex, and the latter is non-vanishing only if it involves a neutral
gluon and the propagator for charged ghost fields, we need Fa only for a different from
3 and 8, that means
Fa(p; t, t ′) = δt,t ′[2+ sa(p, t)2]−δt+1,t ′−δt−1,t ′ . (6.3)
The free ghost propagator is given by
〈ca(p, t)c¯b(p′, t ′)〉0 = δb,a¯L3δp+p′,0Da(p; t, t ′) , (6.4)
where Da is the inverse of Fa. However, the computation of the propagator through the
inversion of the matrix Fa is computationally not very efficient. A better way, which
exploits recursive relations, is explained in the following.
We fix the color index a and the momentum p, and write down the propagator
equation in momentum space with a simplified notation as
−D(t+1, t ′)+B(t)D(t, t ′)−D(t−1, t ′) = δt,t ′ , (6.5)
where
D(0, t ′) = D(T, t ′) = 0 , 1≤ t ′ ≤ T −1 . (6.6)
We introduce the forward solution ψ f , satisfying
ψ f (0) = 0 , ψ f (1) = 1 , (6.7)
ψ f (t+1) = B(t)ψ f (t)−ψ f (t−1) , 1≤ t ≤ T −1 , (6.8)
and the backward solution ψb, for which
ψb(T ) = 0 , ψb(T −1) = 1 , (6.9)
ψb(t−1) = B(t)ψb(t)−ψb(t+1) , 1≤ t ≤ T −1 . (6.10)
Both solutions can be recursively computed and stored. The forward solution allows
to computeW =ψ f (T ), which is finally used to compute the solution of eq. (6.5), with
boundary conditions given by eqs. (6.6), as
D(t, t ′) =

1
Wψ
f (t)ψb(t ′) , for t ≤ t ′ ,
1
Wψ
f (t ′)ψb(t) , for t ≥ t ′ .
(6.11)
Implementation
The implementation of the recursive method for the computation of the ghost propa-
gator can be found in the program WLINE
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as a function in
TADPOLES_GAUGE/ghost_p.m
Once one is in the directory TADPOLES_GAUGE, it is necessary to load part of the
global variables contained in file topo_parameters.dat,
load_topo_parameters_gtadpole
and initialize the remaining global variables through the command
initialization
The function computing the ghost propagator is
function [res] = ghost_p(a_su3,p)
The input variable a_su3 is an integer specifying the color index, while p is a 3-
dimensional vector specifying the spatial momenta (p1, p2, p3) with pk = 2pink/L and
{nk ∈ N,nk = 0,1, . . . ,L−1}. The result is the ghost propagator (6.11) written in the
form of a square matrix with T+1 rows.
Proof of the recursive method
First of all we define the function
W (t) = ψ f (t+1)ψb(t)−ψb(t+1)ψ f (t) , 0≤ t ≤ T −1 , (6.12)
which we now show to be time-independent. We multiply from the left both sides of
eq. (6.8) by ψb(t) and both sides of eq. (6.10) by ψ f (t), and we subtract them
ψb(t)ψ f (t+1)−ψ f (t)ψb(t−1) =−ψb(t)ψ f (t−1)+ψ f (t)ψb(t+1)
⇒ ψ f (t+1)ψb(t)−ψb(t+1)ψ f (t) = ψ f (t)ψb(t−1)−ψb(t)ψ f (t−1)
⇒ W (t) =W (t−1) , 0≤ t ≤ T −1 . (6.13)
It is convenient to compute W (t) at t = 0 or t = T , where it assumes the simple
formW (t) = ψb(0) = ψ f (T ) =W . The correctness of the solution (6.11) can now be
checked with a little algebra by verifying that
(6.7),(6.9) ⇒ (6.6)
(6.8) ⇒ (6.5) for t < t ′
(6.10) ⇒ (6.5) for t > t ′
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For t = t ′ we have
−D(t+1, t)+B(t)D(t, t)−D(t−1, t) = 1 , (6.14)
which turns out to be
− 1
W
ψ f (t)ψb(t+1)+
1
W
B(t)ψ f (t)ψb(t)− 1
W
ψ f (t−1)ψb(t) = 1
⇒ − 1
W
ψ f (t)ψb(t+1)+
1
W
ψb(t)[B(t)ψ f (t)−ψ f (t−1)] = 1
(6.8)⇒ − 1
W
ψ f (t)ψb(t+1)+
1
W
ψb(t)ψ f (t+1) = 1 (6.15)
and the last equation can be recognized as an identity through the explicit expression
ofW given in eq. (6.12).
6.2.2 The gluon propagator
Definition
The quadratic part of the pure gluonic action takes the form
S(0)G =
1
2L3∑p
T−1
∑
t,t ′=0
∑
a
qa¯µ(−p, t)Kaµν(p; t, t ′)qaν(p, t ′) (6.16)
with
Kakl(p; t, t
′) = δt,t ′[δklsa(p, t)2− sak(p, t)sal (p, t)(1−λ0)]
+δkl[2Caδt,t ′−Ra(δt+1,t ′+δt−1,t ′)] , (6.17)
Kak0(p; t, t
′) = iRa[δt,t ′sak(p, t+1)−δt−1,t ′sak(p, t ′)]
−iλ0sak(p, t)[δt,t ′−δt−1,t ′] , (6.18)
Ka0k(p; t, t
′) = −Kak0(p; t ′, t) , (6.19)
Ka00(p; t, t
′) = Raδt,t ′sa(p, t) · sa(p, t+1)
+λ0[2δt,t ′−δt+1,t ′−δt−1,t ′]
−λ0δt,t ′ [δt,0(1−χaδp,0)+δt,T−1] , (6.20)
where χa = 1 for a= 3,8 and χa = 0 otherwise, and the property
Ka¯µν(p; t, t
′) = Kaνµ(−p; t ′, t) (6.21)
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holds. The free gluon propagator is given by
〈qaµ(p, t)qbν(p′, t ′)〉0 = δa,b¯L3δp+p′,0Daµν(p; t, t ′) , (6.22)
where Da is the inverse of Ka. A brute force inversion of Ka is not a very efficient way
of computing the propagator. A recursive technique can be employed. First of all we
write down the difference equation that we want to solve
∑
t ′′
∑
ν
Kaµν(p; t, t
′′)Daνσ (p; t
′′, t ′) = δt,t ′δµ,σ . (6.23)
The case a= 3,8 and p= 0 is particularly simple, and the solution is explicitly known
Daµν(0; t, t
′) =

1
λ0
(
1+min(t, t ′)
)
if µ = ν = 0,
1
Ra
(
min(t, t ′)− tt ′T
)
if µ = ν = k,
0 if µ 6= ν .
(6.24)
in all other cases, eq. (6.23) must be numerically solved. We fix the index a and the
momentum p, and decompose the operator K according to
Kµν(t, t ′) = Aµν(t)δt+1,t ′+Bµν(t)δt,t ′+Aνµ(t−1)δt−1,t ′ . (6.25)
With this expression, eq. (6.23) becomes
Aµλ (t)Dλν(t+1, t
′)+Bµλ (t)Dλν(t, t ′)+A
†
µλ (t−1)Dλν(t−1, t ′) = δµνδt,t ′ ,
with 0≤ t ≤ T −1 , (6.26)
and A, B and D are, at fixed time, 4×4 matrices. The boundary conditions of the
propagator are simply given by
∂∗tD0ν(t, t ′) = Dkν(t, t ′) = 0 , at t = 0 and t = T . (6.27)
We construct two solutions ψ f (t) and ψb(t) of the homogeneous version of eq. (6.26)
by a two-step recursion forward and backward in time. The forward solution ψ f (t)
starts from
ψ f0ν(−1) = ψ f0ν(0) = δ0ν
ψ fkν(0) = 0
ψ fkν(1) = δkν
 , (6.28)
while the backward solution ψb(t) starts from
ψb0ν(T ) = ψ
b
0ν(T −1) = δ0ν
ψbkν(T ) = 0
ψbkν(T −1) = δkν
 , (6.29)
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where both ψ f and ψb are, at fixed time, 4×4 matrices. Once one has computed and
stored them, the propagator can be expressed in the compact form
Dµν(t, t ′) =

ψ fµσ (t)W−1λσ ψ
b
µλ (t
′) for t ≤ t ′ ,
ψbµσ (t)W
−1
σλ ψ
f
µλ (t
′) for t ≥ t ′ .
(6.30)
The Wronskian W is a 4×4 matrix, and can be computed, after that the recursion for
ψb has been completed, through
W0ν = A0σ (0)ψbσν(1)+(B00(0)+A
†
00(−1))ψb0ν(0) , (6.31)
Wkν = −A jkψbjν(0) . (6.32)
For the case of vanishing background field with boundary valuesC=C′ = 0 the gluon
propagator assumes a simple form if the Feynman gauge, i.e. λ0 = 1, is chosen [99].
For any momentum p we define the “energy” ε through
cosh(ε) = 1+ 12 pˆ
2 , pˆk = 2sin(pk/2) . (6.33)
For non-zero momenta p the propagator of the spatial components of the gluon field
reads
Dk j(p; t, t ′) = δk j
1
sinh(ε)sinh(εT )
×
{
sinh[ε(T − t)]sinh(εt ′) , if t ≥ t ′ ,
sinh(εt)sinh[ε(T − t ′)] , if t ≤ t ′ , (6.34)
while for the time component we have
D00(p; t, t ′) =
1
sinh(ε)sinh(εT )
×
{
cosh[ε(T − t)− 12ε]cosh(εt ′+ 12ε) , if t ≥ t ′ ,
cosh(εt+ 12ε)cosh[ε(T − t ′)− 12ε] , if t ≤ t ′ .
(6.35)
For p = 0 the propagator coincides with the one given in eq. (6.24) for the non-
vanishing background field case; one just has to set λ0 = 1 and Ra = 1. The mixed
components Dk0 and D0k vanish for all time coordinates and for all momenta p.
Implementation
The implementation of the recursive method for the computation of the gluon propa-
gator in momentum space can be found in the program WLINE as a function in
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WLINE_SIMPLE/gluon_p.m
Once one is in the directory WLINE_SIMPLE, it is necessary to load part of the global
variables contained in file topo_parameters.dat,
load_topo_parameters_wsimple
and initialize the remaining variables through the command
initialization
The function computing the gluon propagator is
function [res] = gluon_p(a_su3,p,lambda_0)
The input variable a_su3 is an integer specifying the color index, while p is a 3-
dimensional vector specifying the spatial momenta (p1, p2, p3) with pk = 2pink/L and
{nk ∈ N,nk = 0,1, . . . ,L−1}. The remaining input variable lambda_0 corresponds
to the gauge fixing parameter λ0 appearing in eq. (5.55). For the non-vanishing back-
ground field case, the result is the gluon propagator defined in eq. (6.23), and it is
written in the form of an array of dimension (4,4,T+1,T+1). Through the first two
indices one can access the spin structure of the propagator, while the last two indices
specify the temporal coordinates. Notice that, due to the way Matlab uses to indicate
the elements of an array as well as for convenience of programming, the diagonal com-
ponent D00 corresponds to res[4,4,:,:] in the program. The same holds for the
mixed components D0k⇔ res[4,k,:,:], with k = 1,2,3.
If the background field is deactivated, the gluon propagator is computed only for
the boundary values C =C′ = 0 and in Feynman gauge using a specific function. The
latter is internally called by gluon_p if it is the case.
The gluon propagator in coordinate space, according to the definition given in
eq. (5.90), is computed through the function
function [res] = gluon_x(a_su3,i_matrixx,lambda_0)
located in the file WLINE_SIMPLE/gluon_x.m. The input variables a_su3 and
lambda_0 have the same meaning as for the propagator in momentum space. The
variable i_matrixx is a matrix with 7 columns, and a number of rows limited in
principle only by the amount of memory which can be allocated for the propagator
and the available computer time. In order to get a deeper insight on it, let us con-
sider the propagator ∆aµν(x;x0,y0) in eq. (5.90). After having initialized the necessary
global variables as in the case of gluon_p, let us suppose that we want to compute
∆533((0,0,0);2,2) in Feynman gauge. This is achieved through the call
res = gluon_x(5,[3 3 0 0 0 2 2],1.0)
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where i_matrixx has only one row. In turn, the function gluon_x internally calls
gluon_p and performs the required Fourier transform.
If we now want to compute ∆532((0,0,1);2,2), inspection of eq. (5.90) reveals that
it is not needed to call gluon_p again. One could use the results of the previous
computation. This suggests to call gluon_x at the very beginning in this way
res = gluon_x(5,[3 3 0 0 0 2 2;3 2 0 0 1 2 2],1.0)
It is now straightforward to extend this feature to a path as in Sect. 5.5. The input matrix
i_matrixx then contains, for fixed color index a, as many rows as the number of
coordinate space propagators one wants to compute. It is important to remark that, in
compliance with the notation of Sect. 5.5, the temporal direction is denoted by |µ| =
4. The output is given in the form a vector, with as many elements as the rows of
i_matrixx and the same coordinate ordering. Since the computation of the gluon
propagators in momentum space is very expensive, it is clear that this feature allows to
save a large amount of computing time in comparison to a naïve implementation.
There is another feature which is worth to mention. The authors of [90] noticed
that, since none of the three space directions is distinguished, there is symmetry under
permuting them, which corresponds to certain discrete rotations and reflections in spin
space. Hence one gains a factor of 6 (asymptotically on large lattices) by computing
the gluon propagator in momentum space only for the reduced set of momenta p1 ≤
p2 ≤ p3. Actually, a short computation shows that the number of needed momenta
amounts to
L(L+1)(L+2)
6
,
to be compared to L3 of a naïve Fourier transform. The time needed to perform the
Fourier transforms is, for the observables in chapter 5, negligible in comparison to the
computation of the gluon propagators in momentum space, even for the reduced set of
momenta. Hence we found no need of employing a FFT. The function gluon_x inter-
nally calls another function, called ppermute and located in the same directory in the
file ppermute.m, which calls gluon_p only for the reduced set of momenta, and,
through matrix manipulations optimized for Matlab and of negligible computational
cost, produces as output the gluon propagator for all momenta.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6.1 the cost for the computation of the gluon propagator
for a fixed momentum and non-trivial color, i.e. a 6= 3,8, in the range 4≤ L ≤ 32 and
for T = L. The expected linear scaling is evident. On a computer with processor Intel
Pentium 4 with 2.6 GHz, we found
cost in seconds= k1+ k2L , (6.36)
with k2 ' 0.011.
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Figure 6.1: Computational cost for the gluon propagator for a fixed momentum. Test performed on a
PC with a processor Intel Pentium 4 with 2.6 GHz.
Proof of the recursive method
So far we listed the basic properties of the recursive method and gave the necessary
tools to implement it on a computer. However, we did not demonstrate that (6.30) is the
correct and unique solution eq. (6.23). This is the subject of the rest of this subsection.
We start from the forward solution ψ f and observe that
A0λψ
f
λν(1)+ [B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)]ψ f0ν(0) = 0 , (6.37)
which will be our starting point in the implementation of the recursive method. In fact,
together with eqs. (6.28), we notice that
ν = 0 , ψ f00(1) =−A−100 (0)[B00(0)+A†00(−1)] , (6.38)
ν = j , ψ f0 j(1) =−A−100 (0)A0 j(0) , (6.39)
and we have defined all components of ψ f for t = 0,1. The matrix A has been checked
to be invertible for all times by inspecting its explicit expression. The invertibility holds
as long as the gauge fixing parameter λ0 > 0 and the constant electric background field
does not vanish. Further, we use the following equation
A(t)ψ f (t+1)+B(t)ψ f (t)+A†(t−1)ψ f (t−1) = 0 , (6.40)
written in a looser notation, to recursively compute ψ f (t) in the interval 2 ≤ t ≤ T .
Analogously, we let the backward solution ψb satisfy eqs. (6.29) and
A(t)ψb(t+1)+B(t)ψb(t)+A†(t−1)ψb(t−1) = 0 . (6.41)
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The latter is used to compute ψb(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T−2a. We look for a solution of
eq. (6.23) having the form
Dµν(t, t ′) =

ψ f (t)U(t ′) for t ≤ t ′ ,
ψb(t)V (t ′) for t ≥ t ′ ,
(6.42)
which is compatible with the boundary conditions in eqs. (6.27) and satisfies eq. (6.23)
for t 6= t ′ from the very construction. At t = t ′ we first require the consistency of the
solution (6.42), i.e.
ψ f (t)U(t) = ψb(t)V (t) , (6.43)
and then require to satisfy eq. (6.23); this can be rewritten as
A(t)ψb(t+1)V (t)+B(t)ψ f (t)U(t)+A†(t−1)ψ f (t)U(t) = 1 , (6.44)
where we insert eq. (6.40) to be able to get
A(t)ψb(t+1)V (t)−A(t)ψ f (t+1)U(t) = 1 . (6.45)
The latter equation is used together with eq. (6.43) to solve forU and V :
(6.43) ⇒V (t) = [ψb(t)]−1ψ f (t)U(t) (6.46)
(6.45),(6.46) ⇒ A(t){ψb(t+1)[ψb(t)]−1ψ f (t)−ψ f (t+1)}U(t) = 1
⇒ A(t){ψb(t+1)[ψb(t)]−1−ψ f (t+1)[ψ f (t)]−1}ψ f (t)U(t) = 1
and get
[U(t)]−1 = A(t){ψb(t+1)[ψb(t)]−1−ψ f (t+1)[ψ f (t)]−1}ψ f (t) , (6.47)
⇓ (6.46)
[V (t)]−1 = A(t){ψb(t+1)[ψb(t)]−1−ψ f (t+1)[ψ f (t)]−1}ψb(t) . (6.48)
With these two expressions we have determined the solution in the interval 1 ≤ t ′ ≤
T −1. For t ′ = 0 we proceed as follows. With
D(t,0) = ψb(t)V (0) , 0≤ t ≤ T , (6.49)
and the boundary condition Dkν(0,0) = 0 we get
ψbkν(0)Vλν(0) = 0 , (6.50)
and consider eq. (6.26) for t = 0, which is for µ = 0
A0λ (0)ψbλσ (1)Vσν(0)+ [B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)]ψb0σ (0)Vσν(0) = δ0ν . (6.51)
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Finally we can gather eq. (6.50) and eq. (6.51) onto a the compact expression
NV = R , Rkν = 0 , R0ν = δ0ν . (6.52)
Nkν = ψbkν(0) , N0ν = A0λ (0)ψ
b
λν(1)+ [B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)]ψb0ν(0) . (6.53)
The final step is the construction of the Wronskian matrix. We multiply eq. (6.40) by
[ψb(t)]† from the left, and the hermitian conjugate of both sides of eq. (6.41) by ψ f (t)
from the right. The subtraction of the l.h.s. of the two resulting equations gives
[ψb(t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)− [ψb(t+1)]†A†(t)ψ f (t)
= [ψb(t−1)]†A(t−1)ψ f (t)− [ψb(t)]†A†(t−1)ψ f (t−1) , (6.54)
valid in the interval 1≤ t ≤ T −1. We define the 4×4 matrix
W21(t) =−[ψb(t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)+ [ψb(t+1)]†A†(t)ψ f (t) , (6.55)
in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1, and observe that, thanks to eq. (6.54), W21 is time-
independent
W21(t) =W21(t−1) , 1≤ t ≤ T −1 . (6.56)
We repeat the procedure and multiply both sides of eq. (6.40) by [ψ f (t)]† and then
subtract their hermitian conjugates. The result
[ψ f (t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)− [ψ f (t+1)]†A†(t)ψ f (t)
= [ψ f (t−1)]†A(t−1)ψ f (t)− [ψ f (t)]†A†(t−1)ψ f (t−1) , (6.57)
valid in the interval 1≤ t ≤ T −1, implies that the 4×4 matrix
W11(t) = [ψ f (t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)− [ψ f (t+1)]†A†(t)ψ f (t) , (6.58)
is time-independent. The same procedure but by starting with eq. (6.41) instead of
eq. (6.40) let us conclude that the matrix
W22(t) = [ψb(t)]†A(t)ψb(t+1)− [ψb(t+1)]†A†(t)ψb(t) , (6.59)
is time independent too. The matrixWi j, withW12 =W
†
21, is the Wronskian matrix and
it is time-independent. Inspection of the explicit expression ofW11 at t = 0 and ofW22
at t = T −1 reveals that
W11 =W22 = 0 . (6.60)
To evaluateW21 we can set t = 0 in eq. (6.55) and get
W21 =−[ψb(0)]†A(0)ψ f (1)+ [ψb(1)]†A†(0)ψ f (0) . (6.61)
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Now we go back to eq. (6.47)
[ψb(t)]† [U(t)]−1= [ψb(t)]†A(t)ψb(t+1)[ψb(t)]−1ψ f (t)− [ψb(t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)
(6.59),(6.60)
= [ψb(t+1)]†A†(t)ψ f (t)− [ψb(t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)
(6.55)
= W21 (6.62)
We consider now eq. (6.48), and proceed in the same way
[ψ f (t)]† [V (t)]−1 = [ψ f (t)]†A(t)ψb(t+1)
−[ψ f (t)]†A(t)ψ f (t+1)[ψ f (t)]−1ψb(t)
(6.58),(6.60)
= [ψ f (t)]†A(t)ψb(t+1)− [ψ f (t+1)]†A†(t)ψb(t)
(6.55)
= W †21 =W12 (6.63)
This allows us to write the solution (6.42) as
Dµν(t, t ′) =

ψ f (t)W−121 [ψ
b(t ′)]† for t ≤ t ′ ,
ψb(t)[W †21]
−1[ψ f (t ′)]† for t ≥ t ′ ,
(6.64)
holding for t = t ′ too. Now we work outW12 in detail
W12 = [ψ f (0)]†A(0)ψb(1)− [ψ f (1)]†A†(0)ψb(0) , (6.65)
and have a look at
[W12]0ν = ψ
f
σ0(0)Aσλ (0)ψ
b
λν(1)−ψ fσ0(1)Aλσ (0)ψbλν(0) (6.66)
(6.28)
= A0λ (0)ψbλν(1)−ψ f00(1)Aλ0(0)ψbλν(0) . (6.67)
From eq. (6.37) we have that
A00(0)ψ
f
00(1)+A0k(0)ψ
f
k0(1)+ [B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)]ψ f00(0) = 0 , (6.68)
(6.28)⇒ A00(0)ψ f00(1) =−[B00(0)+A†00(−1)] , (6.69)
and consequently
[W12]0ν = A0λ (0)ψbλν(1)+
B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)
A00(0)
Aλ0(0)ψbλν(0) . (6.70)
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Since Ak0(0) = 0 we have
[W12]0ν = A0λ (0)ψbλν(1)+ [B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)]ψb0ν(0) . (6.71)
The last step consists in considering
[W12]kν = ψ
f
σk(0)Aσλ (0)ψ
b
λν(1)−ψ fσk(1)Aλσ (0)ψbλν(0) . (6.72)
The boundary conditions on ψ f let us write that
ψ fσk(1)Aλσ (0)ψ
b
λν(0) = Aλk(0)ψ
b
λν(0)+ψ
f
0k(1)Aλ0(0)ψ
b
λν(0) , (6.73)
and from eq. (6.37) we have that
A00(0)ψ
f
0k(1)+A0 j(0)ψ jk(a)+ [B00(0)+A
†
00(−1)]ψ f0k(0) = 0 , (6.74)
which can be simplified by using again the boundary conditions on ψ f :
A00(0)ψ
f
0k(1)+A0k(0) = 0⇒ ψ f0k(1) =−
A0k(0)
A00(0)
. (6.75)
This lets us write
[W12]kν = −Aλk(0)ψbλν(0)+
A0k(0)
A00(0)
Aλ0(0)ψbλν(0)
Ak0(0)=0= −Aλk(0)ψbλν(0)+A0k(0)ψb0ν(0) (6.76)
= −A jk(0)ψbjν(0) . (6.77)
If we now rename the matrixW12 simplyW , we demonstrated that (6.30) is solution
of eq. (6.23).
6.2.3 The quark propagator
Definition
We introduce the Fourier transformed quark fields according to
ψ(x, t) =
1
L3∑p
eipxψ(p, t) , (6.78)
ψ(x, t) =
1
L3∑p
eipxψ(p, t) , (6.79)
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whose representation in momentum space is used to express the free part of the quark
action as
S(0)F =
1
L3∑p ∑t,t ′
ψ(−p, t)D˜(p; t, t ′)ψ(p, t ′) , (6.80)
where D˜ is the improved Dirac-Wilson operator, including the mass term, at lowest
order in g0. It is diagonal in momentum and color space for the background field under
consideration. It can be written as
D˜(p; t, t ′) =−P−δt+1,t ′+B(p+, t)δt,t ′−P+δt−1,t ′ , (6.81)
where the matrices P± are defined in App. A, p+k = pk+θ/L, and the matrix B reads
B(p, t) = 4+m0−∑
k
[
1
2
(1+ γk)e−ipkV †(t)+
1
2
(1− γk)eipkV (t)
]
+iHγ0∑
k
γk . (6.82)
The matrix H is proportional to the tree-level value of csw, and is diagonal in color
space with the elements
Hαα =−12c
(0)
sw sinEα . (6.83)
The propagator S is the inverse of the Dirac-Wilson operator,
∑
t ′′
D˜(p; t, t ′′)S(p; t ′′, t ′) = δt,t ′ , 0< t, t ′ < T , (6.84)
and is pseudo-hermitian,
γ5S(p; t, t ′)γ5 = S(p; t ′, t)† , (6.85)
as well as the operator D˜. The boundary conditions are given by
P+S(p; t, t ′)|t=0 = P−S(p; t, t ′)|t=T = 0 , (6.86)
S(p; t, t ′)P−|t ′=0 = S(p; t, t ′)P+|t ′=T = 0 . (6.87)
The computation of S by a brute force inversion of D˜ can become computationally
very expensive for fine lattices. We prefer to proceed in analogy to the ghost and gluon
cases, by fixing the momentum p, and by constructing the solutions of the homoge-
neous equation by forward and backward recursion. We call these solutions ψ f and
ψb respectively; they are 4×2 matrices, and satisfy
∑
t ′
D˜(t, t ′)ψ f (t ′) = 0 , P+ψ f (0) = ψ f+(0) = 0 , (6.88)
∑
t ′
D˜(t, t ′)ψb(t ′) = 0 , P−ψb(T ) = ψb−(T ) = 0 . (6.89)
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The recursion is simpler than in the gluon case, because here one has to solve a first
order difference equation. To see this, we define
F f/b(t) = P−ψ f/b(t)+P+ψ f/b(t−1) , (6.90)
which enables us to write the homogeneous equation as
[B(t)P+−P−]F f/b(t+1)+ [B(t)P−−P+]F f/b(t) = 0 . (6.91)
Once the forward and backward solutions have been computed, the quark propagator
can be constructed through
S(t, t ′) =

ψ f (t)V [ψb(t ′)]†γ5 for t < t ′,
ψb(t)V †[ψ f (t ′)]†γ5 for t > t ′,
ψ f−(t)V [ψb(t)]†γ5
+ψb+(t)V †[ψ f (t)]†γ5 for t = t ′.
(6.92)
The 2×2 matrix V can be computed from
[V †]−1 = [ψ f−(1)]
†γ5ψb+(0) . (6.93)
Implementation
The implementation of the recursive method for the computation of the quark propa-
gator can be found in the program WLINE as a function in
TADPOLE_QUARK/quark_p.m
Once one is in the directory TADPOLES_GAUGE, it is necessary to load part of the
global variables contained in file topo_parameters.dat,
load_topo_parameters_qtadpole
and initialize the remaining global variables through the command
initialization
The function computing the quark propagator is
function [res] = quark_p(p,theta_angle,csw_0,mass_0)
The variable p is a 3-dimensional vector specifying the spatial momenta (p1, p2, p3)
with pk = 2pink/L and {nk ∈ N,nk = 0,1, . . . ,L−1}, theta_angle specifies the
phase appearing in eqs. (3.20), csw_0 is the tree-level value of csw entering in the
improvement counterterm to the fermion action defined in eq. (3.91), and mass_0 is
the quark mass according to eq. (6.82). The output is the propagator (6.92) in the form
of an array of dimension (3,T+1,T+1,4,4). Through the first index one accesses the
color structure. The propagator is diagonal in color space, and that index selects the
diagonal elements. The second and third indices refer to the temporal coordinates t
and t ′, while the last two indices specify the Dirac structure.
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Proof of the recursive method
We now show that (6.92) is the solution of the difference equation (6.84). We proceed
in analogy to the gluon case, and, first of all, look for a solution of the form
S(t, t ′) =

ψ f (t)N f (t ′)γ5 for t < t ′ ,
ψb(t)Nb(t ′)γ5 for t > t ′ ,
(6.94)
To determine N f and Nb we exploit the pseudo-hermicity of the propagator given in
eq. (6.85), to get
N f (t ′) = V [ψb(t ′)]† , Nb(t ′) = V †[ψ f (t ′)]† . (6.95)
We now inspect eq. (6.84) for t ′ = t+1,
P−S(t+1, t+1) =−P+S(t−1, t+1)+B(t)S(t, t+1) . (6.96)
The identity
B(t)S(t, t+1) = B(t)(P++P−)ψ f (t)V [ψb(t+1)]†γ5 , (6.97)
together with the forward version of eq. (6.91) in the form
B(t)(P++P−)ψ f (t) = P−ψ f (t+1)+P+ψ f (t−1) , (6.98)
let us rewrite eq. (6.96) as
P−S(t+1, t+1) = P−ψ f (t+1)V [ψb(t+1)]†γ5 , (6.99)
Analogously, we inspect eq. (6.84) for t ′ = t−1,
P+S(t−1, t−1) =−P−S(t+1, t−1)+B(t)S(t, t−1) . (6.100)
The identity
B(t)S(t, t−1) = B(t)(P++P−)ψb(t)V †[ψ f (t−1)]†γ5 , (6.101)
and the backward version of eq. (6.91) in the form
B(t)(P+−P−)ψb(t) = P−ψb(t+1)+P+ψb(t−1) , (6.102)
let us rewrite eq. (6.100) as
P+S(t−1, t−1) = P+ψb(t−1)V †[ψ f (t−1)]†γ5 . (6.103)
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It is now clear that eqs. (6.99, 6.103) prove the correctness of the solution (6.92) for
t = t ′. It remains now to determine the explicit expression of V . First of all we notice
that the pseudo-hermicity of the propagator implies the following useful relations
ψ f−(t)V [ψ
b
−(t)]
†γ5 = ψb−(t)V
†[ψ f−(t)]
†γ5 , (6.104)
ψ f+(t)V [ψ
b
+(t)]
†γ5 = ψb+(t)V
†[ψ f+(t)]
†γ5 , (6.105)
and we then proceed by checking that the equation
1 = −ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb−(t)]†γ5+ψb+(t−1)V †[ψ f−(t)]†γ5
(6.106)
+ψ f−(t+1)V [ψ
b
+(t)]
†γ5−ψb−(t+1)V †[ψ f+(t)]†γ5
holds for a≤ t < T . We write down eq. (6.84) for t = t ′,
1 = −ψb−(t+1)V †[ψ f (t)]†γ5−ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb(t)]†γ5
(6.107)
+B(t)
{
ψ f−(t)V [ψ
b(t)]†γ5+ψb+(t)V
†[ψ f (t)]†γ5
}
,
and multiply it by P− from the right
P− = −ψb−(t+1)V †[ψ f (t)+]†γ5−ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb(t)+]†γ5
+B(t)
{
ψ f−(t)V [ψ
b(t)+]†γ5+ψb+(t)V
†[ψ f (t)+]†γ5
}
.
Then we observe that
B(t)
{
ψ f−(t)V [ψ
b
+(t)]
†γ5+ψb+(t)V
†[ψ f+(t)]
†γ5
}
(6.105)
= B(t)
{
ψ f−(t)V [ψ
b
+(t)]
†γ5+ψ
f
+(t)V [ψ
b
+(t)]
†γ5
}
= B(t)(P−+P+)ψ f (t)V [ψb+(t)]
†γ5
(6.98)
=
{
ψ f−(t+1)+ψ
f
+(t−1)
}
V [ψb+(t)]
†γ5 ,
which yields
P− =−ψb−(t+1)V †[ψ f+(t)]†γ5+ψ f−(t+1)V [ψb+(t)]†γ5 . (6.108)
By multiplying eq. (6.107) by P+ from the right and proceeding analogously, we get
P+ =−ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb−(t)]†γ5+ψb+(t−1)V †[ψ f−(t)]†γ5 . (6.109)
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It is now very easy to see that eqs. (6.108, 6.109) imply eq. (6.107) . The next step
consists in showing that
[ψ f (t−1)]†γ5ψ f−(t)− [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψ f+(t−1) = 0 , (6.110)
holds for 1≤ t ≤ T . First of all, we demonstrate that the l.h.s. is time-independent. We
notice that
B(t) = γ5[B(t)]†γ5 , (6.111)
and write the forward homogeneous equation in two equivalent forms
B(t)ψ f (t) = ψ f−(t+1)+ψ
f
+(t−1) , (6.112)
[ψ f (t)]†[B(t)]† = [ψ f−(t+1)]†+[ψ
f
+(t−1)]† . (6.113)
We multiply the first equation by [ψ f (t)]†γ5 from the right
[ψ f (t)]†γ5B(t)ψ f (t) = [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψ
f
−(t+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊕
+[ψ f (t)]†γ5ψ
f
+(t−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ª
(6.111)
= [ψ f (t)]†[B(t)]†γ5ψ f (t)
(6.113)
= [ψ f−(t+1)]
†γ5ψ f (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
¯
+[ψ f+(t−1)]†γ5ψ f (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊗
,
and by noticing that [ψ f±]†γ5ψ f = [ψ f ]†γ5ψ
f
∓, we have that the equation ⊗−ª =
⊕−¯ reads
[ψ f (t−1)]†γ5ψ f−(t) − [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψ f+(t−1) (6.114)
= [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψ
f
−(t+1)− [ψ f (t+1)]†γ5ψ f+(t) ,
which proves that the l.h.s. of eq. (6.110) is time-independent. Furthermore we ob-
serve that, due to the boundary condition ψ f+(0) = 0, it vanishes at t = 1. The time-
independence implies that eq. (6.110) is valid in the whole interval 1≤ t ≤ T .
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We multiply eq. (6.106) by P+ from the left and by ψ f (t−1) from the right
P+ψ f (t−1) = −ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb−(t)]†γ5ψ f (t−1)
+ψb+(t−1)V †[ψ f−(t)]†γ5ψ f (t−1)
(6.110)
= −ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb−(t)]†γ5ψ f (t−1)
+ψb+(t−1)V †[ψ f+(t−1)]†γ5ψ f (t)
(6.105)
= −ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb−(t)]†γ5ψ f (t−1)
+ψ f+(t−1)V [ψb+(t−1)]†γ5ψ f (t)
= ψ f+(t−1)V
{
[ψb+(t−1)]†γ5ψ f (t)− [ψb−(t)]†γ5ψ f (t−1)
}
,
and conclude that
V −1 = [ψb+(t−1)]†γ5ψ f (t)− [ψb−(t)]†γ5ψ f (t−1) , (6.115)
or equivalently
[V †]−1 = [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψb+(t−1)− [ψ f (t−1)]†γ5ψb−(t) . (6.116)
Finally we show that the r.h.s. of the above equation is time-independent. To achieve
that, we multiply eq. (6.102) by [ψ f (t)]†γ5 from the left
[ψ f (t)]†γ5B(t)ψb(t)
(6.102)
= [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψb−(t+1)+ [ψ
f (t)]†γ5ψb+(t−1) , (6.117)
and eq. (6.113) by γ5ψb(t) from the right
[ψ f (t)]†[B(t)]†γ5ψb(t) = [ψ f (t)]†γ5B(t)ψb(t) (6.118)
(6.98)
= [ψ f−(t+1)]
†γ5ψb(t)+ [ψ
f
+(t−1)]†γ5ψb(t) ,
and subtract them. It follows that
[ψ f (t)]†γ5ψb−(t+1)+ [ψ
f (t)]†γ5ψb+(t−1)
= [ψ f−(t+1)]
†γ5ψb(t)+ [ψ
f
+(t−1)]†γ5ψb(t)
= [ψ f (t+1)]†γ5ψb+(t)+ [ψ
f (t−1)]†γ5ψb−(t) ,
which can be rewritten as
[ψ f (t)]†γ5ψb+(t−1) − [ψ f (t−1)]†γ5ψb−(t) (6.119)
= [ψ f (t+1)]†γ5ψb+(t)− [ψ f (t)]†γ5ψb−(t+1) ,
and shows the time independence of the r.h.s. of eq. (6.116). The latter, due to the
boundary conditions, becomes particularly simple for t = 1, that is the expression in
eq. (6.93).
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6.3 Tadpoles and improvement
In this subsection we provide the definitions relative to the tadpoles as well as their
implementation in WLINE. It is important to stress that if one wants to compute sev-
eral observables, it is not necessary to compute the tadpoles for each of them. The
tadpole loops T ak,ghost(u0), T
a
k,gluon(u0) and T
a
k,quark(u0) do not depend on the observable,
but only on the kinematics. They can thus be computed and stored. Then, for each ob-
servable, the tadpole contributions can be calculated according to the formulae given
in Sect. 5.5.3. This latter computation is much cheaper than the tadpole loops.
The last subsection is devoted to the O(a)-improvement counterterms. Under the
point of view of the theory, there is nothing to add to Sect. 5.5.4, and we describe only
the Matlab implementation.
6.3.1 Ghost tadpole
Definition
The O(g0)-term of the perturbative expansion of the ghost action is given by
S(1)gh =
1
L6 ∑p,p′,q
δP(p+p′+q) ∑
s0,t0,u0
∑
µ
(6.120)
∑
a,b,c
c¯a(−p′,s0)Fabcµ (p′,p,q;s0, t0,u0)cb(−p, t0)qcµ(−q,u0) .
where δP indicates the periodic delta function, i.e. the delta function modulo 2pi , and
F is the gluon-ghost-ghost vertex, whose explicit expression is readable e.g. in [91]. It
enters in the ghost tadpole, formally given by
T aµ,ghost(u0) =
1
L3∑q ∑s0,t0∑c
F c¯caµ (q,−q,0;s0, t0,u0)Dc(q; t0,s0) , (6.121)
which is non-vanishing only for µ 6= 0 and a = 3,8. The non-vanishing components
can be computed through [97]:
T ak,ghost(u0) =
1
L3∑q ∑c
cc¯ca sin[qk+φc(u0)]Dc(q;u0,u0) . (6.122)
Implementation
The implementation of the ghost tadpole according to eq. (6.122) can be found in the
program WLINE as a function in
TADPOLES_GAUGE/ghost_tadpole.m
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Once one is in the directory TADPOLES_GAUGE, it is necessary to load the global
variables,
T L eta nu
contained in file topo_parameters.dat, through the command
load_topo_parameters_gtadpole
and initialize the remaining global variables through
initialization
The function computing the ghost tadpole is
function [res] = ghost_tadpole()
The output has dimension
size(res) = 2 3 T+1
The first index refers to the color; if it is 1, it corresponds to the color a = 3, if 2 to
a= 8. The second index refers to k, and the last one to the temporal coordinate u0.
6.3.2 Gluon tadpole
Definition
At order g0 the gluon action can be expressed in the compact form
S(1)G =
1
6L6 ∑q1,q2,q3
δP(q1+q2+q3) (6.123)
× ∑
µ1,µ2,µ3
∑
t1,t2,t3
∑
a1,a2,a3
V a1a2a3µ1µ2µ3(q1,q2,q3; t1, t2, t3)∏
j
qa jµ j(−q j, t j) ,
where V is the triple gluon vertex. The latter has a quite involved expression, and is
readable e.g. in [91]. It is needed to compute the gluon tadpole, which reads
T aµ,gluon(u0) =−
1
2L3∑q ∑ν ,ρ ∑s0,t0∑c
V c¯caνρµ(q,−q,0;s0, t0,u0)Dcρν(q; t0,s0) . (6.124)
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As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the tadpole is non-vanishing only for
µ 6= 0 and a= 3,8. It assumes the expression [97]:
T ak,gluon(u0) =−
1
2L3∑q ∑c
{
−cacc¯ cck(q,u0)∑
j
(
Dcj j(q;u0,u0)s
c
k(q,u0)−Dcjk(q;u0,u0)scj(q,u0)
)
−12 f+ac
(
Dckk(q;u0−1,u0−1)−Dckk(q;u0+1,u0+1)
)
−e+ac
(
Dckk(q;u0,u0+1)−Dckk(q;u0,u0−1)
)
−ie+ac
[
−Dc0k(q;u0,u0)sck(q,u0+1)−Dc0k(q;u0−1,u0)sck(q,u0−1)
+
(
Dc0k(q;u0−1,u0−1)+Dc0k(q;u0,u0+1)
)
sck(q,u0)
]
−ie−ac
(
Dc0k(q;u0−1,u0−1)−Dc0k(q;u0,u0+1)
)
cck(q,u0)
−12 f+ac
(
Dc00(q;u0−1,u0−1)sck(q,u0−1)2
−Dc00(q;u0,u0)sck(q,u0+1)2
)
−12 f−ac
(
Dc00(q;u0−1,u0−1)sck(q,u0−1)cck(q,u0−1)
+Dc00(u0,u0)s
c
k(q,u0+1)c
c
k(q,u0+1)
)}
, (6.125)
where it is understood that at the temporal boundaries
D(p; t0,v0) = 0 , if t0 or v0 =−1, T +1 . (6.126)
Implementation
The implementation of the gluon tadpole according to eq. (6.125) can be found in the
program WLINE as a function in
TADPOLES_GAUGE/gluon_tadpole.m
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Once one is in the directory TADPOLES_GAUGE, it is necessary to load the global
variables,
T L eta nu lambda_0
contained in file topo_parameters.dat, through the command
load_topo_parameters_gtadpole
and initialize the remaining global variables through
initialization
The function computing the ghost tadpole is
function [res] = gluon_tadpole()
The output has dimension
size(res) = 2 3 T+1
The first index refers to the color; if it is 1, it corresponds to the color a = 3, if 2 to
a= 8. The second index refers to k, and the last one to the temporal coordinate u0.
6.3.3 Quark tadpole
Definition
We proceed in analogy with the ghost and gluon cases, and study the term of the
perturbative expansion of the quark action appearing at order g0. The Wilson part
takes the form
S(1)F,Wilson =
1
L6 ∑p,p′,q
δP(p+p′+q)∑
µ
∑
x0,y0,z0
(6.127)
ψ(−p′,x0)V aµ (s;x0,y0,z0)ψ(−p,y0)qaµ(−q,z0) ,
with s= (p′−p)/2. It comes together with the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert part
δS(n)v =
c(0)sw
L6 ∑p,p′,q
δP(p+p′+q) ∑
x0,z0
∑
µ
∑
a
(6.128)
ψ(−p′,x0)Saµ(q;x0,z0)ψ(−p,x0)qaµ(−q,z0) .
It follows that the complete gluon-quark-quark vertex is given by
V aµ (p
′,p,q;s0, t0,u0) =V aµ (s;s0, t0,u0)+ c
(0)
sw Saµ(q;s0,u0)δs0,t0 , (6.129)
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entering in the quark tadpole as
T aµ,quark(u0) =
1
L3∑q ∑s0,t0
Tr
{
V aµ (q,−q,0;s0, t0,u0)S(q; t0,s0)
}
. (6.130)
The latter is non-vanishing only for µ 6= 0 and a= 3,8; the explicit expression reads
T ak,quark(u0) = (6.131)
− 1
L3∑q
Tr Ia
{(
isin[αk(q,u0)]− γk cos[αk(q,u0)]
)
S(q;u0,u0)
+
i
4
c(0)SW cos(E )σ0k
(
S(q;u0+1,u0+1)−S(q;u0−1,u0−1)
)}
.
Implementation
The implementation of the quark tadpole according to eq. (6.131) can be found in the
program WLINE as a function in
TADPOLE_QUARK/quark_tadpole.m
Once one is in the directory TADPOLE_QUARK, it is necessary to load the global
variables,
T L eta nu theta_angle csw_0 mass_0
contained in file topo_parameters.dat, through the command
load_topo_parameters_qtadpole
and initialize the remaining global variables through
initialization
The function computing the quark tadpole is
function [res] = quark_tadpole()
The output has dimension
size(res) = 2 3 T+1
The first index refers to the color; if it is 1, it corresponds to the color a = 3, if 2 to
a= 8. The second index refers to k, and the last one to the temporal coordinate u0.
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6.3.4 Improvement
Implementation
The implementation of the O(a)-improvement counterterms according to eq. (5.101)
can be found in the program WLINE as a function in
IMPROVEMENT/wline_impr.m
Once one is in the directory IMPROVEMENT, it is necessary to load the global vari-
ables,
T L eta nu back_switch lambda_0 Nf
contained in file topo_parameters.dat, through the command
load_topo_parameters_impr
and initialize the remaining global variables through
initialization
The function computing the improvement counterterm is
function [res] = wline_impr(starting_point,wilson_path)
which needs the starting point and the path describing the Wilson loop as is explained
in Sect. 6.1. The output is a complex number, and precisely the expectation value in
eq. (5.101).
6.4 Tests of the code
6.4.1 The average plaquette
We consider the unimproved gauge action
SG[U ] =
β
3∑p
Re tr{1−U(p)} , (6.132)
where the sum is over all unoriented plaquettes, and rewrite the parametrization (5.46)
of the gauge links in the form
Uµ(x) =
{
1+σµ(x)+O(σ2)
}
Vµ(x) , σ = O(β−1/2) , (6.133)
where the fields σµ are nothing but a rescaling of the gluon fields qµ . In the following
we assume that the gauge has been fixed. Although the details of the gauge fixing
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are not relevant for the present discussion, one may assume that we have followed the
procedure described in Sect. 5.4.1. In the weak coupling regime we expand the action
in powers of 1/β , and write the partition function in the simplified form
Z = K
∫
D[σ ]exp
{−12βσD−1σ +higher orders} . (6.134)
Here K is an overall constant factor andD is the gluon propagator defined in eq. (6.23).
Since the integral in eq. (6.134) is Gaussian, its value is a determinant
Z = K′|D/β |1/2(1+O(β−1)) . (6.135)
The matrixD has the dimensionality of the parameter space after gauge fixing. In other
words, it is a square matrix with Ng rows, where Ng is the number of physical gluonic
degrees of freedom. Removing a factor of β from each row of the matrix, we find
Z = K′|D|1/2β−Ng/2(1+O(β−1)) . (6.136)
We now exploit this result to obtain the following 1-loop prediction for the average
plaquette
1
3Np
〈∑
p
Re tr{1−U(p)}〉 = − 1
Np
∂
∂β
lnZ
= − 1
Np
−Ng2 β−1(1+O(β−1))+O(β−2)
1+O(β−1)
=
Ng
2Npβ
+O(β−2) , (6.137)
where we have summed only over the Np = 3L3(2T − 1) dynamical plaquettes, and
we have kept the factor 1/3 in order to normalize the trace of the unity matrix. The
number of degrees of freedom is given by
Ng = 8[L3(4T −3)−L3(T −1)]−ν . (6.138)
The factor 8 in front stems from the fact that the Lie algebra su(3) of SU(3) is a
real vector space of dimension 8. The first factor in square brackets counts the lattice
variables qµ(x), and the second factor subtracts the gauge fixed ones. The volume term
ν is given by
ν =
{
8 , for irreducible background field ,
2 , for non-vanishing Abelian background field .
(6.139)
For irreducible background field we intend e.g. a setup as in chapter 4, with boundary
values C =C′ = 0. The value ν = 8 stems from the zero momentum q0 gluons at the
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temporal boundary x0 = 0. We have eight of them, because dim(su(3)) = 8. They
obey Dirichlet boundary conditions, and are associated with spatially constant diago-
nal modes. The latter are not fixed by the gauge fixing procedure, as pointed out in
Sect. 5.4.1, and do not belong to the degrees of freedom. They just survive as a global
symmetry of the theory. For the non-vanishing background field case the situation is
analogous, with the only difference that at the lower temporal boundary we have a
mixture of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. Inspection of eqs. (5.59) re-
veals that only the two gluons obeying Dirichlet boundary conditions are associated
with spatially constant diagonal modes; this implies ν = 2.
In order to test the code, we have reproduced, for various choices of L and T up to
32, the result (6.137), for both vanishing and non-vanishing background field, with a
numerical precision up to 12 digits.
6.4.2 Comparison with Monte Carlo results
The perturbative results for the plaquette and the Polyakov loops with and without
insertion of the electric operator have been checked against the corresponding non-
perturbative (quenched) computations. The latter have been performed at small bare
couplings, 0.015 ≤ g20 ≤ 0.06, setting the improvement coefficient ct to its tree-level
value. In all cases L= T = 4. The 1-loop contribution for the observableO is extracted
from the non-perturbative result 〈O〉 according to
〈O(1)〉= lim
g20→0
(〈O(g20)〉−1)/g20 , (6.140)
where the observable is normalized by its tree-level value. The plot on the left of
Fig. 6.2 shows the case where the observable is the average plaquette. The upper
and lower plots on the right show the simple Polyakov loop and the Polyakov loop
with insertion of the clover leaf operator respectively. The extrapolation is achieved
through a simple linear fit. The agreement is found within the statistical uncertainty.
6.5 Summary
The program WLINE has been conceived as a double-purpose project. The first purpose
is to provide a program able to compute the expectation value, at one-loop order of per-
turbation theory, of any QCD Wilson line in the Schrödinger functional scheme with
vanishing or non-vanishing background field, by generating and computing all needed
diagrams and the improvement counterterms. The user is asked to specify only the
path describing the Wilson line and a few kinematical parameters. The rest of the pro-
gram can be seen as a black box, and the execution does not require any further effort
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the perturbative results with the non-perturbative (Nf = 0) ones.
from the user’s side. The second purpose is to provide a structure with several mod-
ules. Each module has its own task, and can easily be accessed and used outside the
program. Each function computing the propagators, the tadpoles or the improvement
counterterms shares with the rest of program only the necessary kinematical variables.
The presence of a non-vanishing background field precludes from finding a simple
analytical expression for the ghost, gluon and quark propagators. By starting from the
very definition of the latter, one is found to invert big sparse matrices. As a conse-
quence, the computational cost increases very rapidly with the fineness of the lattice.
A much more viable way is provided in Sect. 6.2, where recursive methods are intro-
duced. They allow to considerably reduce the computational cost, which is found to
linearly scale with the lattice extension. For each propagator, a detailed proof of the
recursive method is provided.
The non-vanishing background field is also the cause of the presence of the tad-
pole diagrams. Although they could be computed from the complete expression of
the vertices, the formulae provided by Peter Weisz allow to significantly reduce the
programming as well as the computational efforts. The tadpole loops are observable
independent. They can be separately computed and stored once the kinematics is de-
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fined. Of course, their contribution to the one-loop expansion of the desired observable
depends on the observable itself, but this last calculation is computationally not very
time consuming if the loops are already stored.
The improvement is restricted to the computation of the terms stemming from the
one-loop expansion of the boundary counterterms of the gauge action, and in particular
to the time-like plaquettes. They owe their existence to the presence of a non-vanishing
background field, and are not computationally demanding, even in the Nf 6= 0 case.
Among all tests performed to check the correctness of the code, it is worth men-
tioning the computation of the average plaquette. It is a simple test comparing the
result of the program with the predictions of the theory, in which only the counting
of the gluonic degrees of freedom enters. This kind of test can be straightforwardly
extended to other actions and choices of boundary conditions.
The program WLINE is available in its released version 1.0. Plans for a version
1.1 are already established. Apart from a few small improvements, mainly addressed
to speed up the computation, the main purpose is to remove the restriction of an ob-
servable consisting of a closed loop of gauge links, and admit a more general class of
observables, including, among others, two separated Wilson loops. In a next future,
a version 2.0, allowing for smeared gauge links, is expected to enhance the support
given by perturbation theory to non-perturbative HQET computations.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
The subject of the first part of this work is the combination of the Tor Vergata Step
Scaling Method, involving the relativistic QCD Lagrangian, and HQET. The final re-
sult is a very precise and controlled lattice determination, in the continuum limit, of the
b-quark mass and Bs-meson decay constant. The former is affected by an uncertainty
of 1.5%, while the decay constant is extracted with a precision slightly worse than 3%.
The meticulous error analysis attending the simulations ensures that these results do
not suffer from any systematic errors, apart from the use of the quenched approxima-
tion. Neither extrapolations in the heavy quark mass, nor other approximations on the
kinematics of the quark-antiquark pair are introduced.
The results of this study are not restricted only to these two numbers. The inter-
play of relativistic QCD and HQET shows that the static limit alone provides high
precision results, which lie very close to the interpolated final numbers, with only one
exception. The latter is the decay constant in the small volume, where the finite quark
mass corrections amount to roughly 5%. On the other side, the Step Scaling Method
is shown to be a successful and powerful tool to investigate two-scale problems. How-
ever, without the support of the effective theory the extrapolation to the b-region is
difficult to control, especially when the simulated quark masses are much lighter than
the extrapolated one.
The second part of this thesis deals with the renormalization of the chromo-magne-
tic operator, appearing at order 1/m in the HQET Lagrangian. It is the leading order
operator, in the effective theory, responsible for the spin splitting in heavy-light quark
bound states. A precise computation of its renormalization group invariant expres-
sion, along the guidelines of the ALPHA collaboration, requires in turn an accurate
knowledge of the scale running of the renormalization factor in the Schrödinger func-
tional scheme. The main result for this purpose is the two-loop anomalous dimension
of the operator, as well as a both perturbative and non-perturbative (in the quenched
approximation) study of the cutoff effects affecting the renormalization factor and the
corresponding step scaling functions. The latter measure the variation which the for-
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mer undergoes, when the renormalization scale is changed by a factor of two.
The anomalous dimension is computed by starting from the known two-loop ex-
pression in the MS scheme as well as the one-loop connection between the latter and
an intermediate scheme, the lattice minimal subtraction one. By computing the one-
loop connection between the latter and the Schrödinger functional, one ends up with
the two-loop SF anomalous dimension.
Perturbation theory, at one-loop order, and the non-perturbative simulations, with-
out sea quarks, agree with the fact that the cutoff effects associated with the step scaling
functions are invisible as long as the relative statistical precision is around one percent.
In presence of sea quarks, perturbation theory predicts bigger but still moderate devia-
tions from the continuum limit. Unfortunately, a non-perturbative confirmation is still
missing.
The perturbative computations in the Schrödinger functional scheme are compli-
cated by the presence of a non-vanishing background field. With respect to the vanish-
ing case, it introduces new diagrams and forbids to have a simple analytical expression
for the propagators. Furthermore, it requires the addition of the O(a)-improvement
counterterms in order to reach the continuum limit with a rate proportional to (a/L)2.
The problem is faced by carrying out the perturbative expansion in position space. This
yields a considerable speed-up in comparison with a momentum space computation.
This is part of the background of theMatlab code WLINE, which joins the requirements
of a robust, efficient and reasonably fast program, with a very user-friendly interface.
In an ideal to-do list, we would write the following points:
• Reduction of the uncertainty associated with the renormalization factor of the
quark mass.
• Improvement of the precision of the large volume computations both in HQET
and in relativistic QCD.
• Computation of ZRGImag via matching between HQET and QCD. At first in the
quenched approximation.
• Dynamical fermions.
• Development of the code WLINE.
The first point has roots in the observation that the uncertainty on the final result
for the b-quark mass is dominated by the one on the total renormalization factor ZM of
the RGI quark mass.
The second point originates from the importance that large volume computations
already in the static approximation have in a precise determination of the bottom-light
decay constant. The use of actions with smeared gauge links as well as refined fitting
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techniques [1] are helpful, but, so far, not sufficient to overcome the problem of the
degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio in the heavy-light and heavy-heavy correlators.
Especially in view of the inclusion of sea quarks, the most promising way is probably
represented by the all-to-all propagators [100].
About the third point it is worth mentioning an alternative approach for the renor-
malization of the chromo-magnetic operator. It can be achieved by following the pro-
cedure [19, 67], consisting in a non-perturbative matching between HQET and QCD,
where, unlike in chapter 5, valence light quarks appear.
The fourth point certainly represents the next future. For the combination of HQET
and relativistic QCD the challenge is to perform simulations in a large volume (&1.5
fm) with a lattice resolution, where quarks like the charm and heavier can be han-
dled with confidence. For the renormalization of the chromo-magnetic operator the
two-loop anomalous dimension is now known also for non-vanishing Nf. However,
the renormalization procedure depicted in chapter 5 has shown in [94], for Nf=0, to
require a large amount of gauge configurations to achieve a good statistical precision.
This is of course an unpleasant situation in presence of dynamical fermions, for which
the production of statistically uncorrelated gauge samples is computationally very ex-
pensive. The method mentioned in the third point may provide a more viable approach.
The code WLINE has been successfully applied for the computations reported in
chapter 5. Its double-purpose structure will be helpful in the future for testing other
perturbative and non-perturbative codes, as well as to perturbatively compute other
observables and study their cutoff effects.
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Appendix A
Notations and conventions
A.1 The Dirac matrices
We employ the hermitian euclidean Dirac matrices γµ with
γ0 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, γk =
(
0 −iσk
iσk 0
)
, k = 1,2,3 , (A.1)
where the Pauli matrices
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (A.2)
appear. In this representation γ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3 is not diagonal
γ5 =
(
0 −1
−1 0
)
, (A.3)
The anticommutation relations are given by
{γµ ,γν}= 2δµν , {γ5,γν}= 0 . (A.4)
Finally the projectors
P+ = 12(1+ γ0) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, P− = 12(1− γ0) =
(
0 0
0 1
)
, (A.5)
are used.
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A.2 The basis of the Lie algebra
The Lie algebra su(3) of SU(3) can be identified with the space of complex 3×3
matrices constructed as in [97] from the modified Gell-Mann matrices
λ˜1 =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ˜2 =
 0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
λ˜4 =
 0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 , λ˜5 =
 0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 ,
(A.6)
λ˜6 =
 0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , λ˜7 =
 0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 ,
λ˜3 =
 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 , λ˜8 = 1√
3
 2 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 .
For a= 1, . . . ,8 we define
Ta =
1
2i
λ˜a , (A.7)
and finally the basis
I1 = 1√
2
(T1+ iT2) , I2 = 1√2(T1− iT2) ,
I4 = 1√
2
(T4+ iT5) , I5 = 1√2(T4− iT5) ,
(A.8)
I6 = 1√
2
(T6+ iT7) , I7 = 1√2(T6− iT7) ,
I3 = T3 , I8 = T8 ,
where only the last two matrices are diagonal. With this choice
[Ia]† = Ia¯ , tr{IaIb}=−1
2
δba¯ (A.9)
where
1¯= 2 , 4¯= 5 , 6¯= 7 , (A.10)
and vice versa. For the diagonal matrices 3¯= 3 and 8¯= 8.
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A.3 The non-vanishing background field
We work in units of the lattice spacing and remark that the non-vanishing background
field, appearing in chapters 5 and 6, is induced by the spatially constant Abelian bound-
ary fields [24]:
C =
i
L
diag
(
φ1,φ2,φ3
)
, C′ =
i
L
diag
(
φ ′1,φ
′
2,φ
′
3
)
, (A.11)
where the angles φm and φ ′m are given in terms of the parameters η and ν
φ1 = η− pi3 , φ ′1 =−η−pi ,
φ2 = η(−12 +ν) , φ ′2 = η(12 +ν)+ pi3 , (A.12)
φ3 = −η(12 +ν)+ pi3 φ ′3 = η(12 −ν)+ 2pi3 .
The “point A” is defined as in [37] by the choice η = ν = 0. The renormalization
condition in eq. (5.26) is given with Dirichlet boundary conditions in time, i.e.
Uk(x)|x0=0 = exp(C) , Uk(x)|x0=T = exp(C′) , k = 1,2,3 , (A.13)
andU0(x)|x0=0 unconstrained. The background field represents a constant electric field
E =−i[C′−C]/T , (A.14)
which can be rewritten in terms of the matrix I8, appearing in eqs. (A.6), as
E =−γ
 2 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 , (A.15)
with
γ =
1
LT
(
η+
pi
3
)
. (A.16)
The configuration V of least action appearing in the parametrization (5.46) is
V0(x) = 1 , Vk(x) =V (x0) , (A.17)
with
V (x0) = exp{i[E x0− iC]} . (A.18)
An equivalent parametrization of V used in chapters 5 and 6 is
Vµ(x) = exp{ibµ(x)} , (A.19)
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a Ca Ra φa(x0)
1 12(cos2γ+ cosγ) cos
γ
2 −3γx0+ 1L(η [32 −ν ]− pi3 )
3 cosγ cosγ 0
4 12(cos2γ+ cosγ) cos
γ
2 −3γx0+ 1L(η [32 +ν ]− 2pi3 )
6 cosγ cosγ 1L(2ην+
pi
3 )
8 13(2cos2γ+ cosγ)
1
3(2cos2γ+ cosγ) 0
Table A.1: Ca, Ra and φa for the gauge group SU(3). The other coefficients are C2 = C1, C5 = C4,
C7 =C6, R2 = R1, R5 = R4, R7 = R6, φ2 =−φ1, φ5 =−φ4 and φ7 =−φ6.
with
b0(x) = 0 , and bk(x) = bk(x0) = E x0− iC . (A.20)
Other functions appearing in chapter 6 are given in Table A.1, and
sak(p,x0) = 2sin
[
1
2
(
pk+φa(x0)
)]
, (A.21)
cak(p,x0) = 2cos
[
1
2
(
pk+φa(x0)
)]
, (A.22)
cabc = −2i tr
{
Ia[Ib, Ic]
}
, (A.23)
eabc = −2i tr
{
eiE IaIbIc− e−iE IaIcIb
}
, (A.24)
αk(p,x0) = bk(x0)+ p+k . (A.25)
The following formulae are used to compute the tadpoles and are valid only for a
neutral label (⇔ a= 3,8)
f+ac =
i
2
(
eacc¯+ eac¯c
)
, (A.26)
f−ac = 12
(
eacc¯− eac¯c
)
, (A.27)
e+ac =
i
2
(
eacc¯ e
− i2 φ˘c + eac¯c e
i
2 φ˘c
)
, (A.28)
e−ac = 12
(
eacc¯ e
− i2 φ˘c− eac¯c e
i
2 φ˘c
)
, (A.29)
where φ˘c = ∂0φc(x0) which is independent of x0.
Appendix B
Statistical uncertainties in Monte
Carlo simulations
B.1 Thermalization
The initial configuration of gauge fields can be arbitrarily chosen, but the average O
over many configurations cannot sensibly depend on the initial one. For this reason
one starts from a fixed configuration, e.g. whereUµ(x) = 13×3 for all dynamical links
(eventually with some random noise), and the updating algorithm proceeds as dis-
cussed above. The number NUP of updates must be chosen to be large enough to let
the system “forget” the initial configuration. At the end of the computation, one cal-
culates several averages O by discarding the first Ndisc configurations, and checks that,
as a function of Ndisc, the fluctuations on these averages are much smaller (order of
magnitudes) than the statistical error O . The latter depends of course on Ndisc, but
the dependence is negligible as long as Ndisc¿ N. If the check is successful, one can
assume that the thermal equilibrium has been reached, and the analysis is performed
only on the last N−Ndisc measurements.
B.2 Autocorrelation and errors estimate
In this section we explain how the statistical errors in our Monte Carlo simulations
have been estimated. The whole section is far from being original, and it is mainly
based on [101].
The first subsection is devoted to a short explanation of the Γ-method, which has
been used for the error analysis of our HQET data. The second subsection reports the
key formulae of the jackknife error analysis, which has been used by the Tor Vergata
group for the analysis of the relativistic QCD data. In Ref. [101] it is shown that the
first method leads to more reliable and robust error estimate. On the other side, the
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jackknife allows to compute the correlation between derived observable in a simple
way.
B.2.1 The Gamma method
We assume that the thermal equilibrium has been reached, and to have a number of
primary observables labelled by a Greek index with exact statistical mean values Aα .
Our derived observable is a function of these,
O ≡ f (A1,A2, . . .)≡ f (Aα) . (B.1)
The Monte Carlo estimates of the primary observables are labelled by ai,rα , where i =
1, . . . ,Nr counts the measurements for each replicum, and r = 1, . . . ,R the number
of statistically independent replica. From them one can compute the autocorrelation
function Γαβ , defined by
〈(ai,rα −Aα)(a j,sβ −Aβ )〉= δr,sΓαβ ( j− i) , Γαβ (n) = Γβα(−n) . (B.2)
Here and in the following of this section the averages 〈·〉 refer to an ensemble of iden-
tical numerical experiments with independent random numbers and initial states. By
means of the per replicum means
a¯rα =
1
Nr
Nr
∑
i=1
ai,rα , (B.3)
we define the natural estimator of the primary quantities Aα as
¯¯aα =
1
N
R
∑
r=1
Nra¯rα , N =
R
∑
r=1
Nr . (B.4)
The covariance matrix assumes the simple form
Cov( ¯¯aα , ¯¯aβ ) =
1
N
Cαβ ×{1+O(Rτ/N)} , (B.5)
where
Cαβ =
∞
∑
t=−∞
Γαβ (t) , (B.6)
and the finite scale τ characterizes the asymptotic exponential decay of Γαβ
Γαβ (t)
|t|→∞∼ e−|t|/τ . (B.7)
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To determine O we consider the estimator
¯¯O = f ( ¯¯aα) , (B.8)
and the derivatives fα = ∂ f/∂Aα , taken at the exact values A1,A2, . . .. One can then
write the variance of O through the expression
σ2O =
2τint,O
N
vO . (B.9)
Here vO is the naïve, i.e. disregarding autocorrelations, variance
vO =∑
αβ
fα fβΓαβ (0) , (B.10)
and the integrated autocorrelation time for O reads
τint,O =
1
2vO
∞
∑
t=−∞
∑
αβ
fα fβΓαβ (t) . (B.11)
Our best estimate for O is given by eq. (B.8), and, in absence of autocorrelations, we
would have Γαβ (t) ∝ δt,0, which implies τint,O = 0.5. The integrated autocorrelation
time thus represents an estimate of the efficiency of the algorithm in use for the deter-
mination of O .
The next step consists in the computation of the gradient fα and of Γαβ . For
the former we define the estimator ¯¯fα , where the derivative is evaluated at arguments
¯¯a1, ¯¯a2, . . ., while for the autocorrelation function we have
¯¯Γαβ (t) =
1
N−Rt
R
∑
r=1
[
Nr−t
∑
i=1
(ai,rα − ¯¯aα)(ai+t,rβ − ¯¯aβ )
]
, (B.12)
from which one computes the projected autocorrelation function
¯¯ΓO(t) =∑
αβ
¯¯fα ¯¯fβ ¯¯Γαβ (t) . (B.13)
The latter is finally used to compute
¯¯vO = ¯¯ΓO(0) , and (B.14)
¯¯σ2O =
1
N
[
¯¯ΓO(0)+2
W
∑
t=1
¯¯ΓO(t)
]
, (B.15)
where the last equation defines our best estimate of the variance. There we have intro-
duced the summation windowW , in order to get a good estimator of the autocorrelation
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time. This cut-off is necessary because the signal for ΓO(t)/ΓO(0) is overwhelmed by
the noise for |t| À τ . At the same time, the summation should not be truncated too
early, because it would compromise the accuracy of ¯¯σ2O .
A Matlab routine, called UWerr.m, that implements the whole method, including
an automatic windowing procedure, the necessary plots and much more, is documented
and offered by Ulli Wolff for download from the webpage:
www-com.physik.hu-berlin.de/ALPHAsoft.
B.2.2 Jackknife
We borrow the notation of the previous subsection, and give the basic formulae for
error estimation by jackknife. We assume data aiα where possible replica are sewed to
one history
a
j+∑r−1k=1Nk
α = a
j,r
α , (B.16)
of length N = BNB which we divide into NB sections of B consecutive measurements
each. Through the average
a¯α =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
aiα , (B.17)
we take as best estimate for O
O¯ = f (a¯α) , (B.18)
where it is understood that O¯ = ¯¯O , the latter appearing in eq. (B.8). We further proceed
by forming the blocked measurements
bkα =
1
B
B
∑
i=1
a(k−1)B+iα , k = 1, . . . ,NB , (B.19)
and the jackknife bins
ckα =
1
N−B
(
N
∑
i=1
aiα −Bbkα
)
. (B.20)
The resulting jackknife error estimator is given by
σ¯2O,Jack =
NB−1
NB
NB
∑
k=1
( f (ckα)− O¯)2 . (B.21)
Finally we consider the case where we want to compute another observableQ, sharing
withO the same gauge configurations, and eventually expressed as function of primary
observables, whose a group may be in common with O . We thus have O ≡ f (Aα) and
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Q ≡ g(Aα), and the correlation between the two observables can be easily computed
by jackknife
Cov(O,Q)Jack =
NB−1
NB
NB
∑
k=1
( f (ckα)− O¯)(g(ckα)− Q¯) . (B.22)
By performing the whole analysis with different choices of the bin length B, one can
check the stability of the estimated correlation.
Appendix C
Simulation results
This appendix is devoted to collect the results of the simulations performed to apply the
Step Scaling Method. More emphasis and details are given for the static simulations,
which have been performed after the relativistic QCD results were published [50, 51].
They have been reanalyzed, taking into account the correlation between observables
computed on the same gauge configurations. The statistical uncertainties on the reg-
ularization dependent part of the renormalization constants and the lattice spacing are
included before performing the continuum limit extrapolations; they do not appear as
a separate uncertainty.
C.1 Static data
The parameters for the HQET simulations exploited in the Step Scaling Method are re-
ported in Table C.1. The method employed to compute them is explained in Sect. 4.2.
The first column of the table indicates on which volume the parameters are determined.
For the volumes indicated by L?0 the values of κs are obtained through an interpolation
of the data in [50]. The errors on the last column for the RGI strange quark mass
include the uncertainties on kc and on the PCAC mass (4.17). An additional error is
added in quadrature to take into account the uncertainty on the regularization depen-
dent part of the renormalization constants of the RGI quark mass and on r0/a according
to Sect. 4.2.
In the following tables and figures the observables at non-vanishing lattice spac-
ing borrow the continuum notation. The uncertainty stemming from the perturbative
determination of cstatA and b
stat
A is negligible compared to the statistical errors on all
observables.
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Volume L/a β κcrit κs Ms (GeV)
L0 6 6.2110 0.135625(15) 0.134766 0.1381(20)
L0 8 6.4200 0.135616(13) 0.135015 0.1365(20)
L?0 12 6.7370 0.135235(5) 0.134801 0.1367(20)
L?0 16 6.9630 0.134832(4) 0.134526 0.1343(21)
L?0 24 7.3000 0.134235(3) 0.134041 0.1396(18)
L1 8 5.9598 0.134700(18) 0.133274 0.1373(16)
L1 10 6.0914 0.135494(23) 0.134476 0.1362(15)
L1 12 6.2110 0.135772(8) 0.134908 0.1352(15)
L1 16 6.4200 0.135687(8) 0.135087 0.1322(15)
L1 24 6.7370 0.135221(7) 0.134832 0.1340(17)
Table C.1: Collection of all simulation parameters for the HQET part of the Step Scaling Method.
Observable C.L. cstatA b
stat
A
σ statm (L2) 1.561(53) 1-loop -
0.233(36) 1-loop -σ statm (L1) 0.240(36) tree-level -
YSF(L2,µ) 5.06(21) 1-loop 1-loop
-1.754(21) 1-loop 1-loop
-1.752(21) 1-loop tree-level
YSF(L1,1/L1) -1.749(20) tree-level 1-loop
-1.746(20) tree-level tree-level
0.4337(44) 1-loop -σ statf (L1) 0.4339(44) tree-level -
-1.592(11) 1-loop 1-loop
-1.591(10) 1-loop tree-level
YSF(L0,1/L0) -1.590(10) tree-level 1-loop
-1.589(10) tree-level tree-level
Table C.2: Collection of all continuum limit extrapolations for the HQET part of the Step Scaling Method.
The result YSF(L2,µ) is taken from [1], and is intended to be multiplied by Istat(µ = (1.436r0)−1) =
0.9191(83) computed in [2] to get eq. (4.75).
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cstatA β L1/a κs aΓstat(L1)
1-loop 0.31830(84)5.9598 8 0.133274tree-level 0.31823(85)
1-loop 0.28053(63)6.0914 10 0.134476tree-level 0.28051(63)
1-loop 0.25328(58)6.2110 12 0.134908tree-level 0.25326(59)
1-loop 0.21140(74)6.4200 16 0.135087tree-level 0.21139(75)
1-loop 0.1722(16)6.7370 24 0.134832tree-level 0.1722(16)
Interpolated
cstatA β L2/a aEstat results for
aΓstat(L1)
1-loop 0.4053(49) 0.30003(51)6.0219 16tree-level 0.29998(51)
1-loop 0.3011(33) 0.23602(47)6.2885 24tree-level 0.23601(47)
1-loop 0.2564(9) 0.20671(57)6.4500 32tree-level 0.20671(57)
1-loop 0.2461(14) 0.19972(63)6.4956 32tree-level 0.19973(63)
cstatA β L1/a L0/a κs aΓstat(L1) aΓstat(L0)
1-loop 0.2558(18) 0.22717(91)6.2110 12 6 0.134766tree-level 0.2558(18) 0.22587(91)
1-loop 0.2154(11) 0.19575(92)6.4200 16 8 0.135015tree-level 0.2154(11) 0.19497(93)
1-loop 0.1663(17) 0.15608(83)6.7370 24 12 0.134801tree-level 0.1662(17) 0.15564(85)
1-loop 0.1426(14) 0.13545(66)6.9630 32 16 0.134526tree-level 0.1427(14) 0.13524(65)
Table C.3: Collection of results at finite lattice spacing, for the computation of the static step scaling
functions of the meson mass.
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cstatA β L1/a κs XSF(L1)
1-loop -2.221(13)6.2110 12 0.134766tree-level -2.102(12)
1-loop -2.266(13)6.4200 16 0.135015tree-level -2.159(12)
1-loop -2.279(28)6.7370 24 0.134801tree-level -2.192(27)
1-loop -2.344(35)6.9630 32 0.134526tree-level -2.266(34)
cstatA β L1/a κcrit Ξ
−1(L1) Ξ(L1)(0)
1-loop -0.4934(24)6.2110 12 0.135625tree-level -0.5164(25) -1.6019540566018
1-loop -0.4787(28)6.4200 16 0.135616tree-level -0.4987(29) -1.6027594410020
1-loop -0.4772(33)6.7370 24 0.135235tree-level -0.4939(34) -1.6033361949926
1-loop -0.4712(30)6.9630 32 0.134832tree-level -0.4860(31) -1.6035384024722
cstatA β L1/a L0/a κs XSF(L1) XSF(L0)
1-loop -2.221(13) -1.8054(34)6.2110 12 6 0.134766tree-level -2.102(12) -1.7170(32)
1-loop -2.266(13) -1.8372(46)6.4200 16 8 0.135015tree-level -2.159(12) -1.7540(44)
1-loop -2.279(28) -1.8806(63)6.7370 24 12 0.134801tree-level -2.192(27) -1.8122(60)
1-loop -2.344(35) -1.8986(65)6.9630 32 16 0.134526tree-level -2.266(34) -1.8370(63)
Table C.4: Collection of results at finite lattice spacing for the static pseudoscalar decay constant. All
numbers are obtained with the 1-loop expression of bstatA .
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cstatA β L0/a κs XSF(L0)
1-loop -1.8372(46)6.4200 8 0.135015tree-level -1.7540(44)
1-loop -1.8806(63)6.7370 12 0.134801tree-level -1.8122(60)
1-loop -1.8986(65)6.9630 16 0.134526tree-level -1.8370(63)
1-loop -1.9182(102)7.3000 24 0.134041tree-level -1.8660(99)
cstatA β L0/a κcrit Ξ
−1(L0) Ξ(0)(L0)
1-loop -0.5467(13)6.4200 8 0.135616tree-level -0.5686(13) -1.5996643156321
1-loop -0.53272(64)6.7370 12 0.135235tree-level -0.55109(66) -1.6019540566018
1-loop -0.5246(13)6.9630 16 0.134832tree-level -0.5407(14) -1.6027594410020
1-loop -0.5182(13)7.3000 24 0.134235tree-level -0.5319(13) -1.6033361949926
Table C.4: (continued)
An accurate data analysis reveals that the quantities
σ statf (L2) , σ
stat
f (L1) and YSF(L0,1/L0) (C.1)
are slightly correlated, because they share the same data for XSF(L1) and XSF(L0).
However, the error on the final result for the decay constant is dominated by the uncer-
tainty stemming from the large volume simulations. Furthermore we observe that, if
we approximate fBs , computed through eq. (4.74), to simply have a linear dependence
on the static decay constant, the relations
fBs ∝ YSF(L0,1/L0) ·σ statf (L1) ·σ statf (L2) (C.2)
∝ XSF(L0) · XSF(L1)XSF(L0) ·
1
XSF(L1)
, (C.3)
show that this correlation is expected to further reduce the uncertainty quoted in (4.83).
We neglect it, because it is small in comparison with the large volume uncertainties.
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Figure C.1: On the left: β -dependence of aΓstat(L1). The red curve shows the quadratic fit of the data
with cstatA at 1-loop (blue points), while the green one fits the data with c
stat
A at tree-level (magenta points).
The two curves almost overlap. On the right: continuum extrapolation to get σ statm (L2).
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Figure C.2: Various HQET continuum limit extrapolations for the Step Scaling Method.
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C.2 Relativistic QCD data
The data at finite heavy quark mass have been produced by the Tor Vergata group, and
published in [50, 51]. In these references one can find all simulation parameters, which
have been determined with the method explained in Sect. 4.2. In this section we report
the new data analysis, collecting the results of the continuum limit extrapolations.
The latter are performed according to the method outlined in Sect. E.1. Here, the
way followed to define the Line of Constant Physics (cf. Sect. 3.4) has to be clarified.
Let us assume that we are at fixed finite volume L and lattice spacing, and consider an
observableO . The quark mass definition is firstly only one, say eq. (4.22). The observ-
able is computed for several quark-antiquark couples. Therefore, there exist a bijective
correspondence between the computed observable O and the couples (LMq2,LMq1).
Since we are interested in the heavy-strange meson properties, the observable is inter-
polated in such a way that one of the two quark masses matches the physical strange
quark mass; then the remaining quark mass is matched to a set of some conveniently
chosen values of LMh. This two-step interpolation procedure is repeated for all dis-
cretizations belonging to the volume L. We are now able to perform the continuum
limit extrapolations of the observable O , where the couples (LMs,LMh) are kept fixed
in all discretizations. By repeating the whole procedure for several quark mass defini-
tions, whose details are given in Sect. 4.2.3, we have the setup described in Sect. E.1.
Therefore, at fixed lattice spacing one has several determinations of O , differing by
being associated with different quark mass definitions. These determinations share the
same gauge configurations, and are statistically correlated. Each of these definitions
follows a different Line of Constant Physics, but universality imposes that they are
indistinguishable in the continuum limit. Furthermore, one can infer from the O(a)-
improvement, that, at non-vanishing but small lattice spacing, these definitions differ
by O(a2)-terms.
Table C.5 summarizes all continuum limit results, and the extrapolations are shown
in Fig. C.3. The plot on the lower right corner shows the continuum limit (cyan point)
for L0MPS(L0), performed according to the averaging method of Sect. E.1. On the
lower left corner each definition is separately fitted. The cyan point of the r.h.s. plot is
pasted here to show the very good agreement between each single definition and the
averaged one.
In all continuum limit extrapolations the uncertainty on the improvement coeffi-
cients cA and bA is found to be negligible.
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L2Mh L2MPS(L2) σm(L2) σf(L2)
16.2 17.221(44) 1.0690(53) 0.929(32)
12.6 14.918(43) 1.0808(63) 0.912(27)
10.9 13.894(43) 1.0874(70) 0.900(24)
L1Mh L1MPS(L1) σm(L1) σf(L1)
14.4 12.438(52) 1.0123(56) 0.4198(45)
12.7 11.319(52) 1.0135(61) 0.4193(45)
8.11 8.307(52) 1.0181(83) 0.4169(43)
L0Mh L0MPS(L0) ρ(L0) fPS(L0)
√
L30MPS(L0)
14.4 10.719(47) 0.7442(88) 3.120(45)
13.4 10.097(47) 0.7541(90) 3.097(45)
8.11 6.793(46) 0.8367(108) 2.911(43)
3.45 3.613(44) - 2.534(40)
3.24 3.466(44) - 2.505(40)
Table C.5: Continuum limit results for the relativistic QCD data used in the Step Scaling Method.
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Figure C.3: Continuum limit extrapolations for the relativistic QCD data used in the Step Scaling
Method.
Appendix D
Correlated errors in both coordinates
This appendix contains a short digression about error analysis. A few formulae are
derived to deal with the case of a two dimensional fit with correlated variables on the
y- and x-axes.
Let us consider the case where we want to fit a certain quantity y vs. x, and the
uncertainties ∆y and ∆x, respectively on y and x, are correlated. To simplify the prob-
lem let us assume that the fit is of the kind y= a+bx, but the following considerations
hold more generally. Having the set of data {yi,xi, i = 1, . . . ,N} with correlated er-
rors {∆yi,∆xi, i = 1, . . . ,N}, following [102], it is straightforward to write down the
appropriate χ2 for this case,
χ2(a,b) =
N
∑
i=1
(yi−a−bxi)2
σ2i
. (D.1)
The variance appearing in the denominator of eq. (D.1) can be understood both as
the variance in the direction of the smallest χ2 between each data point and the line
with slope b, as well as the variance of the linear combination zi = yi−a−bxi of the
variables yi and xi,
σ2i = Var(zi) =
(
∂ zi
∂yi
)2
Var(yi)+
(
∂ zi
∂xi
)2
Var(xi)
+2
∂ zi
∂yi
∂ zi
∂xi
Cov(yi;xi) (D.2)
= Var(yi)+b2Var(xi)−2bCov(yi;xi) . (D.3)
The expressions (D.2) and (D.3) can be generalized to the case of yi depending on the
set of variables {ωi,k,k= 1, . . . ,N}, and xi depending on {ωi,l, l = N+1, . . . ,M}, with
the ω’s correlated with each other. In that case zi = zi(ωi,s) with s= 1, . . . ,M and one
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can write a compact expression for Var(zi), which reads
Var(zi) =
M
∑
s,s′=1
∂ zi
∂ωi,s
Cov(ωi,s;ωi,s′)
∂ zi
∂ωi,s′
. (D.4)
Let us take as example a linear fit of y(ω1,ω2) vs. x(ω2,ω3), with the couples {ω1,ω2}
and {ω2,ω3} statistically uncorrelated. It is clear that the uncertainty on the yi’s is
correlated with the one on the xi’s, because they all depend on ω2. In this case eq. (D.4)
reduces to
Var(zi) =
(
∂yi
∂ωi,1
∆ωi,1
)2
+
(
∂yi
∂ωi,2
∆ωi,2
)2
+b2
(
∂xi
∂ωi,2
∆ωi,2
)2
+b2
(
∂xi
∂ωi,3
∆ωi,3
)2
−2b ∂yi
∂ωi,2
∂xi
∂ωi,2
(∆ωi,2)2 . (D.5)
Coming back to the general case (D.4), we want to minimize eq. (D.1) with respect to
a and b. Unfortunately, the occurrence of b in the denominator of eq. (D.1) makes the
resulting equation for the slope ∂χ2/∂b= 0 nonlinear. In most cases it is sufficient to
approximate the slope b by performing the fit without the uncertainties coming from
the xi’s, then one computes the σi’s according to (D.4) and repeats the fit. The proce-
dure has to be iterated with the new b until successive estimates of b agree within the
desired tolerance.
Appendix E
Fit of the correlated relativistic QCD
data
This appendix is devoted to the explanation of the method used to take into account
the correlations between the relativistic QCD data. The latter are characterized by a
non-vanishing correlation between the observables belonging to the same lattice spac-
ing, but differing by being associated with different definitions of the quark mass. In
addition, observables computed on the same lattice but for different masses share the
same set of gauge configurations, and are indeed correlated.
E.1 Performing the continuum limits
Let us consider an observable O(mh) depending on the heavy quark mass mh. In our
case the light quark is matched to be the strange one in all cases, and the corresponding
dependence is omitted in the following to simplify the notation. The same holds for
the volume dependence; it plays no role for the present discussion.
To compute the continuum limit of the quantity O(mk), with fixed mk, the setup of
the data can be summarized by introducing the notation
xi =
(a
L
)2
i
, (E.1)
yi j(mk) = O(
(a
L
)2
i
,mass def= j,heavy mass= mk). (E.2)
The xi variable refers to the different discretizations, while yi j(mk) refers to the ob-
servable O with discretization i, quark mass definition j and heavy quark mass mk.
The several yi j(mk)’s with the same i are correlated, because they are obtained from
the same set of gauge configurations.
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One possibility to perform the continuum limit is the following procedure. First
of all, at fixed lattice spacing, the observables are averaged over the different mass
definitions according to
y¯i(mk) = ∑
j
yi j(mk)/N, , Ni =∑
j
1= N, ∀i , (E.3)
remarking that
∂ y¯i(mk)
∂yi j(mk)
= 1/N, ∀ j , (E.4)
(∆y¯i(mk))2 =
1
N2∑l,m
Cov(yil(mk),yim(mk)) , (E.5)
taking into account the correlations as shown in eq. (E.5). Remembering that the
averaged quantities y¯i(mk) at different lattice spacing i are statistically uncorrelated,
we can perform the continuum limit in the usual way, i.e. by minimizing the χ2:
χ2 =∑
i
(
y¯i(mk)−a0−a1xi
∆y¯i(mk)
)2
. (E.6)
The result of the continuum limit is finally a0 = y¯(mk). For reasons which will be clear
in the following section, it is useful to compute and store
∂ y¯(mk)
∂ y¯l(mk)
=
1
∆T · (∆y¯l(mk))2 (Txx− xlTx) , (E.7)
where
∆T = TTxx−T 2x , T =∑
i
1
(∆y¯i(mk))2
(E.8)
Txx = ∑
i
x2i
(∆y¯i(mk))2
, Tx =∑
i
xi
(∆y¯i(mk))2
. (E.9)
E.2 Fitting the mass dependence
The procedure described in the previous section is repeated for several heavy quark
masses, and it allows to arrange the data for a fit y¯(m) vs. z = 1/(Lm) with L fixed.
Eventually the points zk can be chosen to be 1/(LM(mk)), where M(mk) is the meson
mass associated with mk. The choice of the definition of zk is irrelevant for the present
discussion, because here we consider as source of uncertainty only the statistical error
on y¯(mk), while the one associated with zk and other systematics are neglected.
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The first step for the fit y¯(m) vs. z= 1/(Lm) can be performed by dealing with the
y¯(mk)’s as independent quantities. The merit function χ2
χ2 =∑
k
(
y¯(mk)− f (zk,c)
∆y¯(mk)
)2
, (E.10)
is minimized with respect to the parameters c. Taking as example the case of a linear
fit f (z,{c}) = c0+ c1z. The parameters {c} are given by
c0 =
SxxSy−SxSxy
∆
, c1 =
SSxy−SxSy
∆
, (E.11)
where
S = ∑
k
1
(∆y¯(mk))2
, Sx =∑
k
zk
(∆y¯(mk))2
, Sy =∑
k
y¯(mk)
(∆y¯(mk))2
Sxx = ∑
k
z2k
(∆y¯(mk))2
, Sxy =∑
k
zky¯(mk)
(∆y¯(mk))2
, ∆= SSxx−S2x .
The estimate of the uncertainty on the parameters {c} and their correlation takes into
account the correlation between the data as follows
(∆c0)2 = ∑
k,k′
∂c0
∂ y¯(mk)
Cov(y¯(mk), y¯(mk′))
∂c0
∂ y¯(mk′)
, (E.12)
(∆c1)2 = ∑
k,k′
∂c1
∂ y¯(mk)
Cov(y¯(mk), y¯(mk′))
∂c1
∂ y¯(mk′)
, (E.13)
Cov(c0,c1) = ∑
k,k′
∂c0
∂ y¯(mk)
Cov(y¯(mk), y¯(mk′))
∂c1
∂ y¯(mk′)
, (E.14)
where one uses
∂c0
∂ y¯(mk)
=
1
∆ · (∆y¯(mk))2 (Sxx− zkSx) , (E.15)
∂c1
∂ y¯(mk)
=
1
∆ · (∆y¯(mk))2 (zkS−Sx) , (E.16)
Cov(y¯(mk), y¯(mk′)) =∑
l,m
∂ y¯(mk)
∂ y¯l(mk)
Cov(y¯l(mk), y¯m(mk′))
∂ y¯(mk′)
∂ y¯m(mk′)
. (E.17)
The sums in eq. (E.17) can be simplified, because Cov(y¯l(mk), y¯m(mk′)) = 0 for l 6=m.
Thus
Cov(y¯(mk), y¯(mk′)) =∑
l
∂ y¯(mk)
∂ y¯l(mk)
Cov(y¯l(mk), y¯l(mk′))
∂ y¯(mk′)
∂ y¯l(mk′)
. (E.18)
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The term ∂ y¯(mk)/∂ y¯l(mk) is taken from eq. (E.7), while for the covariance matrix we
write
Cov(y¯l(mk), y¯l(mk′)) =∑
s,t
∂ y¯l(mk)
∂yls(mk)
Cov(yls(mk),ylt(mk′))
∂ y¯l(mk′)
∂ylt(mk′)
, (E.19)
where ∂ y¯l(mk)/∂yls(mk) is taken from (E.4), and the covariance matrix of the r.h.s. is
directly computed by jackknife (cf. eq. (B.22)). This procedure can be straightfor-
wardly generalized to the other fitting functions f (z,{c}). For more complicated fitting
functions the procedure may become quite knotty. In that case, it may be convenient
to numerically approximate the partial derivatives of the coefficients {c} with respect
to y¯(mk).
The importance of the correlation between the data can be better understood by
looking at Fig. E.1. The blue data points (diamonds) and the interpolated green and
cyan points (asterisks) are the same appearing in Fig. 4.5. For the plot on the left
only the data at finite heavy quark mass have been considered in the fits. The magenta
area (the bigger one) covers one standard deviation for the fitting line if the correlation
between the data associated with different heavy quark masses is not included, while
the green area is computed taking the correlation into account. Similarly for the plot
on the right. Here the static data point is included. The cyan area (the bigger one) has
been computed considering the correlation, while the magenta one ignores it.
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Figure E.1: Importance of data correlation for the step scaling function σf(L2).
Appendix F
Estimate of the uncertainty related to
the scale setting
In this appendix we explain how the statistical uncertainty on r0/a propagates into the
quantities of interest in the work combining HQET and relativistic QCD in the Step
Scaling Method.
The quantity r0/a has been computed in [54, 55, 56] for the range of couplings
covering all our SSM simulations with a statistical accuracy between 0.5% and 2.0%.
Here we show that for our observables and our precision this uncertainty is negligi-
ble. The analysis is carried out for the static observables, but it remains valid for the
corresponding observables at finite heavy quark mass too, because the uncertainty on
r0/a can be seen as an uncertainty on the volume, and the light degrees of freedom,
which are dealt with by HQET and QCD in the same way, are much more sensitive
than the heavy quark to volume changes. Bearing in mind that in our computations the
light quark is fixed to be the strange one, we consider an observable O(L/a,r0/a) and
observe that the uncertainty ∆(r0/a) propagates as
∆(O(r0/a,L/a)) =
∂O(r0/a,L/a)
∂ (r0/a)
∆(r0/a) . (F.1)
The arguments of O differs from the ones appearing in the fourth chapter. There the
propagation of the uncertainty on r0/a is not discussed, and the explicit dependence
on it is omitted to lighten the notation. The statistical error on r0/a can be seen as an
uncertainty on the volume, thus suggesting the following strategy for the computation
of (F.1). One approximates the derivative in eq. (F.1) by computing the observable O
with simulation parameters (β ,L/a,κs,κcrit), and then repeats the computation with
parameters (β ,L′/a,ks,kc). The change L/a→ L′/a at fixed β clearly plays the role of
varying the volume in physical units. In order to optimally approximate the derivative
in eq. (F.1), the values of L/a and L′/a should be as near as possible. The values of the
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hopping parameters can be left identical for the two computations, because they are
protected by changes of the volume by the axial Ward identity.
F.1 Static decay constant
We borrow the notation from the fourth chapter, and consider the quantities
YRGI(L/r0) = Istat(r0/L) · lim
a/L→0
Ξ(0)(L/a)
Ξ(r0/a,L/a)
XSF(r0/a,L/a) , (F.2)
= Istat(r0/L) · lim
a/L→0
YSF(r0/a,L/a) . (F.3)
at fixed L/r0. The aforementioned strategy is applied to YSF on the small volume with
L/r0 = 0.8, giving the results in the following table for
(β ,κs,κcrit) = (6.4200,0.135015,0.135616) .
L/a XSF(r0/a,L/a) [Ξ(r0/a,L/a)]−1 Ξ(0)(L/a) YSF(r0/a,L/a)
8 -1.8372(46) -0.54673(130) -1.5996643156321 -1.6068(55)
10 -1.9048(37) -0.52842(37) -1.6011462370857 -1.6116(33)
where the values of Ξ(0) are taken from [2]. By observing that the ratio
YSF(r0/a,L/a= 8)/YSF(r0/a,L/a= 10) = 1.003(4) ,
one concludes that even increasing the volume by 25%, no appreciable change is ob-
served inYSF, and the uncertainty on r0/a can thus be considered negligible. The factor
Istat is already extrapolated to the continuum, and this discussion does not affect it. It is
finally straightforward to extend the validity of this result to the step scaling functions
of the decay constant, i.e. YRGI(2L/r0)/(23/2YRGI(L/r0)).
F.2 Static meson step scaling function
With the notation borrowed from the fourth chapter
Γstat(r0/a,L/a) =
1
2a
ln
[
f stat,IA (r0/a,L/a,x0−a)
f stat,IA (r0/a,L/a,x0+a)
]
x0=L
, (F.4)
Σm,stat(r0/a,2L/a) = 2L[Γstat(r0/a,2L/a)−Γstat(r0/a,L/a)] , (F.5)
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Figure F.1: Estimate on the propagation of the uncertainty on r0/a for the static meson step scaling
function.
we write the propagation of the uncertainty on r0/a as
∆Σm,stat(r0/a,2L/a)
∆(r0/a)
=
2L
a
· ∂ (aKstat(r0/a,2L/a))
∂ (r0/a)
, (F.6)
Kstat(r0/a,2L/a) = Γstat(r0/a,2L/a)−Γstat(r0/a,L/a) . (F.7)
On a volume with L/r0 = 0.8 and with simulation parameters
(β ,κs) = (6.2110,0.134766) ,
we follow the strategy used for the static decay constant, and get the results in the
following table.
L/a : 5 6 8
aKstat(r0/a,2L/a) : 0.0128(17) 0.0286(20) 0.0711(16)
These results are graphically represented in Fig. F.1. From the slope of the linear
fitting curve we estimate that, for the point with L/a = 6, the uncertainty introduced
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by r0/a is more than three times smaller than the statistical error from the Monte Carlo
simulation, and it can thus be neglected. The Monte Carlo uncertainties computed here
are of the same order (in physical units) of the ones appearing in Table C.3. It justifies
the validity of our estimate for all computed data.
Appendix G
Perturbation theory results
In this appendix we report the details on the results relative to the perturbative compu-
tations described in chapter 5. All numbers are given with 15 decimal digits, although
the last two or three of them may be insignificant. The expectation values of the one-
loop diagrams are normalized by the corresponding tree-level values. We indicate with
the shorthandP3 the Polyakov loop (5.25) in the z-direction, and withP3,ins the loop
with the insertion of the clover leaf operator. We use lattice units throughout the ap-
pendix.
G.1 Tree-level
With the boundary condition defined in App. A, the tree-level of the Polyakov loop
with and without insertion of the clover leaf operator is given by
L2〈 tr(P3(x)E1(x))〉g0=0 = L
2
3
∑
m=1
exp
{
i
L
[
x0φ ′m+(L− x0)φm
]}
×sin
{
1
L2
(φ ′m−φm)
}
, (G.1)
〈 tr(P3(x))〉g0=0 =
3
∑
m=1
exp
{
i
L
[
x0φ ′m+(L− x0)φm
]}
. (G.2)
With the choice of the angles φ ′ and φ defining the “point A” and x0 = L/2, we get
Z(0) = L2
〈 tr(P3(x)E1(x))〉
〈 tr(P3(x))〉
∣∣∣∣
g0=0
=
pi
6
· 1+
√
3
2−√3 +O
(
(1/L)4
)
. (G.3)
The raw data are presented in Table G.1.
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L Z(0)
4 5.328760954837700
6 5.336729884747326
8 5.338071744079632
10 5.338438481936987
12 5.338570217499896
14 5.338626689965802
16 5.338654098887551
18 5.338668685775827
20 5.338677021409115
22 5.338682062421030
24 5.338685255099240
26 5.338687356279386
28 5.338688784675057
30 5.338689783019587
32 5.338690497745269
34 5.338691020276737
36 5.338691409429812
38 5.338691704052065
40 5.338691930408358
42 5.338692106630467
44 5.338692245472193
46 5.338692356057547
48 5.338692445014839
Table G.1: Raw data for Z(0) defined in eq. (G.3).
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G.2 One-loop
ObservableP3
L 〈 tr{W (2a)~` }〉0 〈 tr{W
(2b)
~` }〉0 〈 tr{W
(1)
~` S
(1)
tot }〉0,g
4 -0.205624873077021 -0.413925832829039 -0.052711610791353
6 -0.335983123704290 -0.619721517834779 -0.047296572492624
8 -0.466256052696041 -0.826190695109537 -0.045862904701804
10 -0.596569618044621 -1.032755647453710 -0.045306225863750
12 -0.726911000985525 -1.239339863635439 -0.045026523495318
14 -0.857269180261336 -1.445927930087319 -0.044864334845029
16 -0.987637860416361 -1.652515987946074 -0.044761438013021
18 -1.118013423667861 -1.859103059892027 -0.044691916905935
20 -1.248393696882175 -2.065688990758283 -0.044642684612822
22 -1.378777313656793 -2.272273864188386 -0.044606518969622
24 -1.509163378918473 -2.478857821155862 -0.044579158321204
26 -1.639551285119290 -2.685441002278846 -0.044557951823340
28 -1.769940607019591 -2.892023531121173 -0.044541178560616
30 -1.900331038967060 -3.098605511382531 -0.044527680992760
32 -2.030722356124227 -3.305187028572897 -0.044516656863397
34 -2.161114389713687 -3.511768152828316 -0.044507535716189
36 -2.291507010754891 -3.718348941705426 -0.044499902806717
38 -2.421900119103333 -3.924929442602486 -0.044493450675978
40 -2.552293635894514 -4.131509694747048 -0.044487947452020
42 -2.682687498227030 -4.338089730788150 -0.044483215574556
44 -2.813081655352524 -4.544669578061099 -0.044479117195471
46 -2.943476065899737 -4.751249259588366 -0.044475543966035
48 -3.073870695820916 -4.957828794872859 -0.044472409769887
Table G.2: Expectation values for the one-loop diagrams ofP3. The tadpole contributions in the fourth
column are restricted to the ghost and gluon cases.
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ObservableP3,ins
L 〈 tr{W (2a)~` }〉0 〈 tr{W
(2b)
~` }〉0 〈 tr{W
(1)
~` S
(1)
tot }〉0,g
4 -0.168913284554384 -0.828842066442129 -0.103736065134993
6 -0.328214103185254 -1.033387450326697 -0.095754952883402
8 -0.473097009376418 -1.239118347533455 -0.089957016052714
10 -0.613350760169861 -1.445417860912832 -0.086224254118902
12 -0.751325152405088 -1.651913219737156 -0.083638868463676
14 -0.887922338616729 -1.858481585753028 -0.081746166996522
16 -1.023587362197832 -2.065078524083960 -0.080302220743496
18 -1.158574780275292 -2.271686295222065 -0.079165010168635
20 -1.293045010271327 -2.478297336786256 -0.078246482909905
22 -1.427106264182078 -2.684908327463667 -0.077489242249884
24 -1.560835300983253 -2.891517830373068 -0.076854314324669
26 -1.694288710683514 -3.098125281857394 -0.076314322909446
28 -1.827509507624724 -3.304730531080386 -0.075849482178954
30 -1.960531207496043 -3.511333621025847 -0.075445140515130
32 -2.093380466272667 -3.717934681183583 -0.075090218683396
34 -2.226078853805829 -3.924533874158024 -0.074776184725976
36 -2.358644083951775 -4.131131369165570 -0.074496362329055
38 -2.491090890892763 -4.337727329248135 -0.074245452725766
40 -2.623431667925845 -4.544321905574580 -0.074019197063928
42 -2.755676942497500 -4.750915235397367 -0.073814133373627
44 -2.887835735723776 -4.957507441885920 -0.073627418607532
46 -3.019915838719822 -5.164098634849609 -0.073456696294221
48 -3.151924027957572 -5.370688911857737 -0.073299996770239
Table G.3: Expectation values for the one-loop diagrams of P3,ins. The tadpole contributions in the
fourth column are restricted to the ghost and gluon cases.
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ObservableP3 ObservableP3,ins
L 〈 tr{W (1)~` S
(1)
tot }〉0,q 〈 tr{W (1)~` S
(1)
tot }〉0,q
4 0.102777840715519 0.040970131432917
6 0.067072789721730 0.029695487491120
8 0.054503845697270 0.024694965023325
10 0.049999831469804 0.022511928275922
12 0.048081890180969 0.021373558175997
14 0.047098380274648 0.020672378807829
16 0.046518689745521 0.020190464451924
18 0.046143744791383 0.019835881834839
20 0.045885452353958 0.019562935855346
22 0.045699248493680 0.019345912965656
24 0.045560279263445 0.019169041088309
26 0.045453664962997 0.019022036326953
28 0.045370006920341 0.018897879688656
30 0.045303112072779 0.018791605608642
32 0.045248756321208 0.018699597263028
34 0.045203974156447 0.018619155375739
36 0.045166631835496 0.018548223386947
38 0.045135161130017 0.018485206249965
40 0.045108387852467 0.018428847480900
42 0.045085418331307 0.018378143643499
44 0.045065562413796 0.018332283573234
46 0.045048280116459 0.018290604352713
48 0.045033143949942 0.018252558876089
Nf = 2, θ =−pi/3, m0 = 0
Table G.4: Expectation values for the one-loop quark tadpole contributions.
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ObservableP3,ins
L 〈 tr{W (1)~` δS
(1)
tot,b}〉0 〈 tr{W (1)~` δS
(1)
tot,b}〉0
Nf = 0 Nf = 2
4 0.044525081527306 0.012686646544393
6 0.029669953296613 0.008453936467964
8 0.022250779285418 0.006339972043808
10 0.017800255298336 0.005071872742815
12 0.014833435923651 0.004226529231324
14 0.012714333177513 0.003622727809534
16 0.011125024343901 0.003169881936371
18 0.009888902397903 0.002817670515825
20 0.008900007976896 0.002535902272878
22 0.008090914043919 0.002305365047637
24 0.007416669872386 0.002113250913414
26 0.006846155994550 0.001950692919840
28 0.006357144340312 0.001811357565460
30 0.005933334383781 0.001690600299307
32 0.005562500760730 0.001584937716757
34 0.005235294679453 0.001491706042430
36 0.004944444866595 0.001408833453618
38 0.004684210848468 0.001334684302318
40 0.004450000249276 0.001267950071027
42 0.004238095433409 0.001207571484223
44 0.004045454700235 0.001152681862284
46 0.003869565341325 0.001102565252704
48 0.003708333433511 0.001056625028544
Table G.5: O(a)-improvement counterterms for P3,ins at one-loop order. The simple Polyakov loop
P3 does not require any counterterm.
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